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AFRICAN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIAT/ON

General Thursdaz_January 2nd. 1969 at 6.00 .m.

AGENDA

I. Chairman's opening oomments.

2. Minates of the general meeting held at Makerere UniversityCollege on Friday January 5th. 1968; and matters
arising.

3. Secretary's report.

4. Treasurer's report.

5. e) Report by Joint editor on the Association's Journal.

b) Newsletter.

6. Proposed amendments to constitution.

7. Cooperation with other bodies - E.C.A.,

Association of African Universities, Canadian Adult
Education Associations.

8. Date, place and theme of next Conference.

9. Election of new committee, i.e.:-

Chairman

Deputy Chairman

Conference Chairman

Secretary

Treasurer

3 to 6 Committee members

10. Any other business.
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APPENDI X TO AGENDA

Membership, of Association Committee for 192.

Chairman

and Conference

Chairman: Ustaz Ahmad Abd Al-Halim, Sudan.

Deputy Chairman : Mr. Daudi Mwakawago, Tanzania.

Secretary: Prof. Lalage Bown, Zambia.

Treasurer: Mr. William P. Capstick, Zambia.

Deputy Treasurer: Mr. E.M.C. Mulundika, Zambia.

Joint Journal
Editors: Mr. Norman Hart

)Dr. Colin McCaffrey ) Zambia.

Members: Mrs. Thelma Awor; Uganda

Mr. M. Dori, Ethiopia.

Mr. Emmanuel Haizal, Ghana.

Mr. Joshphat Karuri, Kenya.

Mr. Nicholas Kuhanga, M.P., Tanzania.

Mr. Richard Mwakatobe, Tanzania.



1 Lk-_xneral meetinr;, Tursay, January 1.n .0a, at (1.:

at the University of Thartoum.

,- 4. uctio n:

r7114 issociation's name was 0,anged at the 196 'enpr-11 -eet-

i- to ennr,Ie it to become -frica-widel and the 196P comnittae

t---s t--Ja first one .:rith the tas!: of attemptimi: to operate on a

contiintal basis. Turing the year therefore it was pr,:occu,,,i2--'

-7ith Problems of organisation and publicity; anl it is '-:c7a-1

its activities have also laid some foundation for fut-2,re

men t.

Crganisltion

The Comrittee has met three times during the year at i'e::arere

in and here in Fhartoum. Tor the first time it was ros-A1-le

to hold a committee meeting in between annual conferences. This

was owing to the generosity of several emnloyinr, institutions who

(-we leave and Paid fares for committee members, awl of the University

of ."ia which bore all expenses within amia. 7urther, a sub-

co=ittea on fiscal relationships within the Association was sot Ta7

in 7r_msanin, under the chairmnshin of Fr. Daudi Tswakawaco te

L ssociations c'-:airman and completed its work in time to renort to the

Associat ion.

In addition, the secretary was able, in the course of travell-

in:. on various duties, to visit several officers of the 4.ssociF.tion

:or consultations; including visiting Khartoum for a few hours at

tj-c, n of August to discuss conference plans and bring an extensive

mailini7 list for circulation of the Newsletter.

Cenaral Publicity

A short press release on the Vakerere conference was prenar

in January and was sent, together with the conference resolutions,
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to Flo..ne 7:: journals and newsrtaners throu7hout the world; the

!:ecr9tary rwrote a snocial rerort for the journal of Nodes L.frican

av7ies.

;7eneral information raper about the .association wan rry.--;'

in Trench and the constitution and 1963 conference resolutions .7,:ra

tran-ilat..d into 7rench.

me-,!ler of the Association attended a meeting; of the ArJ

Literacy :'i7anisation of the League of Arah 'states, ant' was able to

inform them about the Association and the Yhartoum conference.

f...)ne Newsletter was issued, at the expense of the University

of -hartoum in Cctobcr.

evelorrent of the Association: National Associations.

Several of the corresnoneinr: secretaries nominated at the

Va%erere freneral meeting were able to move towards the formation of

national ar'ult education associations. National bodies have 'er.un to

orernte in Tanzania and Zambia and preliminary national reetin_s .1F2

''een 7.1e1 in I:enya and the Sudan. The Ghana discussions are un':r

way and it is hoped that the long-established reorlels educational

Lesociation may be able to affiliate. The constitution of the T'Arzylnia

:ssociation is available on rer:uest to Vr. Vwakawago if other countries

wish to use it as a model.

evelorment of Association: strengthening; of secretariat
t'llrourh links with other institutions.

a. The committee has formed the orinion that the Association

has reached a stage at which it needs a permanent base. It was

s',:.;:cested that Addis Ababa would be an appropriate place and that

it would ?,e valuable to seek the help of the United Nations "economic

Commission for Africa. The secretary therefore met fir. lobert

ar,"iner, the Txecutive Secretary of the Tconomic Commission for

Africa, and discussed possibilities with him. He gave verbal

assurance of his full support for the Association (anl this has 7-ean

con:irmed by his message to this conference) and exnresse.! re?Ainess
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to Trovi2e seine office space in ,:tfrica and some ainistrative
,
.secretary was referred. by him to the Social _evele77ant

-,ectir.- of the konomic Commission for .fricals 7ivision el

.2s-:urces 'evelop-nent; anid she visite:! :Ledis AbW-1 to wort: et
si tis meetinc annroves the Oea of a /lase in ,110is W a -tab

"Jith the 7.1conomic Commission for Africa, the Committee vi71
aritten fnl/ow-un of these negotiations. It may also ",e nossi--1°
to help Efith .interpretation at conferences fro-, 2c^7.7-ic

Co.=ission for Africa.

The next nrohlem will he the anpointnent of a full-time

efficer/or,:aniser for the Association. Alan Thomas, the tive
;irector of the Canadian education Association, Toronto,
fcllo7ing his attendance at the akerere conference and his visit
to five &frican countries, 'row un a helpful naper on nossi'a aim s
of develo-,ment for the Association, which has ')een the 'asis of
1,1m,.-thy f'.iscussion in the Committee. 'Ir. Thomas has sucgasto gy

tri-nartite nartnershin hetween the African Association awl th.: ti
man-_,!inn :.ssociations over a perioe of three years to est:tlis'.'

ner.:,-Anent e.lministration; and n telerram has just een receive'

indicating that the Canadians are ready to go into such a 11.?.rt,ncr-

shin. The Committee has welcomed the prospect, provided that the
chief full-time officer anpointeq under the scheme is an African;

'.cat it will need the sanction of this meeting to go ahead with,

ne.:ptiating an agreement.

c. The Committee has ?relieved that links with other !-,a7A.as

,foose interests are related to any branch of adult education can only
he fruitful. '?wring this conference, therefore, the support has ':>.7,n

9olicted of the Association of African Universities. The "Taecutive
"lice- :resident of that Association has expressed his hope that co-
o--,eration will he nossihle. An invitation has been received to sen".
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r-rr:::entatives to the North American alaxy Conference on :.11.t

bell! in Tashinf;ton in -ecember. 'he

invitation, subject to beinr able to 4'int',

Ustaz A'Anaf! al-alim, the current chair7an,

r.::73.-,Dsentativel any' has left it to the incoming committee to nc7in:).te

rerson.

Con.r.arences411111.1

The Chairman of the Fakerere Conference Fr. ?:as

sent arc' o; that he is unable to be present at this meetin to give

rei-ort on that conference. Fembers of the Association arz.,0o/-_,/,;r1

frr7ally notified that, thanks to the Filton photo 7ounrltion, the

c-.)nfor-:nce nroceirlinrs have now 1,een printed un0er the title of

Literacy and may be obtained from the -7oundation.

The Chairman of the current r:hartoum conference will be renortinr

on it in future, but certain noints shoul3 he mentioned,here, in orf.er

thnt tb,e :^eetinp should make appropriate acknowledgement:

1. The University of 7:hartoum has contributed C2.0,:0 (3tF:ancs..-=)

to the exrenses of this conference;

11. The 7riedrich lbert 'roundation has undertaken to

urOerwrite the publication of proceedings;

111. The 'ritish Council has made it possible for Yrr%

7ieward 7utchinson to be present, the -,ritish VInistry

of overseas Development have paid for T;r. John Lowe and hnlf

the expenses of Prof.
Dasan Savievie have been borne the Yu cslav

overnment.

]v. The Ariel Foundation has enabled two-members of the

ComeAttee to he present by paying the fares of Fr. Zw.r.anuel

7aizel from -lest Africa and Yr. naudi Vwaftawamo from .3ast

Africa.

post participants in the conference have had their fares paid

by their own emrloying institutions and ministries, and the f.ssociation

will floubtless wish to recor-1 gr...titutde for the support of ,,ov%rn/14ents
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rrdti.,s :'n' voluntary bodies in this fashion.

:cti.viti:Is of the Corrlittee.

irrian continue( is a Tleml'er of the executiv, 3f

Con;ross of dniversity

its Let..,s in July. re also visited tho soviet
--.-

w7-erc he rentiona.' the ,ssociation.

3ecretary spoke on ult eluction in Africa at nc iL
-1etin1 of t'-a African Studies Issociltion of the U.:7. in '3-r7t:7.-- or

Trd in.c1LCe,I rrention of the 1.nsoci-Ition. The lso, in the cours:

woe-, visiteJ or(particlnated in ) the following =tn.'

lAfcrTatinn on the ,',s,)cintinn:

University of 'ast Africa :3enate "Aucation Ceniittee;

Institut -7rancais 4.'Afrinue Noire, Dakar;

University of Marta Institute of i,eult 7,eucation;

'Iniversity of 1,7t-os;

'ir;,ctor of the 'erartent of A-ult education '2z

:tu,lies, University of Ihadan;

-can of -Auc:ttion and 'Professor of ,dult 7,eucation,

University of Ifo;

Co-r-ittee of 7.xtra-Vural officers of the Universities

:cuncil of cult ';ducition, U.K.

(The latter are publishing a journal which miht e of

interest to members).

:enoral P.emovledgements.

In the present slent"er conilition of the Association's finances,
:cost of the work unf!ertaken by the committee has been carried out
ithnut -.1r1wing on the Associltion funds. \11 the general l'37,:lnistr-Aive

exrmses of the Secretariat have 'leen subsidised by the University of
,n-'ia's ":epartment of '1.1xtra-T'ural Studies and the AIT:7inistrative



expanses of preparing for the conference have been ')orne ')y

Uniwarsity of "hartoum School of Extra-Mural Studies. Fore,s,v3r

'oth the secretary and Treasurer have travelled on Association

Mysiness at their own expense.

LALAGE 307N
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muc,imr nT:cuTiv7i

corri r.("E.1^

Finutes of the Meeting of January 1st. and 2nd. 1969 held
'1hattoum.

:resent: Ustaz ,:hmad a')d al- 'alim - Chairman
rr. rwakawlwo . %entity Chairman

?iss Laing° -own - Secretary
rr. Canstick - Treasurer

rr. 3mmanuel 7aizel

7r. Colin !fcCaffrey.

1. Minutes of Aurust reetinr

These minutes have already been circulated, and
no amendments have been receive'!.

2. plans for Next Conference

a. Theme. It was proposed that the theme of
Lrlult :r'ucntion and National 7evelopment he recommended to the
2neral meeting. This theme would include study of the role
of M(lucation in achieving indepewlence, the pro:qems
of cerrlilaation at present, and adult educational nlanninc.
The conference should include a workshop on evolution.

h. Place. The secretary reported that the
Chairman of the ?'akerere conference had never replied to the
Nicorin offer. Ts view of this and of the fact that there was
still only one person from 'Jest Africa at the conference, as
well as in view of possible political complications, it was
deeded not to take up the resolution of the previous conference.
It was decided to recommend to the general meeting that 71thioria
he the first choice, and that Tanzania TNe adopted as
alternative choice.

c. Timing. It was agreed to recommend that in
future the Association's conferences meet every second year,
so that the intermediate

year he used for nation (or regional)
conferences. Nevertheless, the Association's present stage
of development did not make it appropriate to wait for two years
from now. It was therefore proposed that the next conference
should '.)e held not later than 15 months from the present one,
and preferaMy in January 1970 2
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for General

The followin7 agenda was aEreed:
a. Chairman's openinc remarks
h. Pinutes anl matters arising
c= Secretary' ieport

d. Treasurer's -,nort
e. Journal an Persletter
f. Constitutional amenOments
n. Cooperation with other '-oeies
h. Next conference

i. Mections
j. my other husiness

It was decided that the treasurer should introluceit 'f'.

4. Treasurer's %nport

This rerort was accepted for presentation to tle
Feeting. The Treasurer pointed out that it didn't relate

to conferences which were the pesnonsihility of the chairman.
rr_ported that the chairman of the latartoum conference was

donating the £1 conference registration fee per person to the
Association and would also offer it any surplus on the Conference
account; on the other handlhe wo la nake no claim on the ifa 'eficit should Ne incurrel. The committee thanked t!e
war-ly an it was agreel to inform the aeneral /looting. It
areecl further that the Clarke should he pressel for in stat1-..int
of account for thy: 7anrala cw.forence an t`-at h' he lske,1 'o
trnnsfer to the Assoeiationthe re-mant of the 'ag *lamrarskiol or7nt.

'he treasurer reportei! to the conittee Chat the Wc1-yr :en coll(Te of 'Urther -1luca'ion ha'' heen holiiw: for :ss-
ociation the proceelds of the husalia conf-rence fans
hs4' now aut'orso-4 its release. The Principal of the eolloge

to the 'inr.lhia 7ational Asnociation an ^I!' to the i.frican
Irt was agreed that the treas'rer s'oul' apPly the

to :lin expenses tl,s coentry to thJ conferer-e since 'le Na' nail
'nnlly "or the journey.

The tr asurar state l he had been havin. a
:Li2ficulties over evcbange control. 7e was tNerefore tc
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5.

s.:ok Anert a 'vice on exchar7e problems.

of

3. 7,,:,,cretarr/ '.:erort

This report was allevle,! an ther accent.`:': er

th,:;

out of it, th,se was a lisr!ussil

cc:::`' f-ec rennrts.

"lercirt

Aitor unertook to rernrt on the Journal t:

.r-etinc .

), ':-.3stinns for ';o1rmittee jectirrs-

It was 1-reed to nominate the fellcwin-P ls offic.-,ro o'

Chairman- frr. O. flaukawae:o

neruty .-;hairman- 'r. S. Ln"uai

ecrotary riss L. -own

Treasurer 7r. 'illiam Carstick

It was rointe'' that out that Ustaz .lime:' abd

would become a member of the new committee as of night.

G. Dratters for the coming Executive.

a. Conference clans - the programme for the next

conference should include space in the time-ta")le

for meetings of the Zxecutive.

h. Cooption's - it would be useful to coopt Yr.

Yousif and the new executive, and consideration

should be given to a Nigerian.

c. Executive meeting - it would be necessary to

make provision for a meeting of the Executive Committee during

the year.

/1



AFRICAN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

SUMMARIES ALD HIGHLIGHTS OF PAPERS READ ON 2/1/1969

1/- Mr. Erik Bjerre: Danish Experience and Africa.

The Danish folk high-school carried with it a message of

enlightenment and the unfolding of personality for national and

international understanding. It had a spiritual wellspring which

was really "anti establishment" and led to the mass production

of pioneer. It was characterised by lack of professional training,

and a willingness to tackle major problems, not just to pass people

through an academic will.

Where Africa is concerned, the problem is one of trying to

import the Danish experience wholesale. It is the idea that is

important, and its manifestation in Africa should depend on local

conditions. In Kenya, the multi-purpose centres with professional

training added thereto, are the attempts to translate the idea in

action.

It was pointed out that the levels of literacy in Denmark was

a significant factor in the movement.

2/- Mr. Kwesiga: The Nsamizi Training Centre and Makerere:

The initial research at the training centre was prompted by the

fact that a Diploma course in Adult Education was planned for

Makerere. There was the need to study the one oentre now engaged

in training for community development. This would ensure that courses

planned at Makerere would be meaningful from the start.
Initial findings indicate the following:

a) The need for the study of the content of the syllabus

in relation to field work.

b) The need to relate the oontent to the category

of student, be they beginners or experienced hands.

c) The need to evaluate work done , and to provide

suitable books.

3) Mr. Daka : Schools in Zambia.

The original purpose of the night school was to

improve the academic standard of those already in jobs in the urban

areas. The facility has been extended to the rural areas without,
however, any change in content. Apart from pedagogic problems, the
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major concerns are now the aims of the course and what to do with the

graduates of the school whose orien-Ltion does not now seem correct.

a) Mr. Dusan Yugoslaia.

Mr. Dusanis paper highlighted the fact that adult education

has became all academic subject, and all professionals should receive

adequate academic training. This is a treature of Yugoslav adult

education.

5) The British Experience: Manchester :.nd Edinburgh: Mr. Harris

and Lr. J. Lowe

What was done in these two universities was to subject of the

two short papers. Training for adult education was accepted in

these two universities. This is provided by longterm or shortterm

courses, from the seminar to the postgraduate degrees.

The question of fragmenting the study of adult education,

both in theory and nogisticully came in for discussion from the floor.

It was felt that adult education should be regarded as a subject

dealing with adults, however necessary it was to specialise in

aspects of it. Its wholenens should be emphasised.

6) Mr. Abdel Halim The Sudanese experience:

Training in adult education is accorded priority, from the

lowest to the highest levels. Local and foreign centres we used, and

where top level people go overseas for studies, there is an insistence

that disseration should be on Sudanese or other African practice.

The university of Khartoum is planning a twoyear diploma course.

It was disclosed from the floor that the Shendi centre

admitted candidates with a years primary education plus 2 years

teacher training. Life at the centre is planned to simulate the

localities graduates are going to serve. Thus there is an

insistence on messing by students, and the formation of cultural

and social clubs.

7) West German experience:

/3



AFRICAN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCI;ITION

FOURTH CONFLAENCE

"TRAINING FOR ADULT EDUCATION IN AFRICA"

Danish Scandinavian (Residential) Adult

Education in Relation to ConqapritEy

Needs in Africa

B z

Mr. Erik Bjerre
Rural. Development College,

Folk High School for Developing Countries,
Holel Denmark;. *1-

(On secondment to Institute of Adult Studies,
University College, Nairobi.)

UNIV4RSITY OF 1CHARTOUM

Khartoum 28th. December 1968 to

4th. January, 1969.



DANISH/SCANDINIIIIgaRLSIDENTIAL ADULT EDUCATION

IN RLLATIUN TO CONTEMPORARY NEEDS IN AFRICA

By

Mr. Erik Bjerre

Institute of Adult Studies,

University College, Nairobi.

1. The Folk High School movement emerged as a dynamic force
in nationbuilding from the middle of the last century, based on
the following two ideas.

A. Education for Democracy.

Democracy is only possible if people have an understanding
of the 'common good' and a willingness to collaborate.

B. Education for Life

Man is a divine experiment, and the students must learn
to face the reality of life, in its marvellous sublimity
and it its terrifying horror.

Enlightment and unfolding were regarded more important than
knowledge, but at the same time refreshing of schoolknowledge
played an important role.

2. The movement is religious in origin, but doesn't confuse school(teach) with church (preach).

3. Plain living and high thinking.

No gap between the standard of the Folk High Schools andof ordinary houses.

Made an essential contribution to development becauseit was dealing with essential problems.

4. The living word.

The inspired oral presentation can be understood by all
students irrespective of their different background.
5. The personal method

A close relationship between students and staff facilitatesa sense of security and self reliance which is important in a
changing society.

IS



6. The essense of the residential course was a spiritual
inspiration which was converted into practical enterprise.
Massproduction of pioneers.

It made the farmers proud of being farmers......

7. High Status of the movement makes the ia oLaializa a
lifelon, career.

A residential centre can be a growth point for a district
and provide added impetus and direction to the community.
It must have its own atmosphere, and former students and
neighbour must regard it as their centre.



TRAINING FOR ApwriwcATTpL7Nailjgz; TwrIpmspITTA

FOR COMMUNITY DET4OrMENTWORKAIS

Introduction:
Although this paper is on the training of Community Develop-

ment workers, I wish to point okt that I do not belong to the Ministry

of community development and cannot therefore pretend to know in detail

how the ministry is organised or how it works. I chose this topic,

for two main reasons:

a) As an adult educator I am interested in all agencies that carry

on the training of adult educators.

b) My department, the centre for continuing education, hopes to start

a diploma or certificate course in adult education in the near future.

Hence I thought it useful to consider the organisation and functions

of the Naamizi Training Centre in order to find out what problems

they are facing and to see whether there will be any possibility of

collaborating with them when we inaugurate our-own course, I do also

hope that this paper will be of some use to all those engaged in

this kind of work.

Naamizi is a government training centre dealing mainly

with the training of community development workers. Many of these

are employed by the government but there is also room for other

community development workers employed by private organisation and

other voluntary organisations. In actual fact, it is the only centre

in Uganda that undertake this kind of work on any reasonable scale.

In Uganda the community development programme covers a variety

of activities; "these include mass literacy programmes, improvement of

rural communications, health, hygiene, education of woman in her

home in nutrition, child care, home management, fostering of indigen-

ous handicrafts and small scale industries, residential and non-

residential training programmes for leaders and members." Whatever

the nature of these varied activities their objectives are in many

respects similar, i.e. to help people help themselves in their

struggle against "poverty, ignorance and diseases" and to help

them to become aware of their role and contribution to nation build-

ing.

Hence, community development is a very important factor in

the country's development - social, cultural, economic, political

etc; and hence the more important it is for those employed in this

kind of work not only to be aware of people's needs, available

resources and problems but also to know how they can help these

people to help themselves.

/7
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outlined in the Nsamizi "Handbook for Community

Development i:orkers", the major objectives of the Nsamizi training
soheme are to give these trainees skills in:

a) approaching people and winning their confidence and
cooperL:tion, hdvine established trustful relationships with them.

b) Knowing the resources of the community as well as the
technical expertise available in government and nongovernment
sources.

c) Communicating with the community, equipped with special
methods and techniques by which information can be transmitted,
understood and applied by them.

I have so far been talking in general terms. For the
rest of this essay I shall be more specific by briefly looking at
the following:

1) WHO kal THEL;E COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MMKERS BEING TRAIM2
AT ITAMI22I?

They can be roughly classified into two categories:

a) The ones newly recruited in the service. These are
in the main the newly appointed field community development assistants,
some other few people from other government departments and a few
voluntary workers. They have had at least eight years of education
and are able to follow lessons in English, the official language of
instruction. As they are new in the service they have to be briefed
about their work for a period of six months five months theory
at Nsamizi, followed by one month of practical work.

b) The second group is composed almost exclusively of

those who have already been in the field for quite a long time and
have already undertaken the six months course referred to above. In
fact this is a form of a refresher course designed to keep them

uptodate and to acquiant them with uptodate theories in the
principles and practice of community development. Having themselves
been in the field for a long time they are also expected to con
tribute a lot to the course.

I shall say more about this when I discuss problems of

evaluation. In the meantime I shall try to concentrate on the first
group by observing in greater detail the content and purpose of
their course.

aeo



(ii) THE CONTENT OF THE COURSE FOR THE Ni'viLY R.,CRUITED COMMUNITY
,ORKLRS.

The activities of the community development worker in
Uganda touch every aspect of community life. Like all adult educatorshe is a jack-of-all-trades. This is easily reflected in the contentof his course. After looking at the Nsamizi syllabus, and (after) agreat deal of talk to the tutors and trainees themselves, it is
possible to list the contents of the course as follows (the order doesnot imply the importance of the subjects)

a) Principles of community developmentma , . . , ruts .0=0

In this course the meaning, aims, principles and
practical application of community development are examined at length.The course also serves as a general introduction to the beginners.

b) The role
ofthecommunity_defeloRme0_yorker

This involves a discussion of the necessary qualities that
should be possessed by a community development worker e.g. ability
to cooperate and get on with people.

c) The
fieldsofcommunitx..develoEment

This is self-explanatory; it is a discussion of the scope
of operL.tion.

d) Running clubs
and....training_olubjea4prs

There has been a marked growth of clubs in Uganda of
late, and especially in rural areas. Members come together for
various purposes and it is the duty of the community development worker
to encourage such clubs and to give them advice and help. He will
help them to form constitutions and to elect officials, teach them how
to run meetings, and will try to get them expert knowledge on health,
agriculture, nutrition etc; hence this forms an important course at
Nsamizi particularly as it is realised that clubs do play and can play
a very important role in bringing about higher standards of living and
in developing a community spiri: of responsibility.

e) Methoda andatechniques of communication= ....11,1AST
-.m417m,7.-110, INOMN-

This in,olres teaching community development workers
theories and problems of communication, with particular emphasis on
adults: how do adults learn, how can one communicate with them effec-
tively, what are the basic conditions of a successful communication
process, what use can be made of visual aids, what are the advantages
and disadvantages of various teaching methods and techniques and how
various methods can be combined.

/9
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Finding facts

A community development worker works with the people.
He must therefore know a lot about theme their needs and available
resources, their attitudes to various things, customs etc. People
in rural areas must be understood if suspicion is to be removed.
Hence at Nsamizi, community development workers are taught the im port-
ance and methods of gathering information and how this information
can be put to beneficial use. In addition to these course, experts
from various fields are invited to give lectures in specialised
subjects like child care, nutrition, agriculture and health, A
community development worker must be able to advise people and teach
club leaders how living standards can be raised by better food,
improved hygiene etc..

g)
Illiteracil_its_uoblems.and_im04eAiorp:

A number of people can neither write nor read. In this
course, community development workers are taught methods and tech
niques of eradicating illiteracy. Its problems and implications are
also discussed.

I should also mention that while they are undergoing this
training they are given a lot of opportunities to listen to lectures
in what I might call civics or general knowledge: government and its
organisation, the constitution, the rights and duties of a citizen etc.

Practical work is stressed. The trainees are occasionally
asked to give talks to their fellow students while the tutor is in the
room and the last month of the course is spelt in the field.

TUTORS

As already remarked, Nsamizi Training Centre is a Govern
ment institution belonging to the Ministry of Culture and Community
Development. These tutors are therefore civil servants and like all
civil servants have to work within the framework of the Government
policy. They hate got considerable experience in field work (having
been field workers themselves), and some of them have, in addition,
undertaken diploma courses in Social Work at various colleges. Hence
they are qualified to do this kind of work.

FINANCE

Nsamizi obtains its finance direct from the Government.
Governmentemployed community development workers and workers from
approved voluntary organisations do not pay fees nor any other money
during their training. The rest are charged 51= per day towards
course expenses.
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Only between 20 to 30 people are taken in at a time and
there is enough room to accommodate the.

ON.

What ere the major Problereb?

a) Lack of evaluation Evaluation is very necessary to
assess the effectiveness (or otherwise) of the course. For a long
time this was left in the hands of the Community Development Officer
in charge of the district -through his report and the Ministry staff
meetings. I feel, however, that the tutors themselves should do a
lot in the way of research and visits to assess the effectiveness of
the course. They are aware of this and have in fact started visits
to meet their former students and see how they and getting on. But
lack of time (and possibly lack of finance) limit how much they can
do. The same two reasons limit their efforts to do research, so
necessary particularly in a developing country, probably they should
try to involve the university in this kind of work. And here I agree
with A.S.M. Hely when he says that "there is need for more research
into "adult education as a special field of knowledge. In both

professional training in adult education and in the research which
provides the basis of an academic diacipline the university has a
big role to play" (quoted from 'New trends in Adult Education°.

As all.eady noted above Makerere Centre for continuing education
hopes to start a certificate or diploma course in adult education
in the near future. I hope there will be more collaboration with
Nsamizi in the field of research and evaluation.

b) Lack of suitable books aAjall_levels.

Shortage of books is not a new story. But Adult Education
itself being a new and ambiguous subject obviously is faced with more
complicated problems. AA Roy Professer has observed: "there is
not only a general lack of reading material, but where it does exist
it is often not of the right sort. Books relevant to local adults
using local examples and suited to local needs are sparse since most
books are not produced locally but imported from overseas", (quoted
from Adult Education for Developing Countries). Nsamizi is aware

of this. So fur two manuals directly concerned with the training of
adult educators to work as community development workers have been
published with the help of Milton Obete Foundation. But this does
not solve the problem at the lower levels where many people do not
understand English. Nsamizi people are aware of this as well, and are
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at the moment trying to translate the two manuals into vernacular,

for the use of club leaders and those who do not understand English

very well.

FUTUn FLANS

Future plans are still being worked out. However, there is

a possibility that Nsamizi might, some time, start a two year inter

mediate diploma course in adult education. This is a very welcome

suggestion and I hope other agencies involved in adult education will

cooperate with Nsamizi to develop professionally trained African adult

educators. But at the moment I feel that this. may not be possible

or easy unless adult education becomes centralised. One way of doing

this is to form a national adult eduction board as recommended by

the 1963 Uganda Education Commission Report. At the moment there

is still a lot of fragmentation and duplication of services. This

leaves a lot of gaps and wastes the already meagre resources.

Jassy B. Kwesiga, (Centre for

Educzltion, Makerere University College



THE NEED ".00.a. TRAIHING ADULT EDUCATORS FOR NIGHT ;.;1111221LDILmAALI,

One of the best knewn forms of adult cinnation wen : :: J.). Zambia to-day is the
Night School system which started fourteen years aGo an_ in that time enabled
many adults to improve their aeademIc eurtIlifications. ..mc former etudents, are
now holding senior posts in Government :ind. the private -7)c.i,,r, Whilst others have
proceeded to universities or olner i:Ist.Lt-ution of fult ducation. What is
striking about this Ni lit School work iu that :t 1-L_Lo Aertaken by people
Who have no special trainiiv in the !ield cif E.dlat

In view of what the Night Schools havo acilievecl pert-time and full-
time staff having, no special training; it miLht be ask it is really
necessary to have specially trained people NA1C11 scho.7,1- :3e .-.3rs employed as part-
time teachers or full-time organizers do the job just .1.: vb .1 as anybody else.

To ask a question like this cne is to fall to greTp tho real extent of our
problems in Night School work where obsevvttene revea that:

i) There is a very high drop-out rate: (even thout1440nts pay
enrolment fees. which are not r.Aundable if aeon. as are
discontinued).

ii) A very small proportion of those who complete the °curse
obtain full certificates at the first attempt in =terns'
examinations.

iii) The text-books used, particularly for primal T courses are
too childish for adults.

iv) Teaching methods cm invariably "chalk and talk".

v) No evaluation method other than written test: and
examinations is used.

These seem to be some of the weaknesses in oua' worl which could best be
tackled by professionally It LaLJ be ,.1 suggested that some
contributory factors to drop-out ana failure in Ixternr:: examinations could bebad teaching by teachers who, though tlained to teach (1Y.ltren, do not know how
to handle adults and use methods appropriate to then i; 1.1'lL of suitable selection
technique of students for different level9 of co :lases, v-i.tten examinations which
scare some adults except at certain levels there passi an examination creates
favourable prospects.

To overcome these problems it is essentj that pt .i full-time
staff be trained in adult education work, I wtT1 now individually with
these two groups of staff and how they could be trainee...

Part-time Staff

In 1967, there were 1,718 part-time teachers eagaged in Night School
work teaching classes ranging from the Beginners level tWGiC.B. 101 level.
Prom the Beginners to Grade VII level, almost all the teachers are trained
to teach children. .Usually the same teacher teaching, say, Grade V, during
the day, will teach an adult class of the same level in the evening. He
will use the same books, the same methods and the same classroom. To him
there is no difference between teaching adults and children. The only
difference he sees is that children learn during the day and adults learn
in the evening: Obviously many adults are discouraged and disoontinue the
course When they are treated like "grown-up chiidreL".

At the Secondary School level, some of the teachers are not trained and
may not be school teachers. riey may be graduates doing jobs not-related toteaching. These teachers need help from expertsJAr, when this help is not
forthcoming, they resort to the only methods they kl_ow; that is, the way theythemselves were taught either at scheml or at univer3it7. Such methods are
not suitable for an adult struggling to obtain his ,'1115.1r Secondary Certificate.

23
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(b) Full-time Staff

These are the Adult Education Officers and Organizers. All are trained
primary school teachers. They are well experienced in teaching children,
but have no special training in adult education.

The Education Officers, more by accident than design, have undergone
training in administration. From the angle of administration alone, therefore,
these people are adequately qualified and do not need long courses in adult
education. What they do need is to TN on Study Tours and to attend Seminars to
broaden their outlook as well as to be brought up-to-date in adult education
trends.

The Adult Education Organizer is a very vital officer. In rank he is
junior to the Adult Education Officer, but he has the same teaching quali-
fications and experience. Tile Organizer is responsible for up to sixty classes
in his area. He is responsible for starting new centres, employing and paying
part-time staff, supplying equipment, collecting fees and assembling statistics.
At times he may inspect classes but, because he has similar experience and
qualifications as the teachers he tries to help, his contribution is undermined
by his lack of specialised knowledge as regards the adult learner and teaching
approaches suitable for him.

The Ministry of Education, which is responsible for Night School work, and the
Extra-Mural Department of the University of Zambia are aware of these problems and
it is hoped that something will be done to train our staff. As there seems to be no
plan for organizing this training, I wish to put forward what might be the approach
to tackle the problem speedily.

The Role of the University

The University should not be directly concerned with the training of part-time
staff, rather it should:

i) Train full-time staff, i.e. Organizers.

ii) Assist in producing a new curriculum and text-books suitable for adults.

iii) Experiment with various methods of teaching certain subjects to adults.

Courses for full-time staff should introduce students to techniques and
problems of teaching at a distance; for example, multi-media approach using radio,
television and correspondence. These are very important in Africa where distance
makes it difficult for many to reach existing schools.

The production of a new curriculum and new text-books is the key factor in the
education of adults in Zambia to-day. It is a waste of resources to train staff if
they will go back to use the books that now exist and work to a curriculum that is
divorced from the practical needs of rural life. It is muoh more profitable to
teach people how they could improve themselves as farmers or fishermen in their
villages than to tell them about volcanoes in New Zealand and how coal is mined in
Britain. The University could train people who could gather material to write
good text-books.

The University could also experiment and give instruction in how to teach
specific subjects more effectively to adults; for example, the teachin3 of English
to adult beginners (English is the official language of Zambia), or functional
literacy.

The Role of Full-time Staff after Training

After training, the Organizers should not return to their old routine jobs
as glorified clerks or monitors only, ordering and distributing equipment to
schools. They should become responsible for training part -time primary school
teachers in their own areas. They could do this by organizing week-end courses
or conducting Study Circles with teachers when they visit schools. The Ministry
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of Education or the University could perhaps prepare correspondence lecture notes
which could be the basis for these Study Circles. (The University of Zambia
already offers courses in Adult Education as an option for post graduate Teachers
Certificates.)

Some of the Organizers could be posted as Leoturers or Tutors at Teacher
Training Colleges to teach teachers on In-Servioe courses various aspects of
adult education praotices and methods of teaching.

Before concluding, I should like to make it clear that what I have said here
should not be taken as the official viewpoing of the Ministry of Edueation for
whor; I work, but rather as my own views based on observations made during the
last seven years of my connection with adult education work.

December, 1968



of Adult Education Universit of Manchester

In a ten...minute presentation at very short notice I can attempt
no more than an outline impression of our work in " training " and
servicing of adult education wnrkers. If several of you here with first
hand experience of our department are surprised at same of the details
I give of our postgraduate diploma, it may be due not to the inaccuracy
of my memory but to the fact that our courses change slightly even from
year to year to meet the charging impressins we have of the needs of our
participants and of the composition of our very varied group. A course
should never grow static.

First there are the activities outside our main work, ie, the two,
soon three, diplomas. A monthly conference of area principals and
organizers from the five neighboring local outhority areas meets together
with organizers from the major voluntary providers and responsibl4 7
bodies. These individuals number from 30 to 40 each meeting and plan
their own fullday programme with departmental help. A monthly research
seminar is a smaller but also useful event with a different
clientele. A oneyears optional course in adult eduoation(weekly for
an hour only) is offerred to graduates taking the certificate in
education in another department. A year's course ( two hours weekly
in tke evening ) is offered alternately in "British adult education "
and " Principles of learning and teaching in adult education," this being
intended for those involved currently in adult educational work .

Individually , members of the staff are also asked to help with a wide
variety of training courses arranged by outside adult education bodies.

As regards our two diplomas, those (I) in adult education and
(2) in community development, I am concerned here mainly with the forme.r
as my teaching is primarily with that side. However the members of the
Oommunity Development diploma share a number of courses with the A.E.
members, and a major value of the diploma (9 months) courses is, we feel ,

the exchange of views and of experiences between all members.
We are responsible this year for a total of nearly 70 members

in the department, but this includes about ten M. Ed. students , four
short terms overseas visitors and twelve ( area principals and others)
taking the full course over three years partetime. Our groups come
from 22 countries, though all but 31 are from the U.K.

Each diploma candidate is examined in three papers and write
a long dissertation (7,000 to 20,000 words ) on a researoh subject of
his own choice. The adult education papers are on Aims and Organisation,
on Adult Learning and Methods of Teaching, and on either British
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Adult Education or Adult Education Developing Countries. The study
courses are in part a reflection of the latter three courses above,
but also cover social fra.4euork, comparative adult education, and
auministration and organization theory, as well as a series of optional
offerings, community organization, organization and planning, evalution
and research, learning and teaching aids, lecturing and discussion, use
of radio in adult education, use of television, liberal education,
correspondence education. All take part in an individually designed
programme of visits of observation, and some who feel they would benefit
from practical attachments are attached to colleges, adult centres,
area tutor-organizers and other institutions or workers. The courses
themselves use a wide variety of methods including seminars, buzz-
groups, projects, discussions, case-studies and other classroom approaches.
Outside speakers are brought into several of the courses, while a series
of meetings, arranged largely by a "student" committee, include films
on adult education activities and talks from course members on their
own very wide range of experiences.

Finally, I must apologise for not outlining in equal detail
the courses in the community development diploma, but these are also
mentioned in our diploma pamphlets. The third post-graduate diploma,
that in Industrial Training, is intended for industrial and commercial
training officers, and is to start operations in 1969. All diplomas are
intended for graduates with some relevant experience, but other
qualifications are acceptable if supported by longer experience of work
in a relevant field.

W. J.A. Harris.
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COMUTITY DEVULOPNT CENTal.i.j
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I n t r o d n c t i o n:

One of the biggest problems which defy developing communi

ties today, is the fight against backwardness in its different forms;

social economical and cultural. This holy war is no longer the concern

of governments only, but also the people themselves. The cooperation

of the people wit the government is the foundation for community deve
lopment work.

Social and economic development is usually looked apon as

being composed of two evelments: the human element and the material

element. V° can also look upon community development as being composed

of two sides: the technical side and the social side. These two sides

are complementary to each other.

The objectives and methods of community development can not

be imagined without consideration for both the human and material

elements; with both the technical as well as the social side. The result

of such an imagination throws light on:

1. Style of thinking and studies about community development.

2. Programming of cowunity development.

3. The selection of technicians and workers.

4. The traiaing of wrokers at difierent levels.

The following is a short summary of the training proces3

of the community development officers (C.D.0) who work at the village

level.

Objectives of the Trainila:
aranow -, "MM. PM .1. Y.{ .-.1.

1. Appreciation of working with the villagers and the belief

that they are able to learn and change,

2. Ability to lead others and to train local leaders.

3. Ability to understand the nature of rural problems.

4. Ability to carry out the necessary research to facilitate

the question of studying analysing and finding solutions for rural

problems.

5. Ability to plan, execute and evalute.

6. Ability to communicate with individuals and groups.

7. Ability to use audio visual aids.

8. ability to solve some of the problems, which face the
villagers, or direct them to the responsbile bodies
who can help them.
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The above being the main subjectives of the training or C.D.0the course is run as follows:
1. Duration of the course is ten months.
2. Trainees a.cu selected from applicants who originally arePrimary School masters with at least three years service.
3. The study course is designed as follows:

a) Major studies:

sociology - Rural Sceiology
psychology - Group

dynamics - community development - Adult Education -
social survey. These studies help the trainee in having adeeper insight into, and understanding of the community andways and means of helping it.

b) Minor Studies:

Iiasic knowledge and manipulative skill in :-
Agriculture, Animal husbandary public health, cooperativ7s.Cottage industries, home economics. These studies help theC.D.O to contribute to the devielopment of the village eitherpersonally or through specilized agencies.

c) Extraperricular Activitie?:-
During the course the trainees run their own mess, organise
their club, a cooperative

society,a cultural society and an
entertainment society.

d) iield work:-

That field work is an improtant part of training for communtiy
development need not be emphasised. or the three months thetrainees are posted to villages in the rural area. It ishoped that the trainees find the chance of applying the methodsand techniques which they have studied. When certain methodsand techniques do not get the chance of being applied, the
practical experience of others is given to them in form ofcase studies.

e) zlvaluation:OWN

At the end of the course ea*. trainee is required to writea short essay on ech of the subjects he has studied. He alsohas to,ott4a1 examiaation on some subjects. The result ofthe essay and the examination together with the observationalreport given by teachers determine the final result.
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f) Ulethod of TraininA:

The methods used for training in the centre, should
be the methods which we expect tlo trainee to use when he becomes
a C.D.O. He i.io was not taught by methods of discussion and collective
thinking, may iot believe in using them for teaching others. It is
not possible for one who has not experienced using Audio Visual
Aids when learning, to use them when teaching.

It is important to select the right method for the right
situation, so the methods used in the centre are various.

Prolect:

The training centre has an experimental project in
a number of villages around it. These villages are meant to serve
as laboratories. Experiments on community development are being made,
results observed and evaluated and training methods in the centre are
carried out accordingly.

X



ERIK BJERRE
INSTITUTE OF ADULT STUDIES
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, NAIROBI.

Co7prtyiNivriok OF ADULT EDUCATION IN KENYA

1. The Board of Adult Edu4.-Ition Act was passed in 1966.Para 2 states: -

Adult Education means the full-time or part-time
education or instruction of any kind provided for any
person over the age of sixteen who is not in full-time
attendance at any primary, intermediate or secondary
school or at the Kenya School of Law or at any university
college (except to the extent that any department, instituteor faculty at such university or university college is devotedto adult eduaation) and includes education by correspondenceeducation by means of the media of mass communication and
this educational use of libraries,

museums, exhibitions andother means of visual or auditory communication.

2. The Board shall advise the Minister on any matter relatingto adult education:

- formulation of courses and syllabuses,
oo-ordination,

- identify and assure the need for new developments in adulteducation.

slimulate and encourage activities in adult education.- make an annual report.

3. Membership:. 28 members:

1 Chairman

10 Government departments.
12 non-governmental institution and organizations.
5 co-opted members.

The Board may establish

Provincial Committees,

Country Committees,

Municipal Communittees.
The functions of the committees are similar to those of thenational Board.

1
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4. The Bcx,rd of Adult Education has got the following panels
and committees as well as an Executive Committee:

(1) Panel on Litev.:91and Fundamental Adult ducation.

(2) Panel on Forman and Vocational Adult Education.

(3) Panel on Liberal and Cultural Adult Education.

(1) Training and Research Commit, tee.

(2) Finance and Deelopment Committee (only Government

departments are represented).

5. A major project is an attempt to establish pulti-Purpose

Trainin' Centres under the name of District Development
Centres.

(a) The existing pattern includes.

- Farmers' Training Centres,

- District Training Centres, (Community Development),
- a host of °the. activities concerned with local

government training, trade and commerce, co-operative

training, health education, etc.

- programme by a large number of voluntary bodies.

(b) The present unco-ordinated approach to rural education
leads to:

(1) Duplication of services in education,

(2) Minimal relationship between rural education and
and extension services geared towards planning
priorities.

(3) Inadequate in-service teacher-staff training.

(4) Under-capitalisation of buildings, equipment and

teaching materials.

(5) Lack of community identification and poor morale.

(c) The main purpose of the District Development Centres
is to maximise the educational impact in the district
in order to raise the general level of economic

activity. Education related to social and cultural

fields will go along with the main purpose, general

education geared to economic development.

/



(d) The District Development Centre will be organised

on the basic of wings with curricula and staffing

of each wing being the resp3nsibility of the relevant

government departmen concerned.

There will be wings for Farmer training, Co-operative

training, Health eduction, commercial training,

Community developraent and local leadership training,

Local government training and possibly youth.

From the outset voluntary agencies will be encouraged
t to utilise the Centre.

(e) The spcialist staff of the wings will be co-ordinated

by the Principal and Deputy Principal. The success of the

integrated centre will to a large extent depend on these

two key-persons and the bursar who may be appointed by

the Director of Personnel on the recommendation of the

Board of adult Education. This Board is responsible to

the Minister of Co-operative and Social Services.

(0 The estimates for the Centres will be allocated through

the Ministry of Agriculture.

(g) The District Development Centre may be controlled and

advised policy-wise by the local Adult Education

Committee.

(h) All staff of'the District Development Centres must have

comprehensive basic training in the techniques and

objective of adult education and to ensure a good career

structure, all or any should be able to make their way

to the top position and be transferable.

(i) The first pilot project has already been launched in

Embu District.

The final approval of the whole 801:me has not yet

been given.
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TRAINING FOR ADULT EDUCATION IN KENYA

ERIK BJERRE

I. INTRODUCTION:

The current and past dorelopment of a growing codrc
of personnel engaged in various forns of adult education has
led to o need for a planned provision of inservice training
opportunities in order to improve the technical abilities of
staff at all levels and to provide opportunities for refresher
and retraining of staff as the need crises. The new cnphasis
placed on the education of adults in agriculture, health,
forncl education, liberal education end literacy as a
concoEittant of rural development requires a corresponding
cuphosis on training of staff if the objectives of the Notional
Development Plan arc to be ochicved and the resolutions of
the Kericho Confcrcncc iuplcucnted.

2. PRESENT PROVISION:

Short courses of a basic nature have been provided
by the Institute of Adult Studies at the University College,
Nairobi, and by the Ministry of Cooperatives and Social
Services. All these courses have ranged from day seminars to
three week courses of study and have been of an inportant
general nature.

CADRES OF PERSONNEL NEEDING TRAINING:

(a) Fulltimc adult education odzanistrative and
teaching staff at on introductory (pars 3) and
advanced level (pars 4).

(b) Parttime staff (usually teaching) (pare 5)

TRAINING OF FULLTIME STAFF (INTRODUCTORY)

There would appear to be a need for on intensive
and comprehensive introductory training progromuc which
should run for not less than three months for new fulltine
staff who hove already had practical experience or staff who
hove already been working for pone time without Any firmal
training other than perhaps a short basic course.

...2. OOOOOO



PARTICIPANTS SHOULD INCLUDE:

Education Officers (Adult Education) of thc
Ministry of Coo: 1..otives and Social Services.

Selected Cony.unity Dev lopncnt Officers of the
Ministry of Cooperatives and Scooil Services.

Principals and staff of FarEer Training Centres
of thc Ministry of Agriculture.

Selected other Extension Staff of the Ministry
of Agriculture.

Principals and Staff o,f Conzunity Developnent
Rural Training Centres.

Health Education Staff of the Ministry of Health.

Selected Cooperative Officers of the Deportucnt
wf Cooperatives.

Officcrs of other GovcrrxiLnt Ministries which might
fron tine to tinc be involved in cducct
ional activities c.g. Ministry of
Comncrcc and Industry, Labour, Police,
Arucd Forces, Prisons.

Officers fron Local Authorities, Cooperative
Societies, Political Parties, Church
Groups, and the University staff,
trade unsions.

COURSE CONTENT:

The objectives of the. Introductory Course would be
to introduce detailed study of subjects related to adult
education with a heavy euphosis on practical problcus in
teaching, organization and oduinistrotion both in the field
and in a rcsidentiol situation. The course should be avail
able to staff who have already been working and who have had
at least .sore little cxperience of practical problens of
provision. Course subjects should include:

(I) Adult Education in Kenya

(2) Adult Psychology

...3....
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(3) Teaching Methods (including teaching practice

and production of :,a,tcrielm).

(4) Organization and AdLinistration in Adult

Education

(5) Problclis of Dcvelepnent in Kenya.

(6) Visits of observation and exercise with case

studios.

In any case, advice on course content should be token
frau all Ministries and Institutions which right be potential
student providcrs. Indeed, the course. Light be jointly run
by the University and the Ministry of Cooperatives and Social
Services in consultation with a. panel of the Board of Adult
Education cspcciolly charged with overall training :attcrs
(such a panel would include representatives frou the Ministry
of Agriculture and other bodies).

4. TRAINING OF FULLTINE STAFF: (Advanced)

Apart freln the basic training course thcrc should be
opportunities for higher training in adult education which
might take the forn of a pregraduate Diplona course and which
could be Lountcd over on acadei :ic year at the Institute of
Adult Studios, University Collcgc, Nairobi. The proposal has
not yet been finally passed. This would supply the' need for
a professional qualification for nongroduotc personnel after
they have had considerable field experience. Students
entrance rcquirenents: Molder of a. School Certificate with a
nininun of 3 years' field experience or a qualification decried
by the Board of Adult Studios to be its equivalent. No
profcssionol courses in this field at this level exist in
Kenya and they arc badly needed for the developing career
structure in Adult Education (and also Coupunity Development).
A nongraduotc Diploma c,oursc in Con unity Dcvelopncnt nay be
neuntcd at the same

4.
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COURSE CONTENT: DIPLO:1A IN ADULT EDUCATION.

Th objective of such a professional course would
be to expos, personnel to n..w thinking and original work
of a brood based notur,. in the wholsc wide field of adult
education and to dLv.lop an ii.oginative and informed

approach to the solution of practical probleLs in this fi:Lld.
It would also, Lost iLportantly, provide a z_cons of iecntal

refreshuent as diplo::,o students coEc into contact with a.
wider variety of now disciplines related to their profess
ional field of work.

For dctails sec Appendix One.

5. TRAINING OF PART TILE STAFF:

Since a great (locl of adult educational work is
always likely to rcuoin heavily dependent on part tine staff
for teaching and less frequently for organizational purposes,
training of such part tine staff has a great iuportanco.

Such port tine staff would include:

teachers in literacy classes

teachers in evening formal educational classes

teachers in liberal, extra rural class :.s

teachers in fundonentel subjects.

A great deal of training already is carried on
amongst those groups which is orgonized fron the Ministry of
Social Services and the University. But it Light be worth
suggesting that "adult oducotioe as a subject be included
0:2.ongst the subjects to be available in teacher training
colleges and other training institutions and in the
courses off crod at university level for graduate teachers.

Thought on this has already been initiated but its
widcscale seriously application could very quickly providc
a cadre of prctrained people fron nany walks of lifc who
can engage in parttine adult educational activities with
skill and confidence.

3,
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THE ROLE OF PROFESSIONAL ADULT EDUCATION

TRAINING IN THE PROMOTION OF ADULT EDUCATION

IN AFRICA

By

Lalage Bown

The last conference of this Association passed the following

resolution:

"Thig'tonference wishes to emphasise in the strongest possible

terms the necessity for training of some kind for all engaged

in the field of Adult education, whether as fulltime professionals
or as parttime volunteers. It wishes to deprecate the widely
held view that experience in teaching children is sufficient

qualification for teaching adults.

In particular, it wishes to stress that writers for new literates
need training, librarians need training to introduce readers to

suitable books, and teachers of illiterates and new literates also
need special training".

It is because of that resolution that we are all here. Adult
Education can no longer be regarded as an avocation for amateurs;
just as African oountries are deeply concerned about proper training
of school teachers (and their concern was reinforced by the Addis

Ababa Education Ministers' Conference which set targets for teacher
training), so concern must be generated for proper training of adult
teachers. We have met in this conviction, and my aim now is to draw
together, and relate specifically to this continent, some of the
points we have already raised. A few of the ideas I want to express
have been published in an article I wrote for the inaugural issue of
Convorsonce, but I don't apologize for repeating them.

If we are to arrive at any rationale of professional training,
we have to answer certain fundamental questions. These are:

What do we mean by adult education in Africa, and what types
of adult educator are we attempting to train? What are the main
aims of professional adult education courses and what should be their
content? Who should undertake adult education training and how can
the various agencies best work together? What is the relation

between training and research in adult education?

4/0



First, what do we mean by adult education? This question
was posed in Edward Hutchinson's opening paper, when he mentioned
both the British and American interpretation of the phrase. My
view is that in Africa we should not accept either interpretation
wholesale: The British one is too narrow and the American one
makes artificial compartmentalisation. In a developing society
we are trying to change human behaviour and any conscious effort
to do this may be regarded as at least partially educational. But
such effort cannot easily be divided into parts, as Prof.E1 Mahi has
said. It cannot be divided, in traditional Western terminology,
for instance, into liberal and vocational. An aspiring politician
may find that a course in constitutional law is directly vocational,
whereas to others it may be a matter of civic interest or just of
intellectual curiousity. Literacy may help one man to read his
Bible or Koran, another to improve his farming, another to acquire
a different style of wife. Sopuly the broadest view and the avoidanceof rigid classification will do. Adult education includes any
teaching effort at affecting the behaviour or attitudes of mature
persons; and in this country, the Gezira Scheme has demonstrated
the effectiveness of taking this kind of comprehensive view. The
past socieities, adult education's main aim was to conserve an
existing order. The modern Africa its main aim is to change it.

From this it follows that the ranks of adult educators include
both all persons engaged in teaching their fellows formally and
explicitly and all whose activities imply an effort at affecting
behavious or attitudes. A night school teacher is an adult
educator and so also in part is a government administrator So
also may be a broadcaster or a doctor or members of many-other
professions (including that of politician and on this continent
being a politician is a fulltime career). Very often such people
are more aware in Africa of their educational role than their
oounterparts elsewhere. You do not find in Europe or Asia a head
of state taking on the title of Teacher as President Julius Nyftrereof Tanzania has done. But there are many cases in which a person's
educational function is implicit rather than conscious, and he mayneed to be brought to a realisation that one or another aspect
of his work is educational.

Thus adult education training is required for at least three
categories of person: the full time professional adult educators,the parttime employees of avowedly adult educational agencies



(e.E. the part-time tutors employed by University Extra-Mural
departments) and persons in various other professions who have
either a conscious or unconscious adult educational role. Different
fofms of training can be adopted for the different categories, but
there are one or two principles which can be applied to all forms
of training.

First, the word educator means a teacher. It does not mean
administrator nor does it mean a specialist in pedagogy; and
by using the word one is implying a particular view of the function
of people to be trained. I take what is, I know, the controversial
view that our main task is to train educators, i.e. teachers of
adults. Many will have administrative work, but it makes as little
sense to have an administrator of adult education schemes without
knowledge or experience of adult teaching as it would to have a
headmaster of a secondary school who didn't know how to teach
secondary school children or a director of medical services who
wasn't a doctor, or a manager of a mine who wasn't a mining engineer.

A second principle of training is that an adult teacher must be
thoroughly grounded in the subject he has to impart. He will be
dangerously inefficient if he is not genlinely knowledgeable about
and confident in the subject he is teaching. Method must not be
substituted for content. We are all too familiar with the so-called
health educator (or agricultural extension worker say) who can make
degant flannelgraphs or who believes in purple posters with yellow
lettering, but who hasn't much idea of what to put on his flannelgraph
or his poster.

An adult teacher must be knowledgeable and he must also carry
convintion. He needs to be fully aware of his role in society
and also have a sense of mission. Adult educFtion schemes often
fail because of mechanical implementation and middle-level workers,
on whom such schemes largely depend, are very often without
understanding of the importance of their work in bringing about
political, social or economic change. It is necessary for them
to have a clear set of aims and a commitment to innovation and
development.

The fourth general principle involves an appreciation of the
differences between adults and children. Adult educators need to
understand the psychology of adult learning*

1
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At this point we come to methodology and my fifth principle

relates to it. No sane man or woman is unteachable. If he or she

fails to lern, the teaching method must have been faulty. All

adult educators must therefore have a proper humi;it$ about their

work and a capacity for constant selfcritical evaluation.

These five principles dictate the main elements of content

in an adult education training course. Courses should be primarily

concerned with training for the actual teaching of adults in a

developing country . They should include a reinforcement of the skill

or knowledge which the wouldbe adult teacher is to transmit. They

should pay serious attention to an widerstanding of the teacher's own

culture society and of social and economic development and the

prevailing national ideology of mobilisation. They should give

adequate place to the psychology of adult learning and the principles

of adult teaching. Method study is essential, but should include

training in constant evaluation.

This common core of content seems relevant to all levels and

types of adult education worker. Additional material: is

appropriate to various levels and types. Senior fulltime profession

als need to have an introduction to comparative adult education;

since they may be involved in policymaking and ought to understand

the options open. By the same token, they would benefit by a knowledge

of the techniques of educational planning.

Middlelevel professionals very often linguistic problems.

They are in many cases in Africa taught in one language and expected

to adduce their knowledge in another; and this leads to misapprehension

and often to rigidity. Some simple linguistic material would enable

them to make the transition more easily from one language to another.

Middlelevel workers especially do also need to be given certain

basic administrative tools filing, reportwriting, keeping

accounts.

While we are discussing the content of training courses,

we need to comment on training method. It has already been

mentioned in this conference, that the trainer of adult educators

must be sure that he useds adult educationally appropriate methods

in his teaching. If not, his suggestions on appropriate methods

to be used by his trainees will appear savourless. Particularly,

trainees for adult education work benefit from practice sessions

and field work.
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Training, courses may be planned along the lines suggested; but

it is necessary to find suitable students to take these courses.
Selection is of crucial importance when one considers full-time adult
education employment. An ideal adult educator would be adpteble,
interested in his fellow-human-beings, tolerant, intelligent and

physically healthy. Above all, he has to be committed to modernisation,
and to be temperamentally and by experience an innovator. Adklt
educ.Aion in Africa, we have said, is an instrument of change, but it
can only be employed as such an instrument by people who themselves

welcome change. In recruiting full-time workers, it is therefore

almost certainly better to select men and women who have worked in

modernising organisations, such as coeperatives and trade unions, rather
than persons known to be active in more conservative bodies, such as
tribal associations. Further, it is better to select men and women who

have not worked in too closely superTised situations. On these counts,
the common practice of recruiting primary school-teachers is undesirable.
Teachers live in a tightly-knit world which has now developed its

own conservative atmosphere; in most African countries, the days
whoa a school was a novel agent of change are gone; it is an

accepted institution. It may be objected that the sciools provide a

ready reservoir of educated citizens ready to help with development.
But they are of the type of citizen likely to perpetuate the status sur.

Lspecially they are likely to perpetuate an educational status quo.

in adult education body may not have complete freedom of

selection of part-time staff. Sometimes the number of available

persons with the necessary educational background in a given town or

village may be severely restricted. But with them too, it is essential

that they display adaptability and be interested in change. Where
possible a training course should be made a pre-requisite of part-time
employment (and my experience has been that if an employing' ageucy

insists on this point, would-be part-time staff very soon come to take
the condition for granted).

With the third type of person whom we are aiming to train (the

member of another profession who has a teachint, role) the problem is
not immediately one of sifting out but of drawing in. 1:e somehow

have to make them aware that they are engaged in part in adult
education. It is here that an adult education association can become
valuable. As public propaganda may make people aware of the scope
of adult education and it may draws in as members persons who in a less

inclusive organisation (e.g. a formal statutory board) may not feel
they have a place. But there is another possibility too of encouraging

such persons as doctors and engineers to think of their educational



sole in evelopint society, This is to include a small adult education

cosponent in their own trlining for their own profession, it would be

less.nt if all institutions of hi; her education could insist on an

eult esue.tion ceurse for all unser-E:rsduates, and this has already been

stweestes here. This may not be immedietely prectioable, however,

but at least there should be some opportunity for students of any subject

to stesy cult education if they wish., i.t the Lniversity of ;Trambis we

hsve msee a o.ea start by provising vocation courses in adult education

for unser,r!Su tes. The primsry aim is to train for full-or psrt-time

work in the University's 14;:.tr,-.:ural .separtment, and the courses were

st.rted to help the Lesert,lent to Lamblanise as soon as sismbian grsduates

are produced by the liniversity, but such a course as it becomes Known

among the student body may also attasLct others. ssich year so far the

number of applicants for this course has increased, and among participants

we have alredy had stusents of engineering, law and administration.

Hsving tslked about a view of adult education, the types of adult

esuctor and the principles and content of adult education trining, I

would like to move on to some rather more technical questions, But

before that, perhaps my main thesis bears stressing again that adult

education in has a mobilising and innovatory purpose, and that

it can only fulfil this if adult educators are by temperament and train-

ing committed to social economic and political change - if you like,

to peaceful revolution.

The technical questions relate to the organisation of adult educ-

tion training. One of our problems at present is that there is a variety

of agencies working, in training in many African countries, and there is

usually little coordination between their efforts,. Ideally one would

wish for a national training plan such as has obtained in Czechoslovakia,

but practically one may at least hope for the attainment of some coopera-

tion betacen vsrious adult educetion bodies. A division of function

in trsininL will be partly bj level of adult education worker and partly

by specialised adult educstional function. For instance it is probably

accepteble th-t top-level training should be carried out by universities,

and it generally obtains that specialist trsining is provided within

organisation for the type of adult education work for which they have

major responsibility, for instance, community development departments

have their own training centres. The problem is to ensure the best

delloymcnt of teaching resources to Provide all potential adult educators

with the common grounding discussed earlier. There must at least be

opportunities for the various training, bodies to meet together and be

aware of each ethers' resources. 1Stich opportunities can be fostered by

ys-
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eecesien:1 confereneee to discus treininL, b,; a continuin& essocietion

such the nvieen Aeult Leducetion s.esocietion ane its netionel branches
ene b, statutory boef, enich could hove a etineing sub-co ielittee on

tr inin, r;he ,_ample eherine of informetion about proLeemmee of edult

eeuc, tion trainine woule also ee beneficiel. The need is to eet.olieh an

ecmoe:here of eeeeeness of interlockint, tr. inln, roles ane to initiete

the habit of cooperetion. The universities heve a prt to pie,/ he' since
they eve in a cood position to eieeeminate informetion on eeult eeucetion

tr inin, and to build up contacts eith various trinine aeenciee which

c.n be followed up by puttin,. such n6encies in touch with each other,

Telkini,, of universities leeds to the queetien of adult

educetionel reeeerch and how it oral be .cici to training (since: the

universities have e duty to undertake reseerch - theuch not ran exclusive

one). The discuseion on 1r. Aulime's paper brought out the vri.lue of

using the results of Leult education research in treininc, courses.

ein,drigs about the relative effectiveness of different methods, about

blocks to adult leerning, about preveilind social and educational atti-

twLes, about the physical conditions ( housing, nutrition etc,) in which

aeult stueonts live, are all immediately relevant to training for

effective adult educational work. The treiners themselves have a duty

to keep in touch with all such research, and to retain sufficient

flexibility in their programmes to adjust them according to research

reeulte.

3esides eeult education reseerch, effective treininc postulates

the support of efiective :edministre.tors once trained adult education

uorkers ere in the filed and of specialists in adult education pudagoLics.

I have not dealt here with the supply of such persons, and will leave it

to the conference to discuss the topic, but I would like to reiterate my

plea the t all such persons should hove a grounding in the art of adult

teeching. .eithout that their contribution to development will be less

effective, may be nugatory. Administrators, educationists and resecrehers

are not abstracted from the human situation. As they Lo about their

own work, in Africa they must be involved in occasions where teeching

is celled for; and they, just as other profes ionals need to be equipped

to seize on these occasions.

I have spoken at lenLth on what training for adult education

is about. The title of this paper is also related to what trained adult

educators can hope to achieve. The kind of hopes one has have been

implicit throw; lout this paper, but in conclusion let me specify them,

eirst, no technician can successfully or efficiently service even a

simple piece of machinery without training. Adult education involves

servicing the very complicated machinery of human society only if the

educator is trained can he be expected to serve society efficiently.

eithout training he will be at bust incompetent, at worst destructive.

.1
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.,ccondly, adult educAion has a flission in w develoidn, country,n. %ult educAors are in one sc:nse mis. ionaries. :r.inin( can infuse
.ith the necefsry sense of mif:;sion to promote and pro.l.a,.ate ,Ault

cuuc tion. e have to act :_ts midwives for the birth of a new :,fric; we
have to -Lriculture mdlOinc, to construct new civic institutions, to
nabl individual human beinc:s to live rather thin Llic, and to live
bettr lives than in the plat. Those goals can only be nttained if ue
have cadre of tr:ined and dedicated -adult education workers. If this
soun,:s a little exalted, I feel it is fittinL to be ex..:lted in the country
of the. Cezir icherte, where vision and dedication have broucht so much
import_nt .,chievement in trLlf.iforminL the social and economic life of
the people.
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The ';rinar en ie,ricultural 7,ducatinn in Africa he1.1 at

"Nigeria in 1965 recovnised:
eriee:ry nurrese of education is prenaration for 11 ?_

an') t!-It nest . frican Ceentries rural life and agriculture
centin_ rcr n v"ry long time to he the lot of the vast flejerity of
t, ---uletien. fAtention is drawn to the very great centrihutien

ceu1.2 7.N; !'y a more realistic and enlightened educetienal
systee. in creetine an awareness of the imnortance of sericulture an' the
nee: fez. 'ett.x and Tore productive systems of farming and for t'
r,enerel 'evelo-er,ent of the rural economy. A'."rican countries are pre
:1o7ineetly a:Ticultural and if stagnation exists in a larr;e secter of
the ec-- such as agriculture, and nrevents it from satisfyine: an
incre-so-' 'er-end for food stuffs, the balanee of /payment will be upset

nera.',exial as it may annear, it will he necessary for nn a7rimp
culte.rel 2-untry to imeert foodstuffs.

Ln essential cendition for the success of any econceeic
develo-.-ent erocess is the aorlication, if not as first priority, at
luest in close corrlination with ether forms of action, of a Plan
which is ceen'le of achieving the fairly rapid develonment of cu:Ti-
cultere.

-ricultural develonnent and rural imnrovements are enhancae
t-reu-:1 the epelication of scientific knowled7e and technelo7y to

notho's. The advances in aeTicultural technelo7y have kept
race At:, science in ether fields but the aprlication 4 this
knewle-%-e to the rractices and techniques used by farmers has not
always meet ur with this prof!ress. The Tan between availahle %no-dodge
an actual pr-ctices is, sometimes, widesnread. To close this can
is the challen7e facing our ::frican aevernTents today.

rally techniques have heen developed in recent 3ecales in
le art of elucatien which are desiened to take scientific aericulture
to farmers under con-qtiens which enable them to relate it to their
farmin,; rractices. This educational technique of taking knowledge
to farm -eerie has hen calla.! aericulturA extension or selvisery work.
If the eericultural sector of our economy is to proiress accorin: to
a ere.!etermine:1 precramme, efficient services in research, e.',ucetien
ar: -.:.teesi-a rust not only he present but must 4-e kept in `alene'e.
'or the extension service to he efficient it must he hasee on the
firm feun".etien of an aleeuate general and aeTicultural elucatien e!
the rural nepulatien. General education is necessary since there is
the ,;1- .eing need fo integrate aeTiculture in the national economy
the rural life into the national welfare. The provision of af!euate
facilities for vocational teching as a means of know-why has to crecede
ext:nsion work as a means of know-how.

4 . I 7r. -7. 7771,IITING:

The ,!evolenment of an adeouate extension service ce-sal-_,le
of reachini; every farm family with some imporved methods and practices,
inv-lves the proper selection, training and assignment of personnel.
The eualifications of the field staff vary widely from c-untry
to country denending unon the availability of trained personnel at the
time when extension service were organised and the kind of training
feciliti-s alreacly in existance. This may vary from a modest inter-
ma.liate school level to a university gra0uate.

7e.7ariless of academic qualifications of the field staff,
each extension wve;-er is expected to he potentially effective in
influencin and huilding up inlividuals and communities. '!e has to
develop certain dualities and comnetences unon which to draw while
nerfDrminj his numerous duties. Those include a clear understanlin,7
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t oytension service and how it onerates, skill in human r,.1n-tins, un!erstnnding of technical suhject-matter annronrite t:
!.'1ity te rlan, re'ility to orl:anize neonle and thinf:s1 3%01

e*Tmunicntien, ability to provide learnirm: exneri:mco an:1 theility tc evaluate achievements and methods of nrorrammes.
n: of the higrest challenges

facing; extension in ;uric ioth: --,v1nnnent an0 maintnnance of these competences in a m-.nn,.r.
the reatest impact. such a major cencern is to

.r in nroressinal eomnet-Jicis most neeslee in the stlff an'' to
r-s-urces in such a way to aceuire, lcvelon an!. -7-ly

comret:ncies.
:ur extansi.n trainint; n-licy, therefore sh ule he .'irecte.!

t-%.7,1r.!s 'evelrning understanein:; jch oneratt-ns, n)licies, rr--cc'er,s eeucatin metho0s. 'he general goals of such 721icy is(1) t in rans in nrevi-ns training (n) clevelon l'ility t'cnrry -ut zxtonsi:-n nrof-Trammes efficiently an0 (3) to stimulat:
c.;Itinuel irrwth of extension norsonnel.

Troinin7 of the field staff at the nrcsent time c-nstitut-:,ur mrst nressing nro'lem. everincreasin7 demanes
int in arTiculture reomire a more creative leproach to the ,r'-lem

(-1:7 trlininr the field workers. ;,,!ministrators should see th?.t. the
-irrkers receive all of the training necessary to ''OC''r12 affi-ciant and effective extension workers. Onnrtunities sh-uld

rr vif:o -! for annraisnl ane evaluation of the worker to make surethnt he has a full uneerstandinr of what is expocteet of him, isrcrf-r7in his work sntisfactorily an c-nsiders himself an ime'rtnt
the extension team.

Thz! ,1.jectives of training; are to help the worker:
1) "et a correct c-ncent fvf the nature, nurrose an scone of

n.
4-%

,n an uneerstandity7 of his function and his role in
r.ricultural levelonment.

3) the %nowleere and skills necessary to do his ti--rk in an.!!icient ane effective manner.
.ININ1

training'.

'ecome eistrict extension officer the newly recruit::' mtot
n craluato of any of the colleges of agriculture. Th.! rI,J.vly.cruits are riven a 2 week induction traininfe, on crganizntir.m,

fLaction and -bjectives of the extension service. .After orient,Ai
se nlw wr.rkers, whenever possible, serve as trainees unlor the

mi-,:rvisi.):1 of exnerienced extension workers. This training;
1-.sue ut a year after which the worker is exrected to he .3°11
,,:rc-unl in understan0ing his joh.
2) T:ANING:

71xtensi,m shoul0 constantly nrovide its rersonnel with in-
service training to obtain the best results in atTicultural e.evele)p-ment. The pre-reuuisites for inservice training sh(m1C. at least

eyperience in extension which includes extension philosophy, its7rirciPlo and nrictices and n general orientation to extensin asan a'.'ucational institution.
Inservice trainity: should lone at three different levels.a - 7r-vincial conferences:
The aim of tl.gse conferences is to llrin, a small rrour of

1:o.rkers with sunervisors and specialists. Ilere routine matters
aryl lifficulties are liscussed and also it is nossihle to unlertake
' systa:natic stwly of some toric of particular imnortance to thatrr-vince. .much conferences should not take more than 2-3 days andcon %2 hale as frequently as the needs warrant.



omnual conferences;

korual conferences shiold Ise arrange'. for the entire ootonoi-o
staff to k,en them abreast on nog, Oevelrsrnts in subjectnott-x
rie3 's as ..,c11 os new litoroture in ostension. I. 3 -5 'sys c norol-_nco
-roy -ive i large part of the total titoe to specialists to
instruct porticinonts in funeamentol su'jects in addition to
cultural ec.nomics, rural sociolooll learning nrocesses, tenchinto

s etc..
c- -ro'unto work:

-r:-/uate work is increasin-ly :!esireahle in trainin extoosion
o r'oors. 'honever oossihle provincial extension workers shAll"

1 ostors .:es:ree in 1;xtensinn. Iraluate work for extension wrs
shoul' inclu'e trainino. in extension education as well as in tho c 'cial
ccionces. In particular, the worker shnul.' Jet truininr; in o'ac-ti.nol
"Gye! loo.7, rural sociology some trainins in agricultural ocom -ics
an' snccial consi'eration shoul! he given to extension methos.
'rouate -fork is felt to be of consierable value in extension since
the o..ecers derive satisfaction an.' professional imnr vemont fro.-1 it.

In for an attempt has been male to in!icate very broa'ly asrocts
of troiniro; for the professional extension workers. The picture

far from complete unless our policy for trainino s'oos not
inclu'e two othor imoortant catesories namely: local lea.'er an-1
tamers.
111. Locol Les'ers Training:

The noel for local lea.'ers training stems from the fact that
extension at the present does not have a rea.qly available nrofessional
stafr to serve the neu'1s of the farmers ane youth who need these
services. Local lealers are important because they nrnvi'e 7uLlonce

ossume responsibility of earring out extension work at the local
lovel. :orong extension volunteer 1Wers the nroject leoP'er is t'ne
t.00cher. ",e is responsible for all project material within his
su'joctmatter fie10. :4 major responsibility of the nroject lea zb.r is
clos cooDorntion with the extension worker in the succeccful nco

on' result Iemenstration in any riven villaoe. ormjeot er
W000l. roe rsost concerned, to help the members of his groun to select
trio -'.roar project ane encourages them to carry it to 1 succeos-!ul
cornletion.

o nojor resnonsil:ility of the extension service is the trainins
of its volunteer leaders. The quality of this training can easily

-seasure-' by the effectiveness with which leaders operate in their
fiell of endeavour. It is absolutely essential to rive voloot:or

loa.'ers formal an4 srecific troinint, before they assume thoir loa'or-
ship resonnsi!Alities. The content of traininr can be briefly in'icotd,'
in t'ae following:

1- ::ow to orranize a rroun
7.o.; to use effectively methol an result
!emonstrations, etc.

3- ''ow to keep .the public informed on the nrosress
anc activities of extension.

4- Sow to use the Mfferent methods of teaching
extension orsanizational nroce.Iure, subject
matter princioles etc..

This type of training can be et-me in a number of ways.
1) Instructional tours to demonstration farms.

otential nroject /ervIers are taken to eimonstration farms
anr research stations to see the nrnject of interest. 'orkers anl
specialists exlain all asnects of the project ane the leaders aro
traine' how to eo the same. Professional workers should keen the
leoters well informed on any new Ievelonments on the project.
2) Instructional vorkshons.

tort:shops for the training of proWt leaders shonl." be hal':

S./



nr: 's the need arises. Ouch werkshops can be hel' it t"
cfVice for 2-3 lays Amation. The extension officer s'n-ul

pf snecialists to give training in the rarticulnft fi.l'sinterests.
meth:),'s of training lay lea.le-s that have been lounf. succecs.ful inclu'e training schools or conferences varying in len'th fr-.7,!^y to one week, with the r!irect assistance from snecialists

-:*nfassi-nal lea ?ors can often arrange for lay leaders in r;reurvisit ether groups tryinfl to solve snecific nrohlems..v1 'arc ers Training Programmes*,

"1,-. ultimate objective of extension is to nromoto the 'evelon.nent cf the ncorle economically, soeially an,' culturally T-7
-J-ncnti.n. The highest aim of extension e'utation is therefore, toe '...cnte the reorle along lines of greatest interest to them an-' .':oncenfl'er1 them an elucetinn which eontril-utes to learning their cvn affn.irs .

fle of the most i,lesnreal (levelorments anparent te'ay esnecinllyin :est an! central Africa is the extensive use of short c-urse traininge'er fnrners. This training is liven through established resi-:entialfarmers training centres. In the 510an, the idea has been trio'' atflru,7.ri 'raining 1Parm, Yei -Astrict and ah"efla remarkal,le success. Theaim of these traininn centres is hnne,1 to *mild up a care of nrogressive
farmers in each village who will work in close assoeiation with thee:ttensien staff. Ouch traininm centres nay he widely adopted in theane cfmrses can he lesignel for a few weekapand Foal with sualeetTatter of immediate interest to the farmers.

Use can he male of the extension unit facilities ane the coursesare :,nerate,1 as an integral cart of the extension service.
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(An aldress to t'ie 4th. Conference. "Written by Fr. 7,obert

77ariner, Secretary of the 74onomic Commission for Africa:

7elivered on his behalf "-yr 7r. A. 3hawky):

It is a matter of personal regret that, owing to my present

commitments with pr?.narations for the Pinth Session an Tenth

Annivmssary of ZCA early in the New Year, I have not faun : it

convenient to rarticinate in your deliberations at the ZPcurth

Conference of your Associati,in.

I understand, that durityr; this conference, your attenticn will

he focussed on the development of personnel needel to give mc:aainc

and 'fraction to the programme of aeult education in Africa. I

can think of no better way, of making my contribution to this

o7.jective, than, by emrhasizing the challenge, which the necessity

f-)r rari? ,levelopment of Africa's human resources, now rresents,

to aiult educators in this region.

The great importance, which the develonment of Africa's vast

human resources has assumed, in our national 4evelonment rlans,

justiTies, the concentration of our energies on facing ur to the

rrnT,lems which inevitably deman.1 our urgent attention.

The first of the rroblems concerns our formal educatiod txptoms

in Africa, which have, se far, failed to nr)duce the beneficial
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!!-cults .:xtyected. In the nature

ebecaticn shoule. ")e g!irected t

an' ecrm)mic conA.tions. Not

inrartin,7 of knowledge and s

in ,utput, but more essent

'ave.7.:-,ment, the primary

inculcation of narticul

wM.ch .:irectly raise p

lization as well as

T' :is is cssentially

-Aven mcdernizat

o'-jectives in Afr

educational sys

%aye imparted

which are oui

a result, t

of things, any reform in i!:ric.7.n

,war's the improvement of social

only because eiucation

-ills which make nessihle incr3as)s

ially because at this sta':e in Lfric.'m

contrihution of education shruld th.a

ar attitudes in work an" living corCiti'ns

roluctivity and efficiency in labour uti-

acilitate the necessary institutional refor7s.

one of the main objectives of adult eucation.

ion and rapid development as our immeliate

ican education, it has been found that our fLri7a1

toms in Africa have not only proved wasteful, but

or preserved certain types of attitudes an a-ilities,

to unsuitable to our nresent development neecs. As

he educational system has cmsistently

the .2e7.1nnt"s of the .1nmestic labour market andi on leavirw

the Afri

and "is

nrply

t

in

In

can liscovers, much to the bitter frustration of hi=nself

nmrents, that very few onportunities exist for him to

the sort of knowledge which has been imparted to him.

a region where upwards of 90 ner cent of the porulation, are

be found in rural agricultural cemmunities, and where pul-lic

vestment in formal education forms a substantial pronortiln of

the national budgets, it is (in the words of Arthur Lewis) " a

matter of grave concern that the product of education has thus

7,ecome an embarrassment to the Gov-Irnments."

Another reason for drawing attention to the challenges of this

period in cur history is that we no longer believe that we are

rroceelinr in tbe right direction towards the formulation of

17nroriri.te strategies, in our national educational policies an:'.
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7r fnr the rani,' eevelonment to wbich all ,ur Lfriann

r vernr-mts are committee. Cnnsi!ering: the large reserve ' -ur

fcrce, uron which our governments ,'even.! for the ex3c...ti,n

r;f their national levelonment plans, are we to continue investin,

-ueh of our limite,! national income only in the trothily rf

th,e TAAng, without regardl to the corresron'in- benefits r,f o"ult

? c:hf,u1' not nur best stratet;y he a (''ter: ine:

t, cultivate, also, much of the labour force upon ur

countries imme'iately den:m4 for eevelorment?

Mese cballe/winr! ouestions must be of immeliate relvanca to

your tslcs as a :!ult educators. In your !elPooratic.ns, you

strive to reliscovor the real purpose of your profession, within

the context of our contemrorory !,frican situation, anfl from this

rre-lise you will be better able to letermine, the nature of train-

nee.led for adult education work in ,frica.

In re'2ent years, intensive studies in the mechanics of econc-,-ic

crf:wfb, even in the hir011y ,!evelored countries of 7estorn 3urc:;e1

'.a.ve revealed, that only a small fraction of such grown can T.;.

errlaine..'. by the actual amount of investment maAo in rhysical ca-ital.

-herens, it has been found that a consElerably greater part c.f

:evolopment can, in fact, he attributeA to a very wise range of

other factors which incluee education, training*, health an' rati nal

attittCes to life and work.

This realization has had the effect cif making economic rlannerc

shift the moriels of their plans from over-concentration urn rhysieal

or material investment to what has come to he variously %nedn as

"Investment in ran", or "Investment in "uman Capahility" or "Invest-

ment in "uman lesources". And the tendency is that the wide variety

of crucial human factors which can assist economic growth have

ossume'l much greater sivnificance and imrortance than they use to,

under the cld economic theories.



This new trend in develonment strategy has vividly been

illUatrat.4 by IV. Albert Meister, in his recent hook, " "hither is

Africa Drifting". "Economics does not start with goods", he says.

"It *tarts with ',Goole, their eduemtion, their ornianization and

'fithout these three, all resources remain latent, un-

tapped and potential, like the marvellous, unlimited resources of

lrazil about which so many people have said ulrazil is the country

of future and will always remain so'... there are too many-people

who think that the cases of noerty must be visible factoft - a

lack of natural wealth or a lack of capital or a lack of infra-

structure. I would nut it to you that the causes of poverty are

certain in deficiencies in education, organization and discirline.."

"There has been plenty of opportunity to observe the truth

of this thesis, after the Second 7orld 'Jar. Every country, no matter

how devastated, which had reached a high level of education, organi-

zation and discipline produced an 'economic miracle.' In fact,

these were miracles only for people whose attention is focussed on

the tip of the iceberg. The tip had been damaged (during the "ar

Period); but the base which is education, organization and discipline,

was still there. So the task for develonment rlanners is first of

all to understand that the problem of development is not primarily

an economic problem - but a human one."

It would appear therefore that Africa's quick transition from

an underdeveloped and denendent economy to a developed self-sustained

economy hangs largely upon the develOpment and effective utilization

of its human resources._

Like other under- leveloped regions of the world, Africa is

underdeveloped because it has not ultivated its human resources.

It has not looked after their health, nor educated its people.

Above all, it has not discovered from its vast human resources,

those who can most significantly contribute to national life.



i.n.! so long as the human canitil has not )een fully exploited,

factors will continue to militate against its proper use.

Africa's total population has been projected to rise from S11

million in 1965 to 352 million by 1970, to 400 million by 1975 an'. to

458 million by 1980. Nearly 50 per cent of this huge ponulation will

be in the age group of 15 to ;0, which is the economically active

group. A small proportion of those below the legal working age and

of those above GO years of age will make some limited contribution to

national development; while a fair proportion of those in the working

age-group, and a very high proportion of the adult females will not

be enraged in gainful employment.

The rising number of Africa's population will not by itself,

bring about the desired degree of economic and technological trans-

formation of the Continent. Such ponulation explosion, without an

equally high rate of economic growth and increase in national income,

might easily aggravate the difficulties of development: poverty.

Jhat is therefore urgently required is a rapidly risinz pro-

portion of Africa's economically active population which is developed

through education, training and job experience. This should be a

particular area of concern,for adult educa'zors in Africa, since

Africa's apparent advantage, in the size of its population, is dismally

deficient in quality for its development objectives.

The bulk of our labour force is at present made up of persons

without formal education. In Tanzania for example,'only 0.1 per cent

of the total labour force around 1962,had higher education, compared

with around 3.8 per cent in Japan and the USSR, and 11.9 per cent in

USA. 1/ Excepting the UAR, and the Republic of South Africa, a rela-

tively high proportion, ranging from about 30 per cent to over 8C per

2,cent of the limited high-level manpower resources is of foreign origin./

1, Angus Maddison. The use of ForeiEn Training and Skills in

Developing economies, OECD (Mimeographed) ,

Paris 1964, pp 4-5, Table 1.
2/ Ibid, p.p. 19-20.



Generally sneaking, eAlcation shoul,' aim at both ratianalizing

recrle's attitules and imparting knowledge and arnronriate skills to

them. It should he realized, however, that the prqblems of modern-

ization are different in Africa from what they were in the "est; ans.

we should guard against any indiscriminate aprlication of different

educational practices and policies to our contemporary African

situation. It makes sense for us to support the view that where

attitules antagonistic to rapid development have taken firm root and

become almost institutionalized, the changing of such attitudes must

he given priority in the educational process, in orler to release

basic rational forces for development. Therefore, it appears reasonable

to suggest that, in as much as African countries, at this stage in

their -1evelorment, need to overcome vast handicaps and systems which

are inimical to their development, they should not only concentrate on

reorienting attitudes but also strive for a much speedier dissemination

of the tyre of knowledge and skills which are favourable and conducive

to rapid development.

Professor Gunnar Pyrdal, in his Asian Wama, has considered

that since the "initial conditions" of the Asian countries "Are far

less favourable in numerous respects" than those of the -lest, they

need not rely on "the slow rrocess of exposing successive generations

of school children to new ideas and attitutdes; but must make a

determined effort to educate adults. And since irrational attitudes,

as well as ignorance and lack of skills, among the adult population

tend to thwart efforts to teach the young, adult education also has an

additional instrumental value, as a means of increasing the effect-

iveness of child education."

In practice, however, in our African countries, the reverse

situation is what we find. In many public pronouncements by African

leaders, and as evidenced in the national development plans, the need

for rgent educational reforms has 'seen fervently propagated. But

what this has amounted to practice is a rapid extension of popular

education to a level at which the entire school - age population in



Africa would enjoy the benefits of elementary schooling. There

has been the tenOency to plan in terms of quantitative targets, such

as the number of pupils to be enrolled in a certain category of the

educational ladder. Great importance has been attached to rarid

increase in rrimary school education, while adult c.lucation - the

backbone of African development - has been given a relatively low

priority, except in one or two countries.

One reason for the perpetuation of this state of affairs may

be that a national education programme, which is based on purely

quantitative targets, is easier to plan, put into effect and to

evaluate. Also, the nlanners are eager to see a rapid rise in school

enrolment, regardless of the risk of continued miseducation; anl they

are willing to leave to the future the urgent improvement required,

not only in the quality and direction of education, but also in the

actual fulfilment of the Plan targets in 'peoduction'and.econdmic

invesitment in' 'adult 'eduCation can make 'an immediate impact on

Aiei Can Ae'velopmeirt, Whereaii A6 Indiscriminate expansion of primary

school- enr4O1thent the-effeCt. of both' delaying the 'develop-

mental' effort' and *diVerting urgent capital resources

'71th. Ur& riiit "In 'recent' fillies', -6T Community Development

movements and progistnimdia, the friit161 whIth many A'fr'ican

countries were loismerly 4Artting into the promotion' of what functional

literacy', `has ?teen' Subinerged' tinder the w4tOht-- Of multi = functional

programmes, Which 'CoVers'W Whole' range of aCtiiritIes 6466 health'

and Childcare to Wilding corieikictIOn.' ' Andl, in the-Meantiine-cOult

educatfoh' or functiorial literacy hda"been'COMpletely neglected hind.

is no longer: 'concerned with its pirepOse. As it is peiMarily

an iri'struiniek-i*herebY 'immdditedev'elO'TiMent goals "tart' he att Ariel

What education needs to be considered as a precondition to any

sucess In Afr`'ietin Hdevelo invent. Tts eole in sodiaT eduCatiOn" and in

cOMMUfiltir 'develbriMenti4e'4 to he ee-deiltied.
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Ifavinr sai-I this, I should proba!,ly draw your attention to

a num!'er of specific, though interrelated, problems which must he

tackled in order to make adult education an effective instrument

of the African educational system an: of development.

Frequently, in our African countries, we final that a very

serious him/ranee to the aioption of more modern attitudes towards

education and development is the paucity of communications media.

Often, such media, where they exist, are directed almost exclusively

to influencing the minis of the small minority who are already fuact &oB-

ally literate. It is primarily to this same minority ,Troup that

most efforts of government information meia - throup:h televisioW

and information sheets - are directed. Circulation of newspailers,

except in a few African countries,-is almost exclusively devoted to

the same minority group.

Sophisticcited.and most Mblern media'for teaching

hareeen introduced in .all African. countries. 'These haie.Vein proved

to be excellent teaching atitilts: But 'We'firid ttitit .are

employed mote for 'entertainnient 'than' .fOi4" infOrMaticin or instruction.

The poslibilitiee of 74" audiesUal '-for

getidrating 'and for iprOmOt in g adult 44uCati6n need

A'SWriOuS laek-of PrinteA.'pamphietsi 'primers AnA bodkS;'COns

titUtes another area of'defiathe* in the promotion 'of adult eddetitiOh;-

Usually, eudhprinted' Materqdl'ai'iii'available is a/So not vity re-

levant to the Peculiar' Situations of livir4 in Africa.

It .'is 'possible "that 'the denfeentraton of'coMmunity develop.

meat trcigramnies Vil1age4 aril rural areas of Africa- has lel'organizers

cif adult edtication into -thinking that the city or town populations in

Africa can rio4Without functiAna literacy.- This is wrohil-since the

opportunity Provided !,y existing organiieK `'in'sti'tutions trAde

unions,' foliticalggrotips, soCial aril work ClubSariri-asiO'ciatiAs, church

(0/
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prous and vocational training esta!aishments - are usually most

,germane to the acceptance of new i eas and modern practices.

The prohlem of recruiting leaders for a,lult education can large-

ly he successfully tackled if formal education is not divorced from

aAilt eucation; if local teachers and senior school boys and girls

are encourage and prepared to serve as local leaders in the adult

education movement; and, above all, if there is much more purposeful

integration of the national school system and the adult education move-

ment into one inter-dependent education nrorramme.

Earlier on, in this statemenc, I pointed out that the unler-

,leveloped situation of Africa should warrant economic planners to rlace

more emphasis on adult education; that it is much more relevant, as

an education strategy, to our situation iicw than it prWiably will he

when our countries have achieved a minimv-a legree of modernisation.

It should folloW fi4oM this that, In the training of African adult

educators care must he taken not to impart blindly methods and techniques

from more deVelOped'iiioeietiei:

Perhaps there Is an urgent need for research and experimentation

in the adult education field, to assist educators and'local leaAers

to try 'lei/ apnroaehes however unconventional they may appear to 6ut-

sitlers.

I should like to leave these thoughts with you;.as a challenge

which'you may take'uP'both diwing'your' deliberations at this Conference

and, latetYin all Your'profesSional.wOrk.. 'And V shoUld like to take

this opportunity to wish phi a fruitful tonferenee 'arid all the best

for the New'Year.

Thank you..

.
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Training of Personnel for Work-Oriented

Adult Literacv. - a Study Submitted

To the Fouth Conference of the African Adult Education Assoc.

Mohamed Aly Hafez
The Arab Regional Literacy Organization

I.- Objectives of this stulL.

The most important objectives of this study can be summarised in
the following items:-

- To state that every educational activity, at any stage, must
have and must achieve functional indices and aims.

- ocrlt ''oatures and conditions that should be taken
care of in any literacy plan.

- To emphasize the importance of the teacherls role in dealing with
the plan, the programme and the curriculum.

- To nominate some of the suitable centres where the training for
Adult education may take place.

- To suggest a few points in preliminary and in-service courses for
the preparation of leaders for Adult Education and Adult Literacy.

II. Every Educational Activity has got its Functions:
It is a recognised fact that every educational activity has a

definite aim and a certain objective or objectives, which it tries to
aohieve. Likewise, every training course must render direct service to
the trainee and must refer to some extent, to the needs of the community
where it is applied.

The introduction and plan for any study course in education or
training should always embrace and state the functions which the course will
try to realise, whether they are moral functions, cultural, scientific,
technical or otherwise.

The new term or expression we use, nowadays, in the programme
of Adult Literacy, and to which we give great importance-namely,
"Functional Literacy" is not a new feature or theory in the field of
education. Yet, we adopt it, to point out, the proper approach and
stress the true concept that must direct and govern any attempt in
setting up a programme for Adult Education and Adult Literacy*

The Adult education programme and its contents must always

emphasise their objectives and functions to both the individual trainee
and the community



This functional aspect, in any course of study, should always
be the basic framm:rk in which, and towards which, move our
educational aspirations and operations and should be the main and
effective factor that can put us on the right track, we ought to
follow to eradicate illiteracy.

Another important point we would like to raise, concerning the
literacy programme, is that its function does not always confine itself
to the relation between the trainee and his work or his productivity,
but it goes beyond that and deals, furthermore, with his interests
and obligations towards his family, his family, his responsibilities
towards environment and also to his duties towards the uplift of
his community and even his role in the development of human Society.

Dealing with these functions, in setting up the literacy programmes
and taking them into consideration, would definitely ascertain
successful output to the educational and training operations, as well
as fruitful achievements to the learners themselves.

III. The Literacy Plan and its Functions:
Every plan for eradicating illiteracy, in any state or government,

should always try to achieve and be certain of compiling the following
factors:

a. The plan must have vivid aims and definite lines of proceduure.
The curriculum and methods of teaching or instruction must have
functions to be achieved. The total educational policy would then
render the knowledge and skills that the learner can make use of in
the common affairs of daily life.

b. The present ordinary efforts of eradicating illiteracy
must not whatsoever confine themselves to teaching the basic skills
of reading, writing and arithmetic; but in addition to those subjects
the plan must take care of general knowledge, civics, religion,
social and vocational guidance. The educational subject matter and
the technical teaching methods should be coloured to match the type
of the trainee, his work, and characteristics of the environment
and also the traditions of the people. They must create motivations
for learning, by giving the trainee what he is anxious to know
and use in his ordinary life and at his work as well. The programme
must try to encourage him to further his training and learning after
he completes the fundamental course. The programme helps him
to achieve practical advancement and growth in his abilities,
behaviotr and efficiency.

65-
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c. In dealing with the literacy intensive and selective

projects, which will serve larger organized massif's' of illiterates

engaged in the fields of production, the plan must give special

attention to the professional culture and a vocational training. Great

dare should also be taken to strengthen the link between the

educational programme and the learners' work and the demands of their

envuronment. This will enable them to acquirelquickly, the skills,

knowledge and experience which will help miss their own social and

cultural standards, increase their abilities in production and equipp

them with such ways and means that encourage them to participate

more effectively in the development of their community.

It is obvious that the literacy plan with such a programme

and fuctions can help all the citizens to improve their living couditio

tions, to organize more effeciently their family obligations life, to

be more able to adapt themselves to the life of the nation, and to

employ,economically, the natural resources of their country.

The human society wishes, by adopting these views and

emphasising the functional literacy programme, to achieve, in the

shortest possible time and with the minimum amount of efforts and

expenses, real and concrete results which will reflect upon the

lives of the beneficiaries, their carreers and the role they play in

their family affairs and those of their community and its development.

Because of these outstanding objectives and important

functions, we come to the conclusion that planning for literacy work

is a necessity, evoked by the complications of modern technology as well

as the seriousness of the increasing problem of illiteracy and its

implact on the national plans for socialeconomic development.

Planning, in its simplest form,means balancing the

available resources human and material with the expected achieve

ments, and although it relies upon the planner's imagination and his
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and his concepts yet it must harmonise *he visualised

scope and picture with the practical field of application

and the surroinding circumstances. The planner must build

up a link between the expected targets and the available

resources. To safeguard against error and mis-apprehension

or deviation, the planner of the literacy protot should also

begin with experimentation on a small scale, coupled with

evaluation before taking any steps for generalization on a

nation wide scale.

Therefore the planners for literacy should note and

bear in mind the following points.

1- That the educational and training plan should have

definite objectives and functions in its programmetourriculum and

methods i.e.:-

a. To meet a felt need to the loaners.

b. To realize the link between the who.le, programme

and the socisreconomic development.

c. To strengthen the relation between the individual

and his community.

In other words the educational plan should harmonize the

relation betwa. th- a.ire and expectations of the individual

trainee and the national targets of the state namely, the

continuous growth of efficiency and the steady increase in

production.

2- The planning committee should make a list of the places

where there are large organized masses of illitenates, e.g.:

Government officesoompaniesoindustrial firs,semi-governmental

bodies, cooperative societiesogricultural reform schemes etc -

and arrange them in oriorities according to the volume and

importance of each area in the fields of production or public

services. Through this procedure certain sectors will appear at
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the top of the lis-L and to them the primary efforts should

be concentrated.

3 -The Committee should again classify the illiterates in

those scoters inte home_genous groups according to a6e,

sex and profession.

4- Comprehensive statistics should be conducted in the

field of man-power needed for carrying out the programme in the

difference sectors, and classify the qualifications.required

and stipulate the responsibilities.

5- The planners should clarify the ways and means of selecting

teachers and leaders for the different scooters, draw up a

scheme for training them, and determine the period, plates and

requirements of their preparation,

6- The planners should also define the_esponsibilties of the

teacher, instructor and supervisor and their role in the

project and any additional duties to be undertaken. The amount

of freedo_ th. ."-.1.Aler can enjoy in choosing the certain methods

of teaching and adopting certain procedures in dealing with the

curriculum should be stated. The plan should also define ways

and means of evaluating him and his work.

7- The plan should on the other hand, draw up a general

outline for the vocational standard it aims at, and show the

methods of improving that standard. It should stress the

importance of organizing study courses and in-service training

to ensure eftesm Asvdlopment of the teachers and Learners

according to the contemporaril technology and cultural

values.

8- The plan must prepare the class. a and equipment of learning

to all different sectors and homogenous groups, appoint the

trained personnel on all levels, and provide the required

educational and recreational material etc.
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9- A fairly possible time table ?lltbe-operation should

be included in the plan.

10 A complete 1.1c1 integrated plan for the whole project

should than be drawn, including the programme with its functional

objectives; the curriculum wilt its teachin, materials, methods

of teaching and training of personnel; the preparation of mass media

and audio visual aids, and also the time and cost.

11 The annual budget should be prepared according to the volume

of work :end activities of each year, then adequate funds should be

raised to cover all expenses.

12 There should be an annual report stating what has been

achieved, the results of the courses, the standard of the trainees,

the cost and expenses of each stage, the obstacles that have been

encountered and any other information and suggestions that may throw

lights en the plan and ensure better outcome for the following year,

These are some of the important landmarks in planning a

literacy project. The whole plan should be carefully studied in

general, and in detail,. and should be evaluated every now and then to

guarantee its success.

IV. The Teacher's Role in the Literacy Programme

It is obvious that the adult literacy teacher as any other teacher

is considered to be the core of the educational operation, and indeed

he is the main pillar on whi3h depends it success. The plan will never

realize its objectives or achieve any successful results unless all

the responsible figures working at it on all levels, know thoroughly

and accurately its importance and targets, believe in its values

and fuctions; and are aware of its principals,outlines and details,
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It is also a well known fact that the r';1:: 'df

the teahher is not confined only to transmitting knowledge,

skills and experiences to the minds of his students; but it

goes further beyond that, to the stage where he can help

them shape their own lives and appreciate Am° real values

of human culture. He has toeequip them with such aids that

would help them understand life and assist the to adapt

themselves to its patterns, circumstances and changes.

The teahcer is therefore a main source of

knowledge and experience. To prepare hims;lf to such a

serious task, he must be well versed in the subject ho

teaches as well as those subjects related to it. He must

know the characteristics and needs of his students; and that

will enable him to harmonize those characteristics and needs

with the knowledge, skills and experiences that feed,create

and develop them.

The teacher is also responsible for setting the proper

and suitable atmosphere for setting the proper and suitable

atmosphere for every educational activity within the framework

of the curriculm, the maturity of the students, and the

conditions of the environment. To achieve this and, he

must be able to adapt and manipulate his knowledge and his

methods, and to renew his aids and means of illustration in

such a wax that may arouse the interest of his students and

stir their enthusiasm to acquire more knowledge and skills.

The teahher is again a leader and an example. By

his strong integrated personality, and his readiness tk know

people, and under--nd them; by his good behaviour at all

times, by his willingness to discuss the problem of his

students; by his healthy appearance and love of cleanliness

../..
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and cleanliness and discipline; by his ability to control

himself in ordinary and sudden circumstances, by all these

weapons he can be the good example and the symbol and the

modern cultured sympathetic and dynaic citizen.

As a matter of fact most important part in the

responsibilities of the teacher lieslin fact, in playing his

proper role in community development, and in building up the

good enlighted citizens.

This demands from the teacher full awa.eness of the

implications of theenriroriment. and its available resources; and

also full acquiintance with its problems. This knnwlledge will

then help him to build up the link between his principles and

responsibilities on one hand and the functional methods of the

socio-economic education on the other.

But knowing and studying the problems of the community

by the teacher, :,:lone is not sufficient to enable him to guide

his students. He must also get them involved in discussing

those problemslencourage them to find the proper solutions, and

help them take active share in rendering services to their

community.

In the light of all those facts, we can state that

the literacy teacher in order to prepare himself to his duties

and his mission and to be ready to fulfil them in the best

possible ways,he must bear in mind the following points

a- To comprehend the objectives and functions - in

detail - of ev ry part in the literacy programme ,over and

above ita characteristics and principles.

b- To he well versed in all the implications of the

1



of the educational operation and in particular the subject matter

ftbr the Isanuarstthe proper technical teaching methods and the

correct use of the avAlable audiovisual aids.

c) To understand the psychology of adults, their requirements,

interests, attitudes, behaviour and the correct ways of dealing

with those grownups. It is worthy of note that the teacher should

show his respect to them and should be considerate to their

difficulties and circumstances.

d) To be willing to widen his own knowledge and develop his

experience. The teacher will also have to try and inspire in his

students the will of selfdevelopment.

These are the main justifications that give the question of
training teachers and preparing leaders for adult education and

adult literacy, an outstanding priority.

V. Places of Training for the Functional Literacy Programme
The following are a few suggestions concerning the places

where the literacy leader or teacher can be chossn and prepared:

1. It is very important that the state establishes provincial
local centres of training for the professional teaohers who are
already engaged in schools and who will be prepared to work after
school hours with adults especially the illiterates. We refer
espeoially to the elementary and primary school teachers who form
the big bulk of the teaching staff in any country. Most probably,
the previous training of those teachers was void of adult education.

(An example of the programme of such study course is in
Appendix I).

2. Teachers' Training Colleges should furnish all their
students with a special study course in adult education and
functional literacy programmes. This study course should be
introduced as an integral part of the educational scheme of
those collegea. and must be well looked after in theory and
practice.

The students, after finishing their training in those colleges,
will be able to participate immediately in the literacy campaign
in their country.

7g.
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(Suggestions for the curriculum of the study course are in
Appendix II).

3. Technical Institutes and Trade Schools - industrial,
agricultural and commercial - should organise a simplified course
in adult literacy within the framework of the educational scheme ;

or form a special group of students who are interested in serving the
literacy campaign inside the factories, companies and warehouses
where they are going to work; this special study will be added to
their normal course and will help them in eradicating illiteracy
amongst their fellow-workers.

Such course will certainly deal with subjects of interest to the
workers, e.g. labour laws, safety in work, production and vocational
training etc. etc.

This is an exeptional procedure that the developing countries
should adopt for the time-being to help solving the problem of
illiteracy amongst workers in the fields of production.

(Suggestions for the programme are in Appendix III).

4. The State should also ask the industrial, agricultural and
commercial agencies to establish training centres for adult literacy.
These centres will carry out a programme of alphabetisation as well as
vocational guidance and vocational training.

The trainers in those centres would be chosen from amongst the
cultured workers and personnel who are working in the same factories,
warehouses etc. etc. and who are interested in eradicating illiteracy.
They will have to be provided with the teaching techniques and the
programme of study.

This special group of temporary leaders will undoutedbly close
to the hearts and minds of their illiterate colleagues. In this
capacity, they are able to understand their problems and the
circumstances of the work. With their wider practical knowledge
and experiences in the work, they will be more able than anybody
else in handling the adult worker.And this vocational culture.

(The suggested programme for the course is in Appendix IV).
Likewise, the governmental and semi-governmental bodies,

trade unions, co-operative societies, sports clubs and fdderations,
associations etc. etc. can establish similar training units on the samelines. Each agency will therefore be responsible for eradicating
illiteracy from its departments.
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VI - Places for preparing Planners, Inspectors, Supervisors and
Trainers for Adult-Literacy.

This course is to Prepare responsible officials for the
projects of eradicating illiteracy and adult education, at the
highest levels. The course will include: ways, means of planning,
programmes, training, examinations, statistics, clas.,Afication,
administration, publication, audo-visual aids etc. etc. The
course will help those officials to plan, to supervise and to
evaluate the efforts exercised in carrying out the literacy projects
at the local level and the national level. The course will also
provide a curriculum for the trainer or instructor of the teachers.

It is worthy of note that thetUniversities, training colleges
and high institutes as well as experts in the country should take an
active part in drawing up the programme of that course and in putting
it into effect. They can also conduct research in the components of
the programme and its evaluation.

The state may also be able to establish a unit or a national
centre, at that high level, where the professors and experts are called
upon to contribute to lie course of studies. Their trainees will be
the supervisors, inspectors and such like responsible personnel who are
working in the literacy departments.

It will certainly be more economical and much easier to establish
a regional centre at that standard instead of a centre at such high
standards in each country.

The regional centre will be of greater value as it can have a
wider scope and bigger chaneva in choosing the lecturers and experts;
and because it can provide the trainees - in addition to the technical
training at its highest levels - with the opportunity to exchange
their experiences and discuss their common problems. The regional
centre is also apt to be provided with all the required modern aids
and equipment; and it will have more facilities anc changes for
development than any local national centre.

We, therefore, suggest the establishment of a regional centre,
for functional literacy and adult education, for the English speaking
African Countries; and another for the French speaking African
Countries - similar to the Community Development Centre of Sires-el-
Layyan, U.A.R., which serves the Arab States and which will be
transferred in the near future into a centre for training in the
functional literacy programme.

1
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The experts in liter,I.cy programmes and clult education who

are workinE at SirselLayyan have put, in collaboration with

the study scheme of such a regional centre. The

scheme, which l2sts about six months, includes the following:

A. General studies which comprise:

a. The fundamental concepts of development and its

problems.

b. Functional literacy.

c. Technical services and the programme of functional

literacy.

B. Special studies which comprise:

a. Planning the functional literacy progeamme; its

organisation and administration.

b. The curricula, methods of teaching and audiovisual

aids.

c. Research and evaluation.

Such a programme and its functional curricula will serve both

the industrial and agricultural plans of development as well as the

general and comprehensive campaign of eradicating illiteracy. It

can produce the efficient man power for literacy work or projects

at the highest level. The trainees, after six months of study,

experimentation, discussions, observation and visits, can then

tackle the problems of ,clanning, organisation and administration

in their respective countries. They will also be able to draw up

and carry out a programme for preparing the trainers who, in their

turn, will be responsible for preparing the teachers and leaders

for local areas.

Conclusion.

The suggestions, we present in this study, are just an

endeavour to highlight the importance of the functional literacy

programme, and the role of the teacher. It is a trial to show

how the preparation and training are conducted at various levels.

We hope that these suggestions would be worthy of discussion

and experimentation. They are, of course, subject to being changed

or amended according to local needs and circumstances and also

according to the available resources of every country.

7s
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We sincerely hope that our African Universities and teachers'
Training Colles will stretch a:helping hand in solving this
dangerous problem of illiteracy, ignorance and backwardness. We
do hope that they give thorough thinking to the concept of
functional literacy, conduct research in its wide and varied
aspects and .,ctivities. We even hope that they can in the near
future, organise courses or postgraduate courses in Adult Education,
including literacy work.

Results of studies, on such high and scientific levels, will
certainly be of extreme value to planners when they try to design
programmes, curricula, teaching methods, audiovisual aids etc. etc.
Mass media is another big and modern field that has to be studie4
by our scientists and experts.

Any study or research will, then, be conducted within the
framework of recent educational theories, and based on the
foundation of contemporary technology.

It will be a true reflection to the needs of our African
Countries, our social attitudes, our traditions and our aspirations.

Our African Scientists and experts in all institutes and
centres can build up a New Africa by planning to combat illiteracy
within the shortest possible period and by research to eradicate
ignorance the main source of poverty and disease.
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L Yrorosal of a curricuXum f,r Training Professional Teachers
2n ninCtIonaI Literacy.

'e mean by teachers in this c(Integt those -ork in rrivate or
sovernment primary schools and who will help in their spare-tin- in
literacy classes. In fact most of the literacy work is usually carried
out this cate.ory.

Duration of the study course is about three weeks.

Contents Lectures Discussiw

1) The problem of illiteracy and its impact
on the ine.viAial, society and the national
plans for socino-economic development. The
pr-:',1em of illiteracy in Africa.

2 2

2) New coneerts of literacy and the study
scheme and its rlemanls.

2 2

3) The literacy plan: its objectives, organ-
ization, priorities, tehnical and alminiatrat
ive or:-anisation and finance.

2 2

4) Legislation necessary for the literacy
campaicn: its importance and its acts.

2 1

5) The nsycholopy of aAllts: their character
istics interests, behaviour; and motivations
for learninp.

1

6) The stuy scheme and the fuctional literac y
rrogramre.

10 2

7) Methods of teachinl and means of illustra-
tion.

4 2

8) Difficulties confronting the teacher and
how to overcome them. 2 1

V) practical teaching which should include:
Training the functional skills, teaching the 6 2
;general culture subjects, dealing with vocat-
ional gui-iance, examinations ani evaluation.

10) The role of the teacher and his 2 1

111 Au:lio- visual aids (Films, film- strips, 2 2
-osters, nictures ect. etc..)

36 la
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7-3-csfs.1 - curriculn- fc.r stwlent in Teachers' Trninin-, colle7e
P.ra and 'ult literacy -uration of the Courrle

istri'-ute4 en 1? .ireeks lurinc the last '.c-'emiCiear.

Contertl

1) 7.1.7-11m cf illeracy ark its iT-,act on
society awl. nation=.1 ',tans for

s:ci--?cenc-mic ,level-rent. The 7sro!710-01 of
illiterr,cy in Africa.

) Tle literacy its ohjectivestori"aniz-
-..tion, 'rir'rities, technical anl alminstative
or.2.smization an-1 finance.

40 Le7;islation necessary for the literacy
can7ai2n, its inwortance an4 its acts.

4) The nev cs-nce-ts es literacy anl its study
mc:1 its leman's.

5) The i,sychelorw of adults: their character-
istics interests, hehaviour an motivations
for learning.

')'."he study scheme an the functional literacy

-.rogramn:e.

lj ectus liv' sc.ssi.,

2 t /

3

3

12

'71
1
Fetho-!.s of teachinf, anal means of illustrativ,

i
) /ifficulties confrontin7 the teacher anl

how tc lverceme them 2

9) 2ractical teaching which shouli incluJe:
trainin- in the fun-lamental
-enera/ cuitunal subjects, dealing; with vocati-
onal cui!ance, examinations, evaluatir.n etc etc.

1:.) The role of the teacher an his res-onsihi-
lities.

11) fu:'io-visual (Palms, film-stris
-,ictures

,

ofl

years.

-;

1

1

1

2

3

2

rs

the to

r.
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The wtu'lnt t'?achin,; -ractice in te lit : ^icy

In ' iti-n to this '"no talcos a class for onb v'eek-continuesusiy
'urin- year. .2 hours .flieo%ly for 2 Tonthn at 1,J 1st.

ur-!ortan the t.achifv.. stiff of
offici7,1 !:,2rsonnel rest-onsile f.-7.r literacy vor'':.

:work ccsve- all activitis tN.1
-l-n.

, n:
.

-irin7 -ro-,r,,-e Tay exten'el nye:- the1ist t.



APPENDIX III

A Pro,,osal of a curriculum for Students in Technical Institutes And

Senior Trade Schools .

Duration of this study course is about 64 lessons destributed on thelast two years .

Contents
Lectures Discussions

1- The .roblem of illiteracy and its
impact on the worker , family , agricul-

2 2ture and production in general .

2 - The new concept of literacy and its 2 2contents .

3- Leni63,tian necessary for the literacy
campaiak : its objectives , acts and therole of the worker towards them . 2 1

4- The literacy study scheme : the
4 1curriculum and its demands .

5 - Dimensions of the functional
literacy prograrme ( agriculture ,indust-
rial or comme--:' ( according to the 16 2type of school

6- Vocational training : its importance
concepts , and contents

16 2( demonstration lessons and parttical
teaching )

7- Methods of teaching adults and
demonstration lessons . 2 1

8- Difficulties of training and how to 2 1overcome them .

9- Audio-visual aids ( films , rosters 1 4 1pictures and publications . )

50 14
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APPENDIX III ( cont.)

The student should exercise 11:ractical teaching practice in theliteracy evening classes , 2 hours weekly for 2 months at least . Inaddition to that he takes a class for one week continuously during theacademic year ( in a company or factory ) .

Su ;ervision should be undertaken by qualified. teaching staff of theschool , from those who have been previously trained on functionalliteracy .Practical work should cover all activities related to literacywork
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A :ra---c?1 - curriculum for Non- rrofessionril Teachers

(Culture' '.fficia1s ?n- -'erkers) on Functional Liten-cy.

Durti:n r t2-,e course is lessons for lectures an', !iscussi:no.

Contents Hours -.7iccussions

1) 7ro'-lem of il'iteracy an.' its im-act on
the vor'rer, institnti-n anl -ro!uution.

2) Lerislrltion of literacy, its o')jectives,
an' the role of the norh:ers.

3) The litfwacy -lan, its curriculmr an' im-
-dications.

1) Dimensions of the functional curriculum
an! its ''ellaw:s (A:Ticulture an' inlustri-J.
etc.)

5) Vocational culture: its imort,nce,
content, lemonstrati.31.1 lessons anfl nractical
training

5) Fetho-ls of teaching alults, motivatims
an' elucationa/ material.

7) 1.ulio-vesual ails (7ilms, rosters) .an.!

lteracy classes.

9,

15

12.

1

1

2

2

2
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THE REORUITfdENT AND TRAINING OF ADULT EDUCATION LEADERS

AND STAFF

BY
MR. EDWARD HUTCHINSON SECRETARY NATIONAL INSTITLTE

OF ADULT EDUCATION, (ENGLAND & WALES'

1. The to is can ona be usefully._ discussed in the light of:

(a) The meaning attached to the term 'Adult Education'

(b) The kind of agencies through which provision is made and
the extent ofablic support for work.

2. First we must dintinguin b-;.!-71cen and. Education

We learn well or badly by continual response to e-,.ery form of

external stimuli. It is an individual, involuntary and

inescapable process. By education I mean deliberately planned

opportunities to encourage organised learning. It is a social

and intentional process and adults ca_inot usually be compelled

to engage in it.

When we speak of 'adult' education we may mean any opportunities

for organised learning that people can use after they have

finished the period of compulsory education offered to children

and young people in their particular society. We may however,

use the words to describe those kinds of educ"tion that are only

suitable for mature people as helping them to understand the

problems of personal interests, responsibilities and social

relationships that grow out of the adult experience of working,

voting, fighting and marrying.

3. In the United Kingdom and the Scandinavian countries the words

have traditionallx.been used in the second sense (although,

this is now changing).

Adult Education has been concerned with 'enlivening' and

'enlightening' or with 'liberating' the individual personality

rather than with transmitting particular skills and techniques

for vocational purposes. It has been the work of special

agencies, Folk High Schools, Workers' Educational Associations,

University ExtraMural Departments, Popular Universities. It

belongs to the tradition of classical, himanistic education.

It assumes a universal and ncaRalsou minimum of childhood

education and parallel provision for vocational and technical

education.

,,11110
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4. In contrast in the U.,(j.A.,....the words Adult Education are general4L
used as egaivalent to Cont `_.ruin.; Education i.e. they describe all
forms of postschool, collese c):^ uni-iersity education that are not
an immediate continuation of compulsory schooling. It is assumed
that a large part of adult education will be concerned with the..... .. wv,M .
enlargement or renewal of woring skills or w_th helping to solve
special community problems. This is expressed in the definition
and analysis of needs offered for a seminar in the U.S.A. in 1966
i.e.

"Adult education is a process whereby persons who no longer
attend school on a regular and fulltime basis undertake
activities with the cinscious intention of bringing about
changes in information, knowledge, understanding, skills,
appreciation and attitudes; or for the purpose of identifying

and solving personal or community problems. Within this
definition, major areas of need can be identified e.g.

Remedial literacy and basic education; prerequisites for

all other kinds of adult education.

VocationalL Technical and Professional preparation of

adults for first or changed employment or

'updating' in relation to new developments in

organisation and techniques.

Health Welfare and Family Living general hygiene, domestic

skills, consumer guidance, family relations,

childcare, planned parenthood, etc.
Civic Political and Communitz government, voting and

political education, community development,

public and international affairs.

Selffulfilment all kinds of liberal :education programmes

in music, arts, dance, theatre, literature, arts

and crafts, whether short or longterms which are

provided for their intrinsic satisfaction rather

than to achie,79 the purposes represented by the

other four categories.

5. The meaning given to the words is important because it will
affect the scale of provision made, the degree of priority attached
to it by public authorities and hence the numbers of people recruited



for full or part -time work and the training deemed appropriate.

The 'narrow use' tradition of European countries has been associated

with:

(a) Action by non-governmental ( voluntary) agencies

(b) Limited employment of full-time professional staffs

(c) Large employment of part-time teachers and organisers

(d) Service by voluntary lay-leaders

(e) Small scale units - institutions, neighbourhood groups etc.

(f) Lack of career lines likely to encourage people to seek formal

training.

6. But recent enquiries in six Eurolean countries show that change
are occurring in attitudes to training

rapidity of technological change is making the older distinctions

between 'liberal', 'non- -vocational' and 'vocational' education

difficult to maintain. Small-scale voluntary action is inadequate
in the face of increased demand. Larger units of provisions

require more support from or direct action by public education

authorities and require larger numbers of fulLtime staff able to

administer larger and more complex organisations and programmes.

With more emphasis on acquiring skills, whether for use or pleasure,

and with wider experience of active teaching methods in schools,

adults are more critical of teaching standards and methods in

adult classes.

7. These and other factors are encouraging the establishment of

formal training courses of varying lengths in several courses

of varying lengths in several countries. But some people fear

that emphasis on such training may be at the expense of concern

for social purpose which underlies the work of voluntary agencies
in adult education.

B. If we compare this with the American situation the differences are

22a_great, Adult Education is assumed to ccver all forms of

University Extension; skill training, renewal and up-grading in

industry and commerce and golernment service; the educational

programmes of trade unionslu'.--:43,es and manifold voluntary

agencies. It includes a continuing attack on illiteracy and

Americanisation of immigrants.
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With wide provision of higher education and the acceptance of

community, responsibilities by universities, it is not

surprising that training programmes for adult education are

available in many universities and colleges and that in the

near future, possession of special academic qualification will

be a necessary passport for fulltime employment in adult
education.

9. I have cow/lelposed the European and American situations because
they are still reservoire of experience to which zeople in manor,

ether parts of the world turn for guidance in facing their own,

pressing problems. "hat can be drawn from that experience that
is most likely to be relevant to the recruitment and trainng
of staff in other situations and how can it be given practical
form?

10. The first, thing is_to acknowledge that any society which is desperately
short of trained man power for all purposes will have to persuade

211122IL12111EILMRYJunctions. It will have to harness the

voluntary principle as was done in Denmark or Britain in the nine
teenth century and as has been done in the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia
in the twentieth. It is not only in the training of adult educators

as such, but also in the training of teachers, doctors, engineers
and public officials, that a breakthrough is possible. In European
countries in the nineteenth omtu7.7 the effectifeness of a village
school master as also a teacher of adults depended entirely on his
enthusiasm, intuition and initiative. We can now introduce into the

general training of teachers some validated knowledge about the ways
in which adults learn and how they can learn more effectively. We
know that other things being equal the adult learner is likely to
be a slower but not less %t;.ve learner. If we treat him as an

adult and not merely as an overgrown child, the greater strength of
his motivation may more than compensate for any limitations inherent
in maturity. Let us first teach the arrogant young that the old
dog can learn new tricks.

If we begin by as uming that education is indeed a lifelong task
we shall see to it that the teachers of children are aware of such
facts and we shall extend this to all the others who have counselling
roles in society community developers, doctors, health visitors
and the like.



To get teachers in the schools to accept the necessity of

adult education is the only way to relieve them of the

impossible burden of trying to cram a life-time's education

into the narrow years of childhood.

11. Secondly, without refusing the aid of the new 'technologies' of

education if and when they a' accessible to usg- television,

projectors. language laboratories - let us look at the record and

remember the effectiveness of face-to-face and oral communication

for adult educators. The importance of what Grundvig, the

inspirer of Danish Folk High Schools, called the 'living word's

is borne out by contemporary research. The small group of active

participants was a potent form of adult education before 'Group

Dynamics' experiments gave it theoretical support.

12. For any of this to happen we must do something to train the

trainers.

It is here that American and European experience may be relevant.

In a study undertaken I-- the European Bureau of Adult Education for

the Council of Europe we distinguished between the training needs

of full-time and part-time staffs whether organisers or teachers

and, in each case between off-the-job and on-the-job training.

These distinctions will, I believe, correspond to the realities

of most countries.

13. There is a clear need in all countries for one or more centres of

extended study and probably at In the

U.S.A. with a vast number of institutions of high.,r education,

graduates courses in adult education are available in many

universities; the,best European examples are probably in Yugoslavia.

Countries with less highly developed systems of higher education

or in which universities have a more specialised role may have to

look to other institutions - e.g. Solial Academies in the

Netherlands, or may have to establish special centres as with

the Unesco supported projects for Training Centres in the U.A.R.

and South America. In the United Kingdom, it is only within

recent years that four universities have accepted a limited

responsibility in this field, but there are four specially

created centres for training mature people to work in the field

of vocational education. In France the Central Government has

recently intervened to establish a Diploma based on a two year

course for 'Conseillers d'Education Populaire'.
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14. The general structure of courses intended to equip people for

leadership in this field, is remarkally similar from country

to Country.

They seek to increase awareness of social history and contemporary

social situations and institutions; of physical and psychological

developments in maturity affecting learning capacity; of methods,

techniques and devices specially appropriate to the teaching of

adults; of the available resources of organisations, settings

and equipment; of the frameworks of law, regulations, finance

and custom within which work must be undertaken. There seems

to be agreement that students for such courses must themselves

be mature people.

15. This is essentially a trellallneralists' most of whom

will be employed as administrators, organisers, advisers. They

will not generally be employed in face to face teaching but

they need to be competent to do so, and they should preferably

be drawn from the ranks of those who have such experience.

This is the more important because a large part of their

leadership role will be the training, formally, and even more

importantly, informally of teachers and group leaders.

16. Because formostyttople adult eduction must go on side by side

with making or earning a living_there is bound to be a high

premium on the employment of parttimeoften no more than

casual teachers. It is not probable that they can be induced

or persuaded to engage in lengthy training. Recent British

experience however, supports that people doing such parttime

work welcome some guidance: it seems to stimulate rather than

impede recruitment; probably because it emphasises the

importance attached to the work. This often needs to be

supported by reasonable payment but payment without evidence

of official respect for the work will not by itself suffice

to attract people and get the best from theme

17. In practice this means a multiplication of short courses.

They must cover however briefly, some of the points suggested

in 14. above as necessary for professional workers. But there

must also be emphasis on lesson structure, syllabus preparation

and the right balance of group and individual instruction.1
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Practice sessions in the use of audiovisual aids will give

value to what may otherwise be wasteful prestige expenditure.

The use of the simplest traditional aid a blackboard

should be effectively demonstrated, and practised. Mutual

criticisms in practice sessions will go far to reveal the

the limitations of unsupported lecturing. Experience of

group discussion will illustrate its usefullness and its

pitfalls. For such short courses, a residential setting

has special values in encouraging concentration and group

identification.

18. Having taught in graduate training courses in Canada and in the

U.S.A. I am aware that there is no more exposed position for an

Adult educL.tor than to attempt to teach other _people how to do

it. Each training session must itself be a recognisable essay

in adult education. It is useless to lecture about discussion;

to talk about visual aids; to theorise about student participation

in syllabus construction without practising the theory there

and then. Once the trainee has himself experienced the reality

and stimulus of involved participation he is unlikely to be

satisfied, as a techer, if he does not evoke it from his own

students.

19. Once for all training is obviously insufficient. Leaders and

staff members require the refreshment of periodical meetings for

mutual support and exchange of experience. They need a profession.e.

al spirit most likely to be encouraged by membership of a

continuing organisation which exercises both a professional

and a protective function. Face to face encounters and

training needs to be supported by regular professional literature,

to remind people that their local situations are part of a larger

enterprise, informed by common principles, however widely

diverse the practices that exemplify them.
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I

I have been asked to talk about a very topical subject in the

world today , namely "Adult Literacy ". It is a subject which is being

discussed internationally as well as nationally because of its association

with the underdeveloped countries of the world We are told that today

there are seven hundred million
(700,000,000) illiterates in the world,

and that more than two thirds of these are to be foumd in the developing

countries The U.N. General Assembly discussed it as a matter of great

importance in 1963 because it recognized that it was "...a problem that

concerns mankind as a whole and which therefore must be solved on a

world-wide scale by a concerned effort of the international community ."

Nationally we have heard many speeches in our own countries about the

hindrance illiteracy brings to the country's development and appeals to

try and eradicate it

Thus realizing the importance of the subject I feel it is not

possible to treat it fairly well in one talk the best I can do is to

highlight a few important points which may help you distinguished

delegates in formulating your deliberations during the conference

I have therefore decided to confine myself in the discussion to plann-

ing implementation , evaluation , method of approach and co-ordination

and co-operation in adult literacy programmes
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PLANNING :

Let me start with a very important point but which is often over-
looked - planning . It is to be regretted that too often adultlliteracy

is taken as an end in itself not as part of the life-long -learning process
Campaigns have been organized in our respective countries to teach people

to read and write . Many classes have been conducted in classrooms under
the trees , everywhere ; and some of us have witnessed certificates being
given to the graduates of these classes . The whole thing has been run on
piecemeal fushion . Very little effort has been made to plan carefully coh-

erent programmes which would ensure the attainment of functional literacy

We know how unsuccessful these attempts have been . It is necessary there-

fore to consider adult literacy as part of the total adult education pto-

gramme-which includes agriculture health child-care etc. But even with

this recognition , literacy and adult education in general may still fail
for lack of funds and necessary facilities .

We have not provided enough fRnds to run the programmes we have not
put any provisions in our programmes for the training of organizers /
supervisors and teachers of the literacy classes nor haTe we ever thought

carefully about the teaching materials to be used . Thus for the programmes

to succeed literacy and adult education as a whole should be planned as an
integral part of the educational programme in the country and should fit
in the over-all development plan . This will ensure three things ;financial
resources although voluntary organizations and private firms will still
bt expected to contribute something ; continuity of the programmes and co-
ordina tion of efforts

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAMMES :

Under this headings I include organization and administration of
programmes , various aspects of training preparation of materials and

evaluation of the programmes .



ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATIZ:

I do not need to dwell on this point for we all know that usually

a ministry or government department is made responsible for adult educa-

tion including literacy. In Tanzania this responsibility is placed under

the Ministry of Regional Administration and Rural Development. The

responsible body should be concerned with such matters as - who will be

responsible for organizing literacy campaign in a certain area, whether

there are enough people capable of carrying out the day-to-day administra-

tive work after literacy classes have started, are the teachers available

to teach these classes, and ha'e funds been allocated for the training of

the various categories of personnel, and so forth. In Kenya, adult

education has been tos-ed back and forth between the Ministry of Education

and the Ministry of Community Development and Social Services. Whatever

the case, the important thing is that some ministry or government ....:

department is made in charge of it, for without this it would be very

difficult to include it in the country's development plans. Still more

difficult would it be to effect co-ordination and co-operation among

the various organizations (it is already a problem now).

TRAINING:

Here I shall discuss the importance of training for two groups

only, namely, local organizers and supervisors of adult literacy classes

and the actual classroom teacher.

Organizers/supervisors are the people concerned with determining

the needs for literacy campaigns in villages. They have to try and

motivate the villagers to want to come to adult classes, they have to

find out what facilities are available in the village, they recruit

teachers to teach these classes, and so on. Training is therefore very

necessary for them. They must know the rudiments of public relations

if they are to help people to determine their educational needs. They

need training in how to keep records of the programmes and carry out the

day-to-day administration. And finally they must know how to draw-up

the programmes themselves. These things are very important if we are

to evaluate adult literacy programmes to assess their success (and

this we must do).

It means therefore that the calibre of organizers and supervisors

must be high. We should employ mature and well educated people to do

this work; we should discontinue the employment of young and immature

school leavers as is currently the practice. These will only help in

keeping the adults away from the very programmes they are trying to

arrange.

51/



TEACHER:

What I have said about organizers and supervisors does also

apply in respect of teachers. Oftentimes it has been taken for

granted that any literate person can teach others to read and write.

As a result we have accepted everybody who has volunteered to teach

including the semiliterates. When the education of our children is

involved we are very concerned about proper selection and training

of the teachers. But we are the least concerned with what happens to

the adult learner. This attitude must change. Teachers should be

carefully selected and trained. They should be mature and of good

educational background. None should be less than standard seven,

if we are determined to bring the illiterate adult to the level

of functional literacy. Their training should include such topics

as how adults learn, techniques of teaching adults and various other

methods of effective teaching, how to plan lessons and how to

evaluate individual learning etc. Moreover the teachers need to be

guided in the use of literacy primers in order to avoid the inevitable

danger of reciting the pages as it has hitherto been the case in many

of the classes.

In order that literacy becomes meaningful, our teachers ought

to know when and how to introduce other reading materials about health,

agriculture etc., in the course of conducting the programme. This will

help to inculcate reading habits in the adult learner, and create the

desire to go on with other fo.L.ms of adult education. And just as

teachers of our children need refresher courses, so do the teachers

of adults. Followup courses should be arranged from time to time

in order to bring together literacy teachers to discuss classroom

problems they have encountered during their teaching with the trainers,

and try to find solutions to them.

TEACHING MATLRIALS:

Recently it has been suggested by some amateur literacy experts

in Tanzania that illiteracy could be wiped outAn one month in the

whole country by using a collection of quotations from important

political speeches by leading African Personalities. Well, this

conception reveals many things, but the most important is the way

we underrate adult education. For our children we put very high

requirements for text books and reference books. They must

/



carefully be prepared ana tested before they can be used in schools

generally. But for the adult le::rner we do not seem to care

what we use for them. He is at the mercy of the TEACHER, he can

be tossed about the way his teacher wants. The repercussions

are quite clear; the adult learner is confused and discouraged

from participating in adult education activities including

literacy classes.

So, we need to have good materials for adult literacy programmes,

carefully prepared and produced in large quantities so that they can

be obtained cheaply. There should also be a sturhr flow of such

material so that there is continuity in the programmes. There

should not be a break for lack of suitable follow-up materials. This

is a battle the Ministry of Regional Administration and Rural

Development is now trying to tackle here in Tanzania. A workshop

has just ended its work on follow-up books for adult literacy. An

effort has been made to include topics which will be of interest

to the adult learner e.g. on agriculture, health, co-operative eta.

This is a move in the right direction.

EVALUATION:

As mentioned at the beginning of my talk, the illiteracy rate

is quoted at 700,000,000 in the world. This is a very frightening

figure. Still it may only be a conservative figure, for in many

instances no reliable statistics are available. In Tanzania for

example, illiteracy percentage seems to vary between 80% and 96%

You could quote anything in between and you would be correct.

Sometimes you hear about 2,000 classes having been conducted in

the country, and around 500,000 adult students have attended them.

Then you begin to wonder as to the size of class any one teacher

has had to handle. It seems to average at 200 students, and this

is hard to belie1e. Lack of proper record keeping makes it very

difficult forlthe programmes to be evaluated.

The granting of certificates alone is not enough to asses

the success or failure of an adult literacy programme. It is

important that we know the progress of the programmes, the drop-out

rates and reasons for it, those that onrry on with other adult

education activities, whether or not the learners are actually

able to apply the newly acquired skills in the day-to-day activities

etc. In other words have the programmes been able to make the

/C
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adult learners functionally literate? is the question we have

to answer. This again calls for the need to employ better

qualified people as teachers and as organizers/supervisors of

the programmes.

MET1I4 Ulu .tPPROAH:

I now turn to a rather controversial point. What is the best

method of approach to tha problem of adult literacy? In my opinion

there is not one satisfactory answer. Some people have advocated

the Cuba approach. Stop all educ. tional institutions for one ye,::r,

and ask teachers and students to go and teach adults to read and

write. UNA;;SCO, on the other hand, has recommended the "Selective

and intensive approach". It is suggested that efforts and financial

resources should be concentrated in areas and ox age groups which

are already engaged in productive activities and where literacy

might help to step up production.

The UNESCO/Tanzania WorkOriented Literacy Project in the

Lake Regions is based on this principle. The approach aims at

making literacy programmes prepare adults to work more efficiently,

to improve their living conditions and to play a more active role

in their communities. To me this sound realistic, practical

and sensible approach, and one to be recommended for application.

But the experiment is only one year old, and its success is yet

to be seen. There are bound to be some Loubts, resistance and

even opposition to the whole concept, but I sincerely hope that the

experiment will succeed in order to make departure from the

traditional approach of teaching literacy for its own sake. However,

we, in Tanzania will not sit back and wait for the completion of

the experiment but we shall adapt any aspect of the project which

we think has proved successful for use in our national programmes,

while the experiment still goes on.

After discussing the important of planning, training of

various types, evaluation and method of approach, I should finally

like to draw your attention to the problem of co-ordination and

collaboration. Illiteracy is a complex problem, it cannot be

solved by one ministry alone. It required the concerted effort

of every ministry or government department, voluntary organizations,

private institutions and individuals in the country. To avoid
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duplication of efforts activities in adult literacy must be
coordinated right from the planning stage to the implementation
of the programmes. It is for this reason that we need one ministry
or government department to take the overall responsibility. If we
could succeed in effecting goodccordination we would have solved
a substantial part of the problem.
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AFRICAN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Statument By Mr. Morris Mulima

Worker's Education Branch

International Labour Office

I have great pleasure and honour, as the ILO observer to

this conference, to convey to you greetings and best wishes from

Mr. David Morse, the Director General of the ILO, who has asked me

to let jr,,u know how glad ILO felt to have been invited to this

important conference.

The ILO, composed of 118 member States representing

different levels of economic development and many political shades,

believes that it is only through. action by men of goodwill that

human dignity, welfare and security can be achieved. The ILO has

learned that economic growth.ard social progress go hand in hand,

and that one of the conditions for this growth and progress go hand

in hand, and that one of the conditions for this growth and progress

is the understanding loy every citizen of the many complex human

problems, Unfortunately, understanding is not an inborn thing in

anyone. It has to be developed in order to give every citizen an

independent judgement, sense of apprecia'iJ4 character and physical

wellbeing, so as to arouse in himself a general awareness of the

social, economic and political forces that play a role in his

existence and thus make him fit into and be useful to the growing

society in which he lives.

It is this belief that has led ILO for the last 50 years,

to spend much time and money on offering training in all sorts of

fields, throughout the world. In addition to laying down International

Standards in occupations and employment, the ILO, through worker's

education and vocational training, seeks to make a worker have a

better, fullertricher and mec.ningful life; equip him to solve his

problems, and to expose him to the awareness of his rights and

responsibilities and make him a creative member of the human

race. In this respect the ILO carries out training in four main

fields which are of direct interest to many developing countries.

These are: worker's education, management training, vocational

training and economic education.



1. Worker's Education.

In order to assist a worker to attain the understanding I

have mentioned before; the ILO carries out worker's education

programmes dealing with such subjects as conditions re work and

employment, wages, social security, occupational safety and health

and labour management relations. The ILO Worker's Education Programme

in Africa involves training of trade union educators; educating

the rank-and-file trade union members, training of trade union

leaders, such as shop stewards, branch officials and national leaders.

This training programme is carried out in three forms namely

a) Expert missions:

On the request of trade union organizations submitted

through the government, the ILO sends out an expert in

worker's education for a limited period to advise and

assist trade unions in the field of worker's education.

The ILO has sent such missions to countries like Ethiopia,

Ghana, Sierra Leone, Malawi, Kenya, Zambia, Tunisia,

Mauritania and Tanzania.

In addition to these national missions, ILO has now three

regional worker's education experts who are based at

Dakar, Yaounde and Tananarive. These regional experts

carry out training in worker's education and help the

unions to help themselves in this field.

b) Seminars:

Worker's education seminars are organized from time to

time at regional or inter-regional level by the ILO or

in collaboration with other agencies.

c) Fellowships:

ILO awards fellowships to worker's educationaists, to

complete training in social subjects and to perfect them

in organizing and leadership capabilities, to help those

leaders who have exhausted national training facilities

and who may already have acquired practical experience

in the field of worker's education in their home country.

/
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2) Management Training.

In the field of management training, the ILO, in

collaboration with the U.N.D.P./S.F. and other agencies, run training

programmes for management in matters like productivity, planning,

accounting, marketing, etc. This programme is carried out by

helping developing countries to set up national training centres

staffed with trained instructors who are usually given in-service

training lry the ILO experts before taking over the operation of

these centres. In Africa this kind of project includes the

National Institute of Productivity in Dar'Es-Salam, Tanzania,

the Management Training and Advisory Center in Nairobi, Kenya,

the National Productivity Institute, Tunis, the Management

Development and Productivity Center, Khartoum, Sudan, and the

Management Training and Advisory Center, Kampala, Uganda. In

the projects for'Tanzania and Kenya, a worker's education expert

is attached, in order to promote a better understanding among

workers and their organizations of the subjects covered by the

projects.

IL Vocational Training.

Vocational Training plays an important role in the ILO's

activities. The ILO holds primary responsibility within the United

Nations family, for vocational training for employment in the

various sectors of the economy. In fulfilling this responsibility

it works in close co-ordination with U.N.E.S.C.O. and F.A.O.

within the framework of mutual concern and with the United Nations.

In Africa it collaborates with E.C.A. and other regional bodies.

Its programmes in Africa include projects like the Technical

Service and Instructor Training Center for Adult Vocational

Training in Algiers, the National Industrial Vocational Training

Center, Nairobi, Kenya, the National Vocational Training Scheme,

Sudan, etc.

4) Economic Education.

In the last $en years, many African States have become

independent. In wishing to reflect national independence in the

economic sector and also with theLdesire to correct the imbalance

in employment, immediately after attaining of political independ-

ence, the African States have been faced with the problem of

Africanization and for the expansion of their economies under
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plans fr economic development, aimed at improving social and living

conditions for their populations and, in mi.ny cases, of welding
them into one national community.

In order to gain the sucport of dif:erent sectors in their

respective countries, most of the African States,have sought the

particip:,tion of the masses, (like the self-help schemes in East
Africa), and of institutions like the Trade Unions and educational
institutions. Being aware of the current need for economic education
in Africe, the ILO, has recently started offering its expert

assista,nce in this field. To give you some examples: in 1966, the
ILO organized a semin,..as for Africa at Dakar, Senegal, on the Trade
Union Participation in Economic Planning. This was followed up
by another seminar held in Geneva in 1967 on Rights. of Trade Union

Representation at the Decision-making Level of the Undertakings.

Another important tripartite meeting just ended about two weeks

ago at Addis Ababa which was on "The Role of Workers' and Employers'

Organizations in Economic and Social Development in Africa.

There is another important related economic education, which
the ILO is assisting in the training of leaders and this is the

co-operative field. Co-operatives have become one of the best means

of involving ordinary masses to participate in the economy of their
respective countries. The training of co-operators is carried out
in the same way like the other ILO training programme I have mentioned
It might be of interest to this conference to know that in collabora-
tion with the Danes, the ILO will be running a seminar in Africa

probably in East Africa, in the latter part of 1969. This seminar
will be on the "Trade Unions and Co-operatives". These are just
a few illustrations of the many training programmes for workers that
ILO is currently involved in Africa. (There are of course many others
like courses run by the two ILO Institutions; Int. Instotitule- for

Labour Studies, Inst. Centre for Advanced Technical and Voc tional
training etc.)

General Observation on Trainingcf Adults in Africa.

Not only is there need for training of adults in Africa,
but there is also an urgent and absolute necessity. I call it

a necessity because of the well-known fact that; in most African

States 75 to 80% of the adults never had an opportunity of even
receiving a simple primary education, leave alone being trained in
their respective fields. The worst part of it is that, the

1
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present children in schools in Africa are not likely to have an
impact on the development plans in Africa until another five to
ten years from now. It is therefore fitting for me to agree with
what has been said by scime people that "it is not the children of
today who hold the present destiny of Africa in their hands; it is
the adults". It therefo.,:e goes without saying, that the training
of adults in Africa must be stepped up if Afric.a.wishes to accomplish
her current aims and goals in the present divided world of haves
havenots.

Mobilization of Resources.

Adult Education in Af.°ica until recently, has been 1,1regely
neglected. In the last fifteen years, there have been considerab.4
efforts made to itensify training of adults in Africa but without
much impact. There are of course many other reasons why there has
been less impact in this field. But in my view, perhaps, some
of the most important reasons have been: lack of trained adult
education teachers or instructors; inadequate local facilities,
(especially in the rural areas); insufficient knowledge of the
African's immediate needs; lack of development planning, which
has only begin recently; and in some respect adult education in
Africa has tended to follow foreign, patterns without proper adaptation.

In certain countries training prOgrammes have been organized
with very little regard or sometimes no consideration at all for
whom these courses are meant and what these courses aim to achieve.
I have at times been amazed to hear many adult education instructors
say that many African adults are "not interested in learning", "they
lost interest quickly in courses after they have enrolled", "want
easy things", etc. This is clearly a demonstration of ignorance of
African conditions. I think that many of these problems could be
solved by a body such as the African Adult Education Association;
which would give guidance and independent advice to national

organizations engaged in the training of adults.

Methods and Techniques of Adult Training in Africa.

Because of the technological developments taking place in
many developed nations, Africa cannot remain unaffected by worldwide
innovations in methods and techniques of education. These particularly
apply to the field of teaching adults, where there had been very
little experience until veoentlY. I oancloi see boy thse arc involved

in the

/
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training of ,_dulls in Africa, be it in functional literacy;

liberal education, worker's eduction or vocational training,
can remain unconcerned with new methods and techniques of adult
education.

In this field the ILO is engaged in developing techniques
and methods, not only of teaching workers' education instructors
and trade union leaders, but also how to ter.ch the ordinary worker
who has never been to school before. This field involves three
aspects.

1) Training in,the Use and Production of Audiovisual Aids.
The ILO is endeavouring to train and encourage labour education

instructors in the use of audiovisual aids. Under this programme,
workers' educators are trained by ILO experts on the preparation
and various uses of audiovisual aids, such as flannel boards,
flip charts, film strips, tape recorders and film projection.
Special emphasis is placed on the development of local aids
suitable for local conditions and also che,..per to produce.

2)._ Use of Radio and Television for Workers' Education.

In response to a number of inquiries made to the ILO for
advice en the use of radio and television for workers' education
the ILO organized a workshop gathering 22 participants from the
trade union educational bodies, radio and television broadcasting
organizations and a few other interested organizations aeilL1

activity with related matters in adult education through mass media.
This workshop, which was held at Geneva in November 1967, aimed at
providing a platform for fruitful dialogue between labour educators on
the one hand, and radio and television specialists on the other. Tte
conclusions of this workshopswill be followed up at regional or
national level with the view of finding ways on how the ILO could
colloborato with labour educators, broadcasters and others concerned
with the use of mass media for adult education; In Africa, where
television has not yet spre_d much, emphasis will be initially
placed on mainly the use of radio and already some organizations
have expressed great interest in ILO assisting them to develop
radio programmes for worker's education on matters like social
education.



3) Programme Planning and Content.

The ILO is helping to develop special programmes to suit

local conditions and needs in the field of workers' education
in Africa. As I mentioned in the beginning, one of the difficulties

experienced in the past in developing programmes for adult education
in Africa has been the danger of using not only outdated methods,
but also absolute progrmme content. I would like to stress the
need for adult educators knowing the level of their participants
before organizing any course. This will help them in determining
the goal and the subjects to be stressed and the material and the
teachers to be selected. Care must be taken not to load the programme
too much with substance unrelated to the real needs of participants.
The duration and time of the courses must be carefully considered.
These are areas where some adult educators in Africa have not been
quite successful in the past.

It might not be possible to run adult training courses in
Africa on the pattern used in highly developed countries like
U.S.A. or Britain. For example, on a visit to England, I once
attended some of the W.E.A. and London University extramural
evening classes, and it was interesting to see adults sitting
for one and a half hour listening to a lecture; while intelligently
taking down notes. I was even further surprised at the end of the
lecture, the participants had assimilated enough to ask questions
afterwards. Adult educators in Africa cannot expect the same
intellectual sophistication in rural center in Africa. Furthermore,
in the developed countries the emphasis is on different subjects
which are usually of current interest to the general public (e.g.
world monetary system, freedom of press, etc.) In Africa, adult
training has to be adopted to the national needs of the country
as well as the need of certain individuals and groups.(Problems of
unemployment mentioned by our collegue from Uganda) etc.

point
Omother/I would like to add is, the problem of reaching

different people of all walks of life in Africa. Most of the
adult education programmes have tended mainly to attract
people in the middle leadership; trade union junior officers,
civil servants, the clerks and lower level teachers. This has
been so perhaps, because most of these people are anxious to use
liberal adult educational studies in subjects like economiost
industrial relations, cooperatives, etc. to advance themselves
in their formal private studies, in order that eventually they

/
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would sit on some kind of examination which will earn them a

recognized certificate.

Although, personally, I tend to agree with the argument
advanced by certain people who are engaged in adult education in
Africa, "that emphasis should be on liberal adult education
rather than formal education for adults in Africa", I would like
to say that, this should not be the only guiding principle. My
personal past experience in adult education in Kenya led me to
believe that one of the innovations that gives adults (especially
the older African generation) a sense of selfencouragement and
strive, is the looking forward of obtaining a certificate at the
end of his course. This; of course; although already being challenged
as a wrong sys, la some African States, it is still however a
fact that, employment and advancement opportunities in many African
countries; are still based on the number and kind of certificates
one has. In fact, in many cases educational qualifications have
prevailed over experience alone in employment. I would therefore
suggest to those who are involved in adult training that, this point
to be given consideration.

Furthermore, although there exist training programmes for
particular groups (such as workers' education, management development
and labour administration programmes), efforts are also needed to
permit joint training of persons directly concerned with industrial
relations in the light of development pleblems.

The Institutions already established in Africa; like the
Universities, AREA, and national social colleges; I believe, can
play an important role in assisting by way of experimental courses
and studies in order to provide a lead on problems such as, duration
of adult courses, class of people and areas that emphasis should be
placed and even most important the course content. Organizations
such as the trade unions; which have working class membership, need
guidance and assistance in order to carry out effective educational
training programmes. The ILO stands ready to cooperate and assist,
where required, with any interested organization or institution engaged
in adult education in Africa. I hope that your conference will
provide some of the answers on a number of problems which you are
all aware of in the field of adult training in Africa.

/V "7
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SOCIAL WELFARE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

IN AFRICA

BY

DR. A. SHAM
U.N. REGIONAL ADVISER ON SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY

AND TRAINING

1. Social Welfare in its traditional sense has its roots in the
African way of life and is still prevailing and carrying quite an
extended social burden especially in traditional communities all over
the continent. Social welfare in its western sense, however, was
introduced in Africa along with the penetration of Europeans -
especially missionary groups. Since then, the social welfare pattern
in each African country started to take the same shape prevailing in
the European colonising country. As a result, difference between
social welfare approaches among African countries did not reflect the
difference in local priority needs aR.much as they reflected the
difference in colonizing powers in deliquency, remand homes and the
mass education in former British territories, and multi-purpose

social centres, youth work, social security in former French territories.
The tie between social welfare services and health services in former.
French territories was always and still is, very strong.

2. With the independence movement in Africa, many countries established
separate ministries - or at least major departments - for social
welfare. Since then, social welfare work began to develop from a
side job carried by the rich leisure class and people with missionary
drives to a separate profession which needs full-time specially trained
workers. The continent started to develop from its traditional sense
with its concentration on material giving and social protection. From
the group to its needy members, to a newer send* emphasising human
adjustment and development through self-help, self-realization and
stimulating social change.

SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES IN AFRICA

3. Before getting more into the subject, it might be useful to

present a quick picture of what African Government have in mind when
they talk about social welfare. In a recent survey conducted by

;

the
Social Development Section of the Economic Commission for Africa,
African governmeni3specified the different social welfare services in
their countries as follows; -

Rural community development - agricultural extension,

,oy
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co-operatives - urban community development - community centres -

social centres - neighbourhood centres - low cost housing - slum

clearance - social action - demographic surveys - study of levels of

living - social research - labour welfare - youth emi4oyment - youth

recreation programmes - vocational education - social education -

health education - adult education - mass education - radio and

television educational programmes - literacy programmes - family

welfare - family planning - child welfare - day care centres -

help to expectant mothers - advice bureau - women's activities -

school social work - social security - public assistunc r social

insurance - school feeding - milk distribution - nutrition health

welfare - riospital welfare - care for the poor- ogre for tha peecty -

care for the blind - care for the orphans - care for the tivsically

and mentally handicapped - care for prisoners - care for juvenile

delinguents - care for destitutes - care ror underprevileged women

and care for the old.

The same survey shows that there is more interest in some

services than others. The servics that were repeated more frequently

were:

Rural community development - youth activities -

community and social centres - women's activities - care

for the physically and mentally handicapped - juvenile

delinguency - child welfare and care for expectant mothers.

4. Such information, simple as it is, throws light on the concept

of social welfare as understood by African Governments:

- It is clear that ho African Government considers traditional

social welfare services, prevailing in traditional rural communities

as part of the African culture, as social welfare services to be cared

for and backed by the 6overnment. In fact most African professional

social workers either do not recognize these services at all or

consider them as third rate backward services.

- The grip of the European concept of social welfare services,

introduced during colonial days, is still very strong in the field,

making it difficult for new ideas, in methology or content, to

express itself freely in the continent.

- The basic concept of social welfare services differs from

country to country. While some of them consider community

development as part of social services others do not, and while

0041/11110.,
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some consider related fields as agricultural extension,

cooperatives, nutrition, hec_lth education and demographic surveys

as part of social welfare services others do not.

Maly social welfare services learn to carry humanistic

objectives only. Few services carry some economic content.

This humanistic bias, is expressed in the wide range of services

for special groups like the blind, the aged, orphans physically and

mentally handicapped, prisoners, juvenile delinquents and destitutes.

Many social welfare services carry direct educational goals. This

is expressed in services like agricultural extension, vocational

education, social educ-tion, health education, adult education,

mass education, radio and television educ.i.tional programmes and

literacy programmes. This is, of course, other than services that

carry some educational content such as community development,

cooperatives, community centres, social centres, child welfare,

women's activities and labour welfare.

The survey also reveals that there are few social welfare

services in the continent that may carry some economic content

such as community development vocational education, youth employment

programmes, labour welfare services, child welfare services, and

women's activities.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES IN AFRICA

5. Right now, several factors influence the total picture of welfare

services in Africa:

Pressure of new urgent problems showing up with the quick

urbanization and emerging industrialization in the continent.

Feeling of moral obligation and responsibility towards

extremely underdeveloped rural areas,

A general conviction among social and economic planners

that the basic African problem in economic and that social

welfare programmes should contribute to the acceleration

of economic development, to gain relative priority.

An emerging feeling among many African social reformers,

that there should be an African social welfare pattern

inspired from the African poast and African reality, which

differs from the western social welfare pattern prevailing.

Scarcity of funds to finance social welfare services owing

to the general poverty prevailing in African countries

and the nonpriority place social welfare has among other

services such as education, health and housing,



- Scrcity of well tr,ined personnel in the social welfare

field especially on the levels of policy makers, planners,

researchers and trainers.

- External aid given - whether bilateral or multi-lateral

emphasising specific fields of action.

- Local loyalty built by time around the European introduced

social welfare services.

Social Welfare Priorities

While African Governments are still struggling with all types

of social welfare services without almost any disorimination, the

United Nations Social Commission tried to reach some indications for

priorities in the social field through a questionnaire study. The

result showed that there is greater need for emphasis on social

22112zaresearthLEactil2haningl.social_reform and institutional

change and the development and mobilization of human resources

includinthe role ofLouth and women in national development, and

the training of all levels of national cadres for social development.

Such a call for emphasis on formulating social policies,

developing social plans, and conducting social res.rch as pre-

requisite to social action, is certainly a land mark in the

development of social welfare services in all developing countries, as

it is a serious step towards introducing scientific and imperial

thinking in a field traditionally dominated by purely humanitarian

drives. Bringing out social reXaMpo and human resources as basio

fields of.action has special significance as it challenges the

European introduced concept of social welfare services traditionally

limited to dropouts and misfits. Giving special attention to

women and youth - without excluding other groups - throws light

on two important sectors of human resources which could, through

help, contribute in a fuller way to over all development. Emphasising

training, highlights the importance of professionalism in a field

traditionally run by good hearted people with missionary drives.

In addition to the work done by the UN Social Commission,

the Economic Commission for Africa emphasised in several meetings

one basic criterion to decide on the importance of any social

welfare programme. The ECA continuously recommended that social

welfarernmesinAfricagitred to accilirate economic

development should have a priority as it serves both the direct

humanitarian and the economic at the same time.

/



In sever,.,1 other UN documents more criteria, for
deciding on the priority of any social welfare programme in
developing countries, are mentioned. Preventive programmes,

programmes that reach more numbers of people, cheap programmes
and programmes that help children are examples of these criteta.

This kind of thinking does not represent only the UN
understanding of the social welfare field, rather it reflects
the hopes of the new growing leadership in the social welfare
field in developing countries including African countries. So,
it reflects, in reality, the future of the social welfare concept
in the continent.

Fields of Social Welfare in Africa:

With this undei.standing, we like to high light some of
the basic trends in some social welfare programmes in Africa.

Community Development:

Whether professional community development workers would
like it or not, the community development method, was adopted in
African countries with few basic aims in mind:

- Activating self-help efforts and thus saving in labour cost
needed for development.

- Finding a practical solution to the difficult que44tion of

qualified personnel needed by training multi-purpo,Jo workers or
getting few trained personnel to serve a large number of communities
through mobile units.

- Accilirating agricultural development through agricultural
extension techniques.

So, the real aim was to cause quick and cheap development in
rural areas with an accent on economic development. It was looked
upon it as a magic short-cut method which can solve the acute long
standing rural problem. Other aims like human change through
citizenship participation, and 1,:lanced development through over
all planning and co-ordinated action, were certainly side issues
to decision makers in African countries.

Now, the first facination with the idea have gone and many
governments started to wonder about the results. At the invitation
of African governments, the ECA, in co-operation with the FAO,
organized several evaluation missions in Ghana, Mali, Niger,
Upper Volta, Ethiopia and Cameroon. It was clear that rural

/
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citizens: through selfhelp: were able to undertake, such schemes

as construction of roads, wells, schools, clinics and alike. It

was difficult however to estimate tile actual gains from the long
term adult education programmes carried as part of the community

development process. One of the conclusions of the Ghana study

was that although "selfhelp" projects in Ghana had made a direct

economic contribution, this had been relatively small and the

economic benefits had been mainly indirect. However, it was felt,

that the establishment of an organization of community development

officers and assistants and the setting up of town and village

development committees had provided a significant new channel of

communication between the Government and the people.

In the region now, some countries, like the Ivory Coast,

are considering the introduction of community development programmes

in Ivorian rural areas, while some other countries, like Ethiopia,

started on extending their programme tc, urban communities. In the

meantime, some countries, like Zambia, are reexamining the role

and function of the programme in the light of their previous

experiences, and other countries, like UAR, Malawi and Lesotho

have integrated community development under local councils organised

by the ministries of local government.

In short, it can be safely stated that community development

in Africa, is in a period of redefining its role, function, scope,

methods and administration, with the hope pf making it more

effective especially in the economic sense and integrating it

in governmental systems on permanent basis.

Women's Welfare

7. As mentioned earlier, there is quite an interest in women's

social welfare services in Africa, both in English and French

speaking countries. The latter,however, give more attention to

this type of social welfare programme through social centres

(Foyer social or Foyer feminin) and family allowances. In Social

centres several mother and child welfare activities, like cooking,

knitting, cutting, nursing, child care and maternity, are usually

housed under the same roof. Under social security schemes, laws

usually provide for several types of allowances for mothers like

the maternity and prenatal allfAances.

This does not mean that English speaking countries neglect

this type of programmes. Ghana, for example, have quite an

organization for women home economies training programmes underi



Goth the linistries of Labour and Social Welfare and of AgTiculture.

In Kenya and Uganda mothercraft programmes, educ.tional facilities

for parents and councelling service are provided through thousands

of !;omen °labs so,:ttered all through rural areas.

Marriage counselling and guidance centres are also found in

f w Afric-n countries like Nigeria, UAR and Rhodesia. In Lagos,

N.4;eria, a Family Welfare Centre under the Lepartment of Social

Welfare has for many years been concerned with encouraging the

stabil:Ltd of family life and with helping individuals and married

couples to maintain satisfactory marital relationships. In UAR,

all Family Planning Centres, run by the Ministry of Social Affairs,

provide family counselling services with the help of trained social

workers. In Rhodesia marriage counselling and family advice bureaux

are available in both governmental and voluntary agencies. This type

of service is not usually available in formerly French territories.

These services, however, in both types of countries are far

from adequate and are basically concentrated in urban centres.

As to woman's participation in community development, it is

still of minor import:.,nce in many African countries, although some

type of women programme is usually there. In East Africa, women

participate as much as men, if not more, in communit; development

activities. With the crowing interest in training and employing

female community development workers, more women's participation

is expected. Almost all African countries train women as community

development worker, though few in number. In Kenya and Uganda,

the number of female C.D. workers is more than male C.D. workers.

Youth Welfare.

Youth welfare services seem to have a high priority in

African development programmes. This may be through recreational

and social clubs, work camps, vocational training centres, or

citizenship education movements.... but still some type of youth

welfare programme is usually found in each African country. The

trend however is towards involving youth in national development

programmes rather than concentrating on recreational activities

only.

Such programmes are organized either under private or public

auspices. Many of these organized under the private auspices have

international affeliations like the YMCA, YWCA, Boy Scouts and

Girl Guides. In most African countries there is some kind of



a notional coordinating body for youth services such as ministries

for youth and national youth councils.

The two serious youth problems facing AfricAl mintries,
however, are:-

- Youth Employment:

The problem of, finding fobs for youth especially eduoated
youth is enormous. In an ECA publication, the following is
stated:

"For example in Ghana, between 1957 and 1963, just over

100,000 extra employment places became available, whereas in the

same period over 160,000 left elementary schools. The situation
in Nigeria was similar where, in the Western Region the output Af

successful school leavers rose from 54,000 in 1958 to 129,000 in

1960 while in the Eastern Region above 800,000 primary school

leavers are expected to be looking for employment by 1968. "1/

All indications show that other African countries are in the
same situation. The problem is not only confined to the availability
f job opportunities. It is more of a problem because African

educational systems usually does not prepare young people for

specific jobs needed in the country&

Youth migration from rural to urban areas:

The second big youth problem facing African countries is. the

continuous mass migration of youth specially those who get some

education from rural to urban communities depriving rural areas

from their best elements and creating tremendous social problems in

urban areas.

Such mass migration was a social phenomenon in Europe during

the last century. Although European urban areas were economically

ready to receive big numbers of youth who were attracted by economic

opportunities in the city, yet still the quick movement caused

enormous social problems in European cities at that time.

The African problem then is much more severe as African

cities are not ready to absorb economically the big numbers of

young villagers migrating to it every day. The result is what

we see all over African cities young men roaming about

accepting petit jobs like cleaning shoes, washing cars, selling

lotteries or carrying laggages if not pick paketing, selling

narcotics or snaching women's bags.

j/ Family, Child and Youth Welfare Services in Africa, New York,1966.
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These two problems, serious as they are, did not receive
the amount of attention they deserve till now in African countries.

Child Welfare

Child birth rates are still growing, and will be growing, for
some time to come. The urbanization rate is also growing forcing

a pattern of family life which is not the best for healthy childhood
development. The picture of child welfare services in the continent,

however, is not encouraging.

Some of the child welfare services known in Africa are: help
to expectant mothers, day care centres and children homes .0.. The
concept of adoption and foster care is new to the continent. The
idea of family planning does not seem to meet acceptance in
Aftican countries, basically for economic reasons.

Help to expectant mothers can be of health nature and can
also be of social nature. Both types are usually organized

together specially in French speaking countries (Foyer Social).

Phisicians and nurses take care of health aspects while social
workers take care of motherhood education and sometime provide
material help for needy mothers.

Daycare programmes in Africa are sponsored by a variety
of agencies and their administration come under various ministries.
Government sponsored or governmentoperated day care services

are available in the UAR, Tunisia, Ghana, Libya and Uganda:

Voluntary day care services are also available in the UAR, Ghana,

Sierra Leone, Togo and Zambia.

Children homes are available almost in all African countries
wider different names. They are either run by Governments ex
under private auspices.

In general, all child welfare services are extremely

limited and tend to concentrate in urban communities. Many of
them do not touch on the basic needs such as nutrition,

recreation and parenthood education which are basic for

children in developing countries. By the growth of the number

of women working out of the family domain, the need for day

care centres is growing more and more.

May be the most promissing single service in this area

in the Maternity and Child Health Centres organized by the
WHO and UNICEF. Their growing interest in the social aspects
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of the problem provide them with special standing in the field
of child welfare.

Social Welfare Training,

The basic problem facing all social welfare programmes in Africa
is the availability of trained personnel. Almost every African
country now has some type of a training centre to prepare social welfare
personnel. The level however is usually unsatisfactory. The basic
problems are usually the young age and low educational level
of students, the lack of adequately trained trainers, and the lack of
suitable teaching material.

In French speaking countries there are usually two levels of
training for social workers; social aids (usually two years training
after ten years of schooling) and social assistants (usually three
years training after twelve years of schooling). Several countries
however still accept students in schools of social work after eight
or nine years of schooling .,. a ma4ter which puts all the training
under a big question mark.

The situation in English speaking countries is not so different.
Few of them however have a better standing and were intec,rated in
Universities like those in Ghana, Zambia and the Makerere University
College of East Africa. Schools of Social Work in Ethiopia,
Zambia and the UAR give a B.A. degree in social work. The University
of Ghana provides for a one year post graduate training in social
work, in addition to a certificate course.

Almost all schools of social work in Africa train community
development workers. There are other centres, however, which teain
community development workers only. Such centres are found in several
African countries like Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, Congo (Kinshasa),
Nigeria, Ghana, Lesotho and others. The contribution of the Arab States
Community Development Training Centre, started and still backed by
UNESCO, can not be ignored in that field. J.

The two social welfare seminars and the study group organized by
the ECA, recommended the importance of establishing subregional
social welfare and community development training centres in East,
West, Central and North Africa. They also emphasized the need for
suitable social welfare teaching materials specially prepared for
African students and for an Association for Social Work Education in
the Continent. The need for research in the field of training was also
pointed out.

.3.1 The Centre is now being developed into a functional literacy
training centre.

ng
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SOCIAL WELFARE.AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

TRAINING IN AFRICA

BY

Dr. A.H. Shawky,

U.N. REGIONAL ADVISER ON SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY

AND TRAINING

1) Historically, sooial welfare activities were known since the
start of recorded history i.e. during the last stone age. Writings cri
the walls of ancient Egyptian tombs indic:Ate that there were several
types of social welfare activities organized by the Kings and the
rich in general. Later great recommended and backed all
sorts of social welfare programmes. The misery which accompanied
the industrial revolution in Europe, also gave a further push to
several humanistic movements among which was the social welfare
movement. During all those stages, however, the accent was on
Riving from the rich to the oor and from ,the '00 to the unable.

2) During the last fifty years, social welfare started to develop
to become one of the recognized professions. It became one of the
professions that facilitate and induce human change instead of
limiting itself to helping the dropouts only. In its modern
Bence. social welfare became the process of helping people and
their social environment to develop and adju$t to each other in
a changing society.

Characteristics of Social Welfare.

3) In this new sens:41, social welfarelstarted to develop and aquire
some unique characteristics that made it different from other
professions:

a) Social Welfare is a dynamic method, able to function in
a variety of fields. Educators for example, function
basically in a school setting. 'Physicians run thoir
programmes in a hospital setting. Religious leaders
carry out their activities in Mosques oroohurches. Social
workers do not have a basic field of action. They work in
schools, hospitals, clubs, factories, community centres,
housing project, and many other fields. They help the
young, the old, males, females, normal and abnormal.

/



b )

They work with individuals, groups or communities

as the situation may require,. This is true because

social welfare is essencially a method and not a field.

Social Welfare, as a method, has a dual functioz.

()name hand, it helps people to develop and adjust

to the socioeconomic conditions in the community.

On the other hand, it helps socioeconomic conditions

to develop and adjust to the needs of people.

r) Social welfare starts functioning when other traditional

community institutions (like family, economy, education,

health) fail to carry their responsibilities successfully.

For example; when the family institution fails to

provide children with proper care for any reasons,

social welfare should help both the children and their

family, either by strengthening the family or through

providing a dubstitute institution that carrier, part

of the family responsibility like day care centres for

children of working mothers.

d )

e)

Social welfare method can bearemedial, preventive or

developmental. When the social workershelps the

delinquent child to become normal, he is doing remedial

work. When he helps a normal child to get in the

habit of playing in a playground under some sort

of supervision; instead of playing in the street, he

is doing preventive work. When he tries to help the

child to become a better citizen by helping him to

acquire more knowlege suct develop better skills and

healthier attitudes, he is doing developmental work.

Social welfare uses a variety of methods in its

operations. case work, group work., community

development and social action. "Case Work" concentrates

on remedial work with individuals, "Group Work"

concentrates on preventive and developmental work

with individuals in groups,"Community Development"

concentrates on preventive and developmental work

with groups in communities, while "Social action"

concentrates on the efforts to be undertaken by the

larger community to change socioeconomic conditions

to meet the needs of people.
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The story of Social Welfare and Cornmunitz. Development in Africa.

4. Basically, both concepts of social welf,4re and C.D. are not

new to Africa. Sometime ao, the extended family and the local

community assumed the responsibility for all services for their

members whether social or economic. People lived in closely

organized groups and accepted willingly communal obligations for

mutual support. People undertook to carry eut self-help projects

as a moral obligation and without expecting pay or return.

Individuals satisfied their urge for social, psychological and

economic security merely through being attached to one of those

groups.

As a result of colonization African societies came into direct

contact with the EuropeIn scientific civilization. Many European

social welfare services were introduced, basically through missionaries

and wives of colonial civil servants.

African communities reacted differently to this social invasions

In urban centres the following happened: w.

a) Most educated Africans - who usually lived in towns

accepted and adopted western ways of life. They dressed

western, behaved western, and to a great extent, thought

western. To them, Europe was far more civilized and so

everything that came from Europe was civilized and ought

to be adopted. Social welfare was part of the parcel.

b) Women, from richer classes, joined hands with the wives

of colonial civil servants, and got active in social

welfare fields. So, social welfare became the profession

of the leisure class.

o) By time, many African Governments developed special

departments and ministries to care for social welfare

services. Trainees were sent overseas to study social
came

welfare methods. They / back overwhelmed with the

experience, and started to work hard introducing more

of this western type of social welfare services in

African countries.

1
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6. In rural and nomadic areas the following happened:

a) Rural people, being free to a great extent from western

influence, could not appreciate those new services.

They felt, by their innate intelligence that those

services were foreign and did not belong to them.

b) Rural people, more over, seeing that their Governments

are ready to take over some of their traditional

responsibilities, started to hesitate they said

"if the Government is ready to do it, why should we

bother then? The Covernment will certainly do the job

better, and more over, will pay us to do it... it is then

logical to wait". So many communities waited, and in the

best of cases, some of them found tt easier to put

'pressure n the Government to start services in their

own communities first.

c) At this point, social reformers started to complain

about the apathy and negativness of the masses, a

thing which was, in reality, introduced along with the

introduction of European approaches to social problems.

People who were always ready to carry their share in the

collective burden, were then waiting for the Government

to do it.

d) So, to solve this problem, the C.D. approach was

introduced, usually under the name of Mass education

in English speaking countries in Africa. It was

introduced with the hope of reviving and maintaining

the traditional attitudes towards selfhelp and

communal concern for local problems.

Conclusion

7. In conclusion, the following could be stated:

a) Social welfare services which were originally

indiginous in Africa, became now alio0; As a

result they look to be subsidiary ... they neither

meet priority needs nor reach a sorach of those who

may need it.

/g3
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,ea!:.se western social welfare is

2.!_;elem bat bee:luze western social welfare philosophy,

metndoleL:: and Z'ields were carried without any

diserimThation to African countries. Social welfare

Wlich were developed in western countries to

meet tilo social problems accompanying industrialization

an0 urbanisation were transplanted in countries which

are hardly urbanised or industrialized. The great

masses of African people are still living in nomadic

and rural communities. Social welfare is basically

a method that facilitates and promotes social change.

In western countries it meets the social consequences

of industrialization and urbanization, while in

developing countries it should help in paving the

way for more industrialization and urbanization.

The Problem

8. Our jialk today is basically concerned with training and not

philosophy of social work. Why then do we have this long introduction
for? In fact, the problem raised is fundamental. The question we
may ask now is the following:-

How can we triin social workers and C.D. workers in a wa that

; nse of western methodology as applied to and adopted to meet

the needs of developing countries in Africa?

Social Welfare andCLLTraining in Africa:

9. To meet the need for social welfare and C.D. workers African

countries started several levels of schools and training centres:

a) University level:

- Post-graduate level in U.A.R. and Ghana.

- Degree level in U.A.R. Congo (Kinshasa), Ethiopia

and Zambia.

- Diploma level in Ghana, Uganda, Congo (Kinshasa),

Ivory Coast, Senegal, Sudan, Kenya and several others.

- Intermediate le7el in nanzania, Lybia, Uganda, Tunisia,

Kenya and U.A.R.

- Subintermcdiate level in Ethiopia, Ghana, Nigeria,

Kenya, Uganda: Zambia, Tanzania, Malawi and several

others.



- Local leaders level in Kenya, Uganda,

Ghana, Tanzania and several others.

10. Most of those schools and training centres were started during

the last 10 years. Also most of them depend almost completely on

expatriate trainers. The majority accept students after 10 - 12

years of schooling. Students are usually over 20 years old when

they get admitted. The duration of training in preservice

institutions differ between 2 to 4 years, while in the in-service

training courses they are usually between two and eight weeks.

Social Welfare and C.D.

Training Problems

11. It is difficult in such a small paper to cover all social

welfare and C.D. training problems in Africa. All what could be

done is to highlight some of the basic and most clamouring problems.

a) Absence of social welfare policy and plans

This is one of the serious problems facing social welfare training

in most African c,mtriesat is serious because social policies

and plans guide training programmes. The choice of trainers,

the selection of students, the content of the curriculum,

teaching and evaluation methods all together should reflect

a deep and thorough understanding of social welfare objectives,

scope and projects in actual practice and future expectation too.

If this is not clearly defined and agreed upon among responsible

personnel running social welfare programmes in any country and

if plans are changed by the change of personnel, it would be

difficult for social welfare educators to plan their programmes

on firm and steady grounds.

For this reason, it is recommended that all African ministries

of social welfare should start immediately on developing social

welfare policy statements and plans, and that these policy

statements and plans should be included in curriculum of

schools of social work and community development training

centres to be discussed and comprehended by students.

/
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b) Lack of satisfactor interactions between trainin: institutions and
communit

The rule of a school or training centre cannot be
confined to training students inside. The school should open its
doors and windows and seek maximum twovway interactions between it
self and the community. If this is important in other professions, it
should be more important in social work as it deals with less defined and
ever changing human problems. The school should try t affect practice
in the field as much as it should allow practice to affect the school.

One of the basic problems in schools of social work and
community development training centres in Africa is that they for some
reason or other allow a minimum of interactions, usually through field
work practice carried out by students. While this is an important
media for interactions if wisely usgdochools and training centres
should not limit themselves to it.

As a result of this lack of interactions most training
institutions in Africa concentrate on the remedial and invidiaual approach
while actual practice c...11s for the preventive and group or community
approach.

T- reach maximum interactions the following is
recommended:

The training institutions board, which usually represents
leading practitioners as well as teachinc staff, should be
allowed maximum involvement in training problems. It should
not be allowed to develop into a rubberstamping body fqr
plans and policies previously determined by the administra
tion of the training institutions.

Trainers should be chosen whenever possiblefrom among
those who had field experience as well as academic training.
While ttaching they should be encouraged to keep active rela
tionships with the field.

Field experience gained by students,prior or during training
should be used constructively in claims instruction to enrich
the training content and tie theory with practice.

/
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- Training institutions should have a plan to help

agency superviserstgoverament administrators and

future employers in the social welfare field to

catch up with new development in the field on one
hand and to contribute from their experience to

the training programme on the other hand.

Trainers from the school - or trainint, centre-

should be invited to lecture in in-service train-

ing courses and practitioners should be invited to

lecwure in preservice training institutions too.

Meetings, with wide representation from social

workersalannersteconomiststsocialigiststsocial

reformers etc. should be organised periodically by
the school or training centre to discuss social

welfare policy questions.

These are examples of the programme that could be carried
out by the training institutions to keep a healthy two-way inter-
actions between itself and the community.

c) Training institutions do not assume their expected leadership
role

In many African countries social welfare training

institutions play some role in the forumation of Government policies
and the promotions of new ideas in the field. More is needed to be
done however. Trainint, institutions should be the source for

scientific knowledge and the spearhead for innovation.

Social work in Afric,n countries is still in its infancy
stage, and training institutions should consider it a basic res-
ponsibility to supply the field with new facts and ideas derived
from research and recorded experience. Trainers should consider
it a primary task to lead on basis social surveys and evaluation
and to venture with students in new field ofection need by the
community. They should get active in the field of social work
writing for professional and lay people. They should be the
promoters for the use of the scientific inethod in discovering
and dealing with social problems. In short theishDuld be the guiding
power that helps practitioners to slow down clnd think of what they
are .doing This cannot be done unless they themselves have something
new to offer.

d) Lack of co-ordination among training institutions

It is a fact that most social welfare training institutions
in Africa deal with one group only. Few of them deal with two groups



- 9 ..
The field needs a multiple and orreizehertaiv.eaparoach for training.
It needs training of profezeional, social aids, and volunteers.
It needs training of senior admistrators, trainers, supervisors and field
workers. It needs orienting other professions to social work
methodology. ns a result aevernments establish more than one
training institution s usually one for social welfare training,
one for coaunity development training and one for in-service training.
This is ether than provincial training centres.

In most cases there is no co-ordinetian between
these training, institutions. Lach one funcaions on its own. They
even compete sometimes.

If this is true anon, training, centres in the social welfare
family, it is more true betaeen those institutions on one hand and
other training institutions, at large, one the other hand. :is a
result graduates working in the same vii!age, whether they are social
workers, agricultural eatension workers, health educators or adult
education te..churs, all cannot conceive what their coleeaaues are
doing or trying to do. So luck of co-ordination on the training
level results in lack of co-ordination on the practice level.

For this the following is recommended

- each country should consider the establishment of a
social welfare training board rearesenting social
welfare and community development training institutions
and also training institutions for related professions.
This board should be entrusted with the responsibility
of co-ordinatiaa work between training institutions
and seeing that they cover all types and levels of
training needed by the country.

- Social welfare and community development training
institutions should make it part of their policy to
encourage inter-disciplinary meetings among their
students and students from related professions.

e) Lack 12 sufficient well trained and entranced staff

The staffing problem of social welfare and community development
training institutiona 4.r i\frica is acute. No one of those
institutions could be described as adequately staffed. The main
problems are :

- In most oases, stall does not cover adequately the basic
professional subjects to oe taught in training institutions.

- In many oases staff meabers do not have the reasonable
academic qualifications for teaching. (M. Sc. for University
level and 8.11. for less than that).
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In many cases,ctaff members do net have the field

experience needed to make the teaching realistic and
functional.

In most cases staff never had training in the

methodology of teaching.

In several cases staff is mainly imported from other
countries.

-- In many cases training institutions depend on parttime.
lecturers to the extent that the unity and sequence of
the course is lost.

In most cases countries depend,for training trainers
abroad, on one country only and thus limits training
and practice to the concept prevailing in that

particular country.

Thereforetit is recommended that

African countries do not start new social welfare or
community development training nentres until they are
sure about the staffing situations.

African countries running more than one school of
social work or more than one community development
training centre,should revise their plans to assure
that at least one is adequately staffed even if one or
two centres have to be terminated for the time being.

African countries should make full use of the available

scholarships and fellowships, multilateral or bilateral,
to train indigenous trainers abroad. Depending on one
country for training trainers is not in the interest
of the training institutions. To introduce new points
of view,trainers have to be trained in as many

countries as possible .wherever adequate training is
available.

Social welfare and community development teaching
staff should be enouraged to be active in the field,
and do some social work writing based on this field
experience.

All social welfare and community development teachinf staff
should have special training in teaching methodology.

f) Lack of sufficient and well selected students in trainin
institutions (see Table 1 and attachment I)

The moststriking problea,i in student selecton are the following

/30
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- The limited number of students applying to each trining

institution Lalowini: limited chance ior choice. This
certinly reilects on the numoer and standards of siadents
selected.

- The limited numoer of students selected for enrolment in ()Loh
tr,ining institution with the result that :,Iny growth in the
number of teaching staff would look lice misuse of funds.
The number of students per staff member looks to be adequate
in most cas-_,s, (between 10 to 20 students per staff member),
but this is beci.use 01 the littited number of stuuents in eaoh
institution and not because ,f the adequate number of teaching
staff.

- While the average age of students selected for the firt
year of training is re..sonnble in most cas'. s ( more than
18 years), it looks to )e quite unsatisfactory in few cases
like in "Social Secondary Schools" in the Lemecratic 'Uepublic
of Congo.

- Having African standards in mind, the minimum schooling re-
quirements is quite adequate in most cases (10 - 12 years).
Few schools, however, accept students with less than 10 years
of schooling 2

To overcome those problems, the folisuing is recommended

- Governments should take all measures to propagate social
welfare and 'community development' as a- proressiOn-te attract
more and better applicants. This could oe done through
explaining - throudi mass media - the useful role of the
social and community uevelopment workers and through offering
higher salaries than being offered now.

- 14bile 10 yeas of schooling seem to be adequate for admittance
in pre-service institution training for the time being, it is
recommended that there should be a plan to rise this to 12
iears in the vary near future.

g) Lack of adequate field-work placements and supervision

Field-work is the back-bone of social welfare and community
development training. Without adequate field-work instruction the
whole training becomes more mental exercise without actual value
to practice.

To design a successful field-work programme, training
institutions should be able to provide good placements, good superv-
isors, keep adequate time for it and maintain a dynamic relationship
between field and class instruction.

, .
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Training institutions in Africa usually fail to

provide these prerequisites for successful field work

practice. Even the time kept for field instructions is

in several cases less than what is considered adequate

one third of the training period (See Table 2).

TABLE 2.

SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL ORK AND COMMUNITY D. VELOPMENT CENTRES IN EAST
AFRICA.

(PERIOD KEPT FOR FIELD JORK.

COUNTRY NAME OF TRAINING CENTRE : APPROXIMATE
:PERIOD KEPT FOR
:FIELD WORK.

ETHIOPIA: School of Social Work,Haile Selassie 1
University, Addis Ababa

: Awassa Community Development and Demons
: trations centre

KENYA : Kenya School of Social Work

Wcum's Social Institute

MALGASY : Boole de Cadres pour Travailleuses sociales

UGANDA : Social work and social administration Unit,
Makerere University College

ZAMBIA

4HANA

U.A.R.

SUDAN

:25%of the time

:25%of the time

:33%of the time

:47%of the time

:55%of the time

:33%of the time

: Oppenheimer Department of Social Service,
University of Zambia

:25%of the time

: Kitwe Urban Community Development Training :33%of the time

: Social Work UnitlUniversity of Ghana :25%of the time.

: High Institute of Social Work :25%of the time

Cairo School of Social Work :25%of the time

: Alexandria School of Social Work :25%of the time.

: C.D.Training Centre in Shendi :29%of the time.

Very_few training institutions in East and Central Africa

keep a special staff for field work supervision. Even those who do

usually put the responsibility on the least qualified and the least

experienced staff members.



For this it is recommended that all social welfare and

community development training institutions should revise their

field work instruction policies and practices and start immediately

on establishing a special field work section, within the training

iastittlicaelheaded by one of the leading staff membersoto organize

and supervise field work training for students.

h) Method of training does not help students to be creative

In class and field instructionsIteaching and training methods

should be inducive to change. If this is true in other parts of the

world, it shbuld be more true in Africa and in the social welfare in

particular where lots of creativity is still needed to think of new

ideas to solve local problems. Western solutions should not be seen

by any means, as the final answers. Local traditional solutions too

while useful in traditional communities cannot be considered full

answers in the new type of society emerging. Students have to be

pushed to individual and group thinking while discussing in class,

writing papers or practicing field work. They should be encouraged

to innovate and play with new ideas without hesitation. In fieldwork

students should be encouraged to venture with new plans and try new

fields of action.

To do this it is recommended that all social welfare and

community development training centres should put plans to encourage

innovation,creativity and independent thinking among students. One way

of doing this is through putting more emphasis on these aspects while

evaluating students' achievements.

i) Lack of adequate teaching material is becoming one of the

chronic problems raised in almost every meeting dealing with social

welfare or community development training. This shows that the

problems is important.. Both Seminarslin Lusaka and Alexandria,dealing

with social welfare training in Africa, discussed the problem at length.

The Economic Commission for Rfrica Consultant Team which visited several

African countries to assess schools of social work in 1964,also brought

the problems and explained how acute it was. Still very li'ctle was

done about it. Almost all schools and trainingcentres in Africalwith

out reservations,depend almost completely on American and European text

books till now.

/
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Few training institutionsthewever started developing some

local material. The Hai. r Selassie 1 School of Social i,:ork,the

Social work and Social Administration Unit at the Makerere Univer

sity and the Oppenheimer Department of Social Service at the Univer

sity of Zambraleach started on one social work book. All of them,how

ever started ;:ith ease work rather than group work or community

development. The Nsamizi Training. Centre has already published

some simple material useful to community development workers. The

Kenya School of Social :.ork started editing some case studies which

might be useful for publication. The Social 'ork Unit in the Univer

sity of Ghana published few,Publicatins. Tha Hi:h Instituto-rf Social
Work ip Cairo published several Social Work books in Arabic.

For thislit is recommended that some consolidated action should

be taken combining the efforts of more than one training institutions

together. P.,:obably East Afric_Ai training can take the

lead and cooperate to come over this basis problem with the help of

international organizations.

j) Lack of Adequate use of the library

Connected with this last problem is the question of the use of

the library. It is a fact that most libraries in social welfare and

community development institutions in Afriba are poor. The problem

however, is that even with the training institutions which own a rela

tively good librarylstudents do not show interest in using it for some

reasons They depend almost completely on lecturers or on one text book.

The basis reason for this attitude could be the following:

Students,out of their previous experience,are not

accustomed to use the library.

The teaching staff too in many cases,did not develop the

habit of using the library for teaching purposes,

Libraries,in those institutions,usually do not have a

trained librarian who can help the students to %et interested

in books.

In some cases,students A not feel easy with the foreign

language in which the books are written.

It is therefore recommended that:

Each training institutions should hire a librarian and

provide him with an opportunity for further training in his

profession.

i /3
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Training institutions should Bee that. the lArary is
well equipped with books from both developed and less
developed countries.

The te_ching staff in each trailArx institutions *should
meet periodically to discuss the best ways of making the
library inviting and appropriate methods to attract
students to use it.

k) Lack of ade uate attention to inservice training.

During the last few years,several inservice training
centres developed in African countries. The OA in Kenya, the
Nsamizi in Uganda, the Local Government Training Centre in
Tanzania, the"Ecole Formation de Cadres" in the DemocTtic Republicof Conco and.the C.D. Trainini: Centre in Ghana are just examples of themany centres which concentrate on inservice training in Africa.

The question,then does not deal with the availability of
in services training centres. It rather deals with the Effective,
ness of thos centres.

Naturally,we are not going to repeat the ten basis problems
just mentioned. 1:4e will concentraIe on two main problems that are
particular to inservice training institutions.

Inservice training centres do 2Dt reach all groups they
are supposed to reach

In service training centres are supposed to train:
employed but untrained personnelltrained employed
personnel, workers from other professions that need
orientation to social welfare methods and volunteer
workers.

The problem here is that inservice training centres
do not cover all those groups usually. One of the
most important groups which are not covered is senior
administators,trainers and supervisors. This is due
to the lack of highly qualified personnel that can train
this level of officers.

/3C
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In se /vice traininL courses satisfy previously trained
workers

Previously trained workers who get in refresher or

supplement:ry courses often complain from the repetition

of the same subject matter they are already faimiliar with,
from previous courses. This could be partly, due to their
resentment to training. Tt could be also due to their feeling
that their experiences are not con,,t'r,:xtively used in the

training process. Still,howe.Er, the problem of repetition;
in refresher and supplementary courses is one of the serious

problems to be considered.

It is therefore recommended that

A special inservice training plan should be adapted

with the help of intern,,tional organisationoto train

senior administrators,supervisions and trainers.

Inservice training centres should revise their scope of

work and methodology of training having in mind that the

experienced and previously trained workers differ from

fresh students.

/3/0
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CO-OPEROION

12) interry,.tion4 cooperation in this field can be discussed
as a subject by itself. It i ,howeverlpossible to point out
some of the highlights here.

The vole of international agencies can be summarised in
the following:

a) Provising international opportunities for exchange
of ideas and experiences among social work educators in
Africa.

b) Providing opportunities for training outside own
country either in Africa or in Europe and America.

c) Provide expert help to African countries in need
for this kind of help.

d) Carry out international research in the continent,
important for comparative purposes.

This kind of international cooperation is already
carried by United Nations agencies,individual countries
interested in helping African countries and non-Governmen-
tal organisation.

13) During the last nine years the LCA Social Development Section
organised 19 international training programme, three of which dealt
with training as a subject. 33 different African countries parti-
cipated in those programme. The ECA also published tens of studies
on social welfare and community development problems either in
cyclostiled form or in book forms'all of which are available upon
request

14) Moreoverlthe ECA was able to extend technical assistance
in the field of training to meet African countries through
consultations and advisory vis ts.

/37
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15) If we examine the situation now, we would find that
seven UN Social Uelfare and Community Development training, experts
are functioning richt now in Africa. Eleven more work as General
Social ':Ielfare advisers in the same region. Tens of African social
workers are being trained in European and American countries with the
help of the United Nations. Several bchools of Social Work are
getting financial help from the United Nations specially from UNICEF.

. 16) International cooperation should not be limited to
programmes planned and financed by international agencies and more
developed countries. African countries themselves should take the
lead and start co operative endeavours among themselves in the field
of social welfare and Community development training.
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Report

AFRIC-N ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

FOURTH CONErrliENCE

"TRAINING FOR ADULT EDUCATION IN AFRICA"

Problems of Training..for Adult Education in AfricaGIIM MD -
Group I

Chairman: Prof. Lalage Bown

Rapporteur: Mr. Erik Bjerre

Members: Messrs. Bastawi Baghdadi

Mohamed Beshir

Gotz Eggers

Edward Hutchinson

Jamal Idris

Sid Ahmed Mahmoud

Salah Noah

William Shellukindo

Our conclusions are generalization at an All African level,

and more detailed deliberations are therefore necessary at a

national level.

1. Fi_nancin of Training.

a) Funds are disposed of by a Dumber of Ministries

(Education, Agriculture, Social Serices, Local Government, etc.)

The total amount isnot usually known, and it would be a useful

task to ascertain the total amount provided by Governments for

adult education training. Such a survey should, if possible,

also include the contributions made by voluntary bodies.

b) It is recommended that a special item for training for

adult education should appear in the budgets of Central Governments

as well in the National Development Plans because developing human

recourses is an,essential component of the socioeconomic

development effort.

c) Training for adult education is not however, the

responsibility of Central Government alone, Consideration should
be given to obtaining systematic contributions from employers.

As a means of financing the training the training of those who

will supervise and train Industrial workers.

/



d) Each department will continue with its own special
training programmes, but there is urgent need for a common core
or common service training in countries where it is not already
provided.

e) The different agencies concerned should contribute to
such a centralized comalon training programme,

It is important to review all the implications before deciding
which Ministry should direct the pooling of funds.

2. agalisation of Common Core Training.

a) Al aready stated in 1(d) each specialised agency of
adult education should continue with own special training courses.
It is strongly recommended that such training shcuid be initiated
and carried out through the Department or Institute of Adult
Education of a University since such an institution is a neutral
body; the Department or Institute concerned should be regarded as
a national institution.which furthermore is supposed to carry
out research in adult education.

University adult education wings not already engaged in adult
education training will often be broadened in outlook by becoming
responsible for such training.

b) Universities engaged in adult training on an Ad Hoc
basis face a problem of recognisition for their courses. Systematic
arrangements are also needed to secure release from the public or
from employment for participants whether coming from the public or
the private sector to enable them to attend courses.

c) This leads to a proposal that training should be organised
in collaboration with a National Council of Adult Education or
with a statutory Government Board of Adult Education or some
similar body on which the University is represented in order
to secure that the courses are fully recognized from the Start.

d) The University Department or Institute concerned should
try to establish special relationships with outside bodies in
order to maximise cooperation especially in the utilisation of
training personell.

The relationship between Institutes of Education and outside
training agencies which exist in some countries may be taken as a
guide.

1
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e) Common care, training at a lower level than undergraduateor graduate courses may be arranged by the University or directly by
the respective agencies concerned.

3. Training Abroad.

a) An important aspect of the organization of training is the
co-ordination between local and overseas courses arranged either
by n_Aional or international organization. For some years to come
there will still be a need to use overseas courses for top-level
and higher interInediate training. In addition there is an ever
riding ne,.:d for some people in every country to acquire first -
hand knowledge of conditions and ideas abroad.

b) Adults selected for training must not only be of a certain
educational standard, but must also be mature people with an
understanding of the wider implications of adult education.

Adult educators selected for overseas training should be sufficiently
experienced to be able to transform and adapt their foreign experienceto their home situation.

c) Nearly all existing arrangements for overseas training seem
to suffer from lack of communication between the parties concerned.
The recipient country very often does not get enough information
about course content, level, etc. or the information does not reach
those who are immediately concerned. The donor country is often
misled as to the numbers and qualifications of participants for the
courses offered.

Duplication of contacts is stron6ly recommended. The official
channels should be supplemented by personal contacts, and the African
Adult Education Association should be officially a valuable source of
information about training possibilities within adult education..

University Departments or Institutes of Adult Education and
other recognised institutions may serve as an agencies for screening
candidates. Since financial provision is usually made by Governments
or Inter-governmental

organisations they should be encouraged to
seek the help of such departments or institutions in selecting
candidates.

d) It is essential to avoid conflicting attitudes among staff who
have received different k:.nds of training.

e) Inter-Afrioan cooperation should be strongly encouraged
since this will often provide more relevant training conditions.



Such African exchanges will only be poalaible if the necessary funds
can be made available.

f) It is appreciated that U.N. and its specialised agencies
provide fellowships which among others may be used for studies in
African countries as well as eslewhere.

g) It is essential that overseas triAning doesn't complete
for students with African institutions.

4. Selection of Adult EduL:ation Staff.

a) The man or woman at local level is the key figure in adult
education programmes. Special c-re should therefore be taken to
select persons of appropriate character and outlook for lower level
jobs and it should be recognised that selection of field staff is
as important as selection of higher-level workers.

The looking for suitable field staff, selectors should seek
persons who be background and character are capable of enjoying
village living, and who have not become alienated from the rural
environment.

b) A consequence of the importance of selection for lower
level work is that the senior officials who may have to do this
selection should themselves be chosen for their capcity, among other
things, in judging suitable subordinates, Training of Senior adult
education staff should include guidance E. in selection of and
relations with junior workers.

c) The valuable contributions to adult education by many primary
and secondary teachers are highly appreciated. Unfortunately however,
many teachers from these categories are without the necessary training
and/or attitude to fit them to teach adults.

d) A short introductory course should be obligatory for employment
in part-time work.

e) A oareer structure is of paramount importance in attracting
full time staff. Unfortunately many teachers have not hitherto
regarded adult education as a permanent employment but as a spring-
board for more attractive jobs. The present extent of job-mobility
hinders further development of adult education in Africa.

f) For higher level jobs it is probably important to select
potential staff when they are still young so that they may be
given the opportunity to acquire a sense of mission.

i
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g) improvements in the status of adult education and in

promotion possibilities are erucial for recruiting and

holding staff of the right calibre.

5. Content and level of training.

a) Much training for adult education in the past has

been carried out haphazardly. It is essential that existing

programmes be carefully examined and that research be undertaken

with a view to establishing new methods of training and the most

appropriate content.

b) The inadequate educational systems of the bast create

the dilemma that many senior officials may have much less formal
education than their younger colleagues. Instructors in this

category may have to teach people with higher formal education than
they themselveQ possess.

Many teachers were educated in less relevant subject matter,
for example, British and not African history which they now teach.

It is important that such people have the chance to refresh
their subjects and this apart from the fact that any adult educator
accepting the concept of life-long education has a moral obligation
to continue his own studies.

c) We must recognise the wide range of educational levels
of those for whom we are providing training. Equally there must be
options available within the general course in order to be able to
meet the wide range of specific needs within adult education.

Older teachers who join adult education may need special
reinforcement since experience can be negative and teachers may
become less creative and productive as the years go by.

d) Training is often carried out under elaborate conditions
in the most developed part of a country. It might well be advantage-
ous if training centres were to be situated in less developed but
more typical areas.

e) There is a great shortage of local practically oriented
training material. Its production should be encouraged for use
of both national and Intra-African level.

f) There is no imiaediate solution to the problem that
teachers are often taught in a language other than the one they
will use themselves as teachers. Some training in linguistics

/4C



that will ease this difficulty is urgently needed.

g) It should be noted that in addition to training of
full-std.:Tart-time teaching staff at all levels in adult education
there is a. need for training courses to be arranged for voluntary
leaders and helped in adult educations.

h) Training should not be regarded as a single-shot process,
but one in which constant reinforcement is necessary. Adult
education in the field may be helped by correspondence courses,
vacation courses and occasional study-visits.

6. The future of advanced trainipl_for adult education.

a) To meet contemporary needs, a number of African countries
are now introducing advanced training in adult education. The
levels of courses varies from country to country, but even where
a start is being made with a certificte or non-graduate diploma
courses, graduate or post-graduate qualifications are envisaged
at a later stage.

When fully developed these advanced levels of training may
include an adult education component in first degrees as well as
M.A. and Ph.D. in adult education.

b) It should be recorded that increasing awareness in recent
years of the necessity for a fully recognised, professional
training for adult education is an important achievement.

c) In order to encourage development of progressive training
opportunities in African countries, overseas should increasingly
be regarded as a means of mutual reinforcement and not as a
substitute for training in the African situation.

14(0



AFRICAN ADULT EDUCATIA ASSOCIATION

FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE

"TRAINING FOR ADULT EDUCAION IN AFRICA"

UNIVERSITY OF KHARTOUM

Path. December, 1968 - 4th. January,1969.

Discussion Group 2 Report: Methods and Techniques of Training

for Adult Education.

Group members: Daudi N. Mwakawago (Chairman) Tanzania

U. Jack A. Harris England

Mirghani Babiker Sudan

Abdel Rahman El Sheikh Sudan.

Morris W. Mulima I.L.O. and Kenya.

Abdel Rahman M.Mahmoud Sudan

Abdalla Mirghani Sudan

William P. Capstick Zambia.

Omer Yahia Omer Arab Regional
Literacy Organization.

Ahmad Abdel Hameed Sudan.

Ibrahim M. Shalaby Sudan.

Colin McCaffrey Zambia.

Two guiding points for our discussion were agreed early ons

first, any worthwhile consideration of methods and techniques could
not be severed completely from consideration of the content that they
were intended to convey; secondly, we should attempt to consider not

every method but a fairly representative selection suitable for various
groups and subjects.

A distinction between method and technique *bat would facilitate
our discussion was agreed, but it was recognized that equally good or
better definitions and distinctions might well be adopted to meet
other purposes. A method, it was agreed, should be considered to be
the structure form in which a particular olass meeting or course is
cast; e.g. lecture, discussion, case study, role playing. A
technique should be the manner of applying a method and should include
what Coolie Verner's more rigorous and complex conceptual scheme holds
to be not techniques but devices; e.g., use of blackboard illustrations

4 3
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in the course of a lecture. A technique may provide the means of

rendering effective a method which might otherwise be ineffective.

The converse, of course, should also be borne in mind.

The early part of the discussion brought detailed descriptions

of Methods and techniques adopted, successfully or unsuccessfully,

in sample courses known by personal experience to members of the

group, in Sudan, England, Tanzania, and Zambia, and in the I.L.O.'s.

courses for labour leaders. Much of this material overlaps with that

contained in papers and discussions of papers presented earlier in

this Conference and is not set down here at length.

Recommendations which appeared to win support from all or most

participants are as follows:

1. Efforts shou..d be made to ensure as far as possible,

continuing evaluation of each ongoing training course for te.?.chers

of adults, in order to facilitate flexibility of methods and techniques

to meet unforeseen or unforeseable needs and conditions.

Such evaluation should ordinarily rely only in small decree on

formal written questionnaires, and could probably gain most from free

contacts of students and teaohers, studepte and students teachers

and teachers.

2. Methods and techniques must be adapted in the light of

reliable evaluation not only of the teacher's success in achieveing

the aims of the course but of the utility of the course in the long

term socioeconomic context.

3- Students should not merely be instructed to the extent of

knowing how to use teaching aids but should be given such practice,

supervision and practical guidance as to ensure, as nearly as

possible, that they became accustomed to actually using aids up

to but not beyond the limits of optimum effectiveness of each.

4. The personality, ability, and inclinations of individual

students should be considered in the guiding of each towards the

utilization of those methods and techniques with which he can

achieve best results.

5, As a general guide, simple teaching aids should be given priority

in training courses, since, in the view of our group, it is only in

exceptional well equipped teaching centres that sophisticated

electronic aids may normally be expected to achieve greater

effectiveness.



6. c.hilu the lecture method is not without utility, particularly
for homoenecua :roups of high academic level, it is frequently

thLt transcripts should bo available to students.
7. ":IAhods should arise from the objectives of a particular
course as Professor TiLani says.

8. Visits or observations should be accompanied, in most cases,
by specific instruction or discussion on the activities observed.
9. dole playinc may be applicable at all levels of training.
10. case studies at higher levels of training are more suitable for
theoretical study.

11. Individual or croup project work by students and demonstrations
by staff may be suitably adapted to all levels of training.
12. lAscussion and seminar work should be an important part of all
forms of training in adult education.

13. Some use can be made of correspondence and/or mass media
courses if they are linked to croup discussion.

xxxxxxxxx....,:xxx.xkx

x

COLIN McCAFFREY

Rapporteur
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Chairman: 7.. "aizel

acretary: Ywe71, J.
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"!,-,1 role of African Universities in the Trainin-
of :dult 7:ducators.

1. "alt Universities can do

(a) Post graduate full er.nart time courses 1:),viilav
to certi.7icates oirlomas or higher degrees in adult eductinn.
'Jane should specially lesigned for those who want to work
ir the aOult eucation field or who are already working in the

h) Post-graduate full or part-time courses of

any luration not leading to any award.

(c) Training courses at various levels and of
varying length. Universities should not offer such training
te+rrncsi however, if they conflict with existirm courses offer'

other agencies. Furthermore, courses should only he offere
at the lower levels on the understanding that other agencies
will encouragei to take them and as soon as Possible.

(4) Orientation of Country Leadors

lestricted as in (c) above.

2. 'rinds of people to be trained.

a) Alninistrators - those who determine rolicy
and supervise its execution.

b) Crganisers - These who do not in the main
rake rolicy but are essentially engaged in carrying out pre-
-letermined policies.

c) Teachers

N.'1. It is realized that any one person may co7"A:le
or at 1ifferent times play any one of these three roles.

d) Those who have a responsibility for arlult-
eucation incidental to other duties. e.g. trade union
officials, 1r,rarians, community health nurses.



e) t',ose who arc concernee with intrnatienal -'tilt
euc-tion. 0.. socreterios of clu',s awl societies !'inisters of
roll ier ce-1-urity centre officers.

If a university shoull for some reason 'o
une'la to cerry out trainin iself it shoul.' still lie pre-ere' to

-e_ncies involve] in the training of a'ult eAlcators
'y

J. . . .J... . .

a) P.ssistinr in nlannine courses
7elnin in decirlin.- their content

c) 7elrin- with evaluation and research
0) e.ctin, es an examining

The Content of each course will Wwiously
acale,-,ic level, practical exnerience and actual nee's

of ertici-ents, !lit most courses will prosumPly touch on one
or -cr. of the follorinc, tonics in rater or lesser lenth:

i) Aims
ii) Planning and organisAtion
iii) Teechin7 methods
iv) Adult lenrninr!
v) /clevant social, political and

economic factors in eevelopment.vi)"
vii)

esic meth d nos of inquiry an(' evaluatio.
'astorical lach.errounJ

viii) Comparetive stuies (c. aeult education:.
it) Study within this framework will he

reinforced by visits of ohservation
and practical work.

The essential thine is that each course, from
tlie one ''ay seminar to the two year hirher degree course should

7eared to the professional needs of the narticipants and not
devisael in the light of abstract theories.

. :-nlic.tiens

a) research and traininr should go hanl in han-'..
It is su-;-astel that, without prejudice to their existing functiens,
university eclult education eenartments should rive !iiph if not
'aie%ast priority to the allocation of tine and resources to such
reseexch and training. Newly esta'slished universities mirht well
censider concentrating on these tasks from the outset.

h) ';efore universities can usefully engare in
treinine they will have to satisfy:

i) /equirements of prevailine; rovernment nolicy,
in or or to ensure that those who o!tain the qualifications they
offer will o',tain arnropriate recognition a n d remuneration.
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ii) ;enuirements of university outhorit*es
V.11..uh the ncrmal academic channels.

rence a ;Jeat deal of ex,,lortory wort: will

c) The followinr factors will also have to
into account:-

i) The need for full-time qualified staff in
,--0-r7xt-l_nt who have studied and urCerstand theprincipless
nn*.' prnctice of aOult educrqion. :eliance on part-time service:fre-1 ottlar -lepartments will not suffice.

ii) The necessity of a sound financial iisis forc-:Inss entailing not only the funding of full-time staff '-utalso the availa'sility of money for hooks and equipment.

iii) In addition to the ahove the require-! facilitizr1

3uitahle classrooms

- A well stacked
112.rary

- 7isual Aids

- Office facilities

resi'!ential accommodation for stu tents on full-ti-c
coursas.

iv) Coor'ination of work 1)einq unlerta'can ;riththat by other agencies to avoid dunlication. :'revision sh::ulceZ.e ma,'e for regular consultation with such agencies but 'Aure-tcr-ztic
structures without personal will to seek it will not receive
-Jffl,ctivo cooperation.



TRAINIPG FOR ADULT EDUCATION

RURAL DEVELOPT COLLEGE HOLTE, DENMARK.

Course: in Rural Dcve122Lnt

The course is interdisciplinory and takes rural dcveloix.ent
as its ..ain thcl_.e. A continuing fature is the col.parctiv_
study of rural dcvA.op:_ent experienc_ in the p.rticipants'
countries. The main subjects arc listed below. In tutorials,discussions crid lcctures, th, intcrrelctionships betwc_n thesesubjects ore stressed. Duration of the course: Eight months.

COMFUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The cvulution of th_ idea. Co:_munity development as a"Philosophy" a process, a tcahniqu,1 of development. Comporctivestudy of co __unity development program:les in Africa and elsewhere Relationships between coilunity development and otherorganizations. Planning of local prograills. Training forco;':unity devclopment. Public administration aspects.
Col.munity develop2l_nt and notional planning.

AGRICULTURE

The study of agricultural development factors andrelationship. Dcvclopucnt of Danish agriculture and its presentposition. Nutrition basic principles of human and anii.alnutrition and the mcin nutritional problems of Africa. Tropicalagriculture soil conservation, crop production and animalhusbandry. Agricultural extension principles of agricultural
economics and planning agricultural projects. Case studiesagricultural devlopm,nt projects. Research and demonstration.

COOPERATIVES

The history and philosophy of the: cooperative idea. Thedevelopment of the cooperative movement in Denmark. Consumercooperation. Agricultural cooperatives including agriculturalcredit. Cooperative bylow. Management and administration.Education and cooperation.

ADULT EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION.

Aims and objectives of adult education. The Danish FolkHigh Schools philosophy, ucthods, role in the developliert ofDenmark. Comparison of Folk High Schools and Training Centresin developing countries. Adult education in Africa, withemphasis on literacy. Comparative study of literacy prograL.mes.Methods and organization of literacy programmes. Co,,,.unityeducation and developmentoriented programmes of popular 13-asseducation. Crn,munication theory and the role of audiovisualaids. Audiovisual methods and techniques.

2



ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Forces of social chcmgc technological, econoLic,
ideological. Historicol review of developmcnt agrarian,
urban, industrial. Socioccono:_ic bockground to Africon
developLentA Thu dual economy in Africa. The i.oncy econolLy:
finance, taxotion, prices and trade. Problcus of sociol
chonge in rurcl Africa the fa:Lily, traditional groups,
cultures cnd sub cultures. Manogel.lent of social developmant
civil service and goverm.ent. Cosc studies of human problems
in technilogical change. Methods of prepion survey.

PLANNING

Conprchensivc end multidimensioncl planning. Illustrated
by ccsc studics of (a) a sector plan for agricultural develop
ment (b) a. sector plan for iLprovemcnt of living conditions in
a. rurcl are'o (c) a regional development plan. Human probleils
of planning. Methods of involving people in planning.

PSYCHOLOGY

The elements of general psychology with special criphosis
on human dcvelopmcnt, loodcrship and group dynamics. Problems
of human relotionships (cast discussions and role playing).

ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS,

Social wc1fare. Rural youth. The role of international
agencies in development with special emphasis on the Econonic
Connission for Africa.

DANISH EXPERIENCE

The Danish experience of dcvclopucnt has provided a
constant source of reference, both theoretical and practical.
Weekly educational visits arc node. All students spend one
week of ficld work staying with c Danish family. 'A survey
of a Danish village is undertaken by all students.

STUDY TOURS

In addition, study tours uoy be arrcngcd to Sweden,
Gamy° and Italy.

STUDENTS WORK

The students prepare individual assignments in all the
principal subjects. There- is also a longer assignment
designed to integrate cspccts of devclopmcnt work. In
addition, case studios of problems of field work arc prepared
by students', as well es presentations for class and group
discussions.

got-rBri-kE=Ilelatat
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, '7ission renuirements.

2.5-35 years old.

Mflerp,1 L-Ilication: A minimum of 10 years.
6. I'.1r17.1330: thorough knowledge of the 7.nglish larria;-;ais the medium of instruction.

Trninirw: lnd experience: Participants are expectel tohave comnlete the local traininI courses in their ownfic12, and to have had several years of field experience.

iatrlisciplinary nature of the course maker is useful for t' -.e:iffzrIalt cotei;ories of neonle working in rural :levelonment. Itis of snecial value for those who may have resnonsPqe nositionsin teamwork and trainini at district or nrovincial level.The course will !le especially useful for officers from thefollowinr: areas: 1,dult 2ducation,
A^ricultural -Ixtension,7,c--unity 7evelopment, Co-oneratives, and -ealth -1,1ucation.

L-71ication: V-rourh anish 7.mhassies. secholqrships perye-r for &'out 1^ /frican countries.

esi-7es the aT,ove mentioned course the -aural -,evelonTent;n7_? ^e is arran-ing a two months UN /HUH Traininr course, s^ fnr71. 12:er are 1069.

cdt;NCY're
Sv. 74rik



ArrzTrm I

7=LOV:: IP 3MCATF.T.

Course structure

AJ Compulsory L

1. 7rincinles of Aclult Education.
Crcanization an:! Practise of Alult Education

Community 7evelo-ment.

3. Tech/ fines of Communication
Cue 6rthe;fellowingrs,meliaizatinus.

25

25

25

2,7

a. radio, TV.
Corresnondence

c. audio -visull
e. ProcramTed learning!

Ao Mements of Social Structure. 1C
5. CoTnarative Adult Education. 15 15
C. Princiles of Url,an and lural rievelw-ment 25 15

4

125 55

AtItion 1 (Cne suhject only)

1. 7uhctional Literacy.
15

2. Principles of Community Development. 25
3. Youth Studies.

25r. "omen's Education.
25

5. Acricultural Education and Extension. 25
G. Health Education.

25
7. Social *Telfare, Principles and Practice of 25

Total: 24C sessions.
MUM

125 9C

1. 'Anavrtatiorhstmervised by Personal. Tutor.
2. 3 x 3 hours Examination Pacers.

L 4 Lectures

S = Seminars

P= Practical periods.

15

10

tAC

c(f



=r1737 /I

lyllaTms - Co7lu1sory SuTjects.

'iploma in iLlult Meucation.

,curse I: Princirles of A-Tult Tt-Tucation.

a. lastory of r:leucational Thour;hts. 5 lectures
T). Concerts ane, 'ernino/orT of il.lult 5

allucation.
c. 11Alcation, 7conoric rlanninp. 5

d. esearch, Co-ordnation ar. 71anninr; 5
in ;Alult

e. ')evelorment of Alult -7:.luc,-tion in 5
Zaat Jtfrica.

25 lectures

Course 2: CrFanization an Practice of Alult
ducation and Community levelo,,ment.

a. Prim-dries of Yanar:ement. 5 lectures
T. Case Studies of Anlication. 5 /I

c. Teaching retho's. 5 1 1
A_. Cultural Activities, Games. $
e. Psychology of AIult Learnitv 7

Course 6: Techniqus of Communication.

a. Therories of Communication ane
group 1Tynamic.
Use of Pedia, Radio, TV.
Corresnomlence, Programming,
Instructional Systems. :valuation.

c. Arrlied Tcbniques to Literac y,
Teaching, Agricultural 'xtension
9ealth Elucation an'l Community
Develo-ment.

llements of Social Structure.

25 lectures

5 lectures

10

le It

25 lectures

a. Concerts in Sociolocical Anatittis 3 lecturesh. The Nature of Society. 3
c. Social Stratification ane Grow)

Attitudes.

1P lectT:res



Course 5: Coirmarative

AP73NDI: III

,
,-.

2

,.

2

2

1.1ctures

1;

ii

71

71

education.

a.

h.

c.

d.

e.

f.

r.7.

)asic Col-arativc Criteri

'Jnite:1 "in7o").

North fenerica.

ScRndinvia.

'est Africa ('ranch sr,eakin,

India.

International Trencls.

15 1:-..ctu:res.

Course 6: Princinles of Ur''an and Aural

Development.

a. Tlc,nomic and Cultural
7,ack,7round to 1)evelonment.

F. Forulation Prollems.

c. Technolof:ical -ackrTrounl.

C lectures

3

d. 7i.:-Iucational Policy.

e. )evlorment rlanninp:. District, C
Provincial and National 71annin,:.

itopcmra llNYV uo

89%0 Td3S

asnotpupvao Dna

25 1.actures.

ERIC Clearinghouse
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